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1'he followihk is a-summary of the findings of a study entitled

"An Analysis'Olinassigned Recipients/Registrants 4r1 the WIN I Program."

The.purp9se of stagy as to id9tify those factors which relate

to unassigninent and todetermine w t 'might be done te-f4e4litate the

movement of Unssigned Recipients i o an assigned4Status and, eventually,

into a position of economic self sufficienCy. The dfl! base. consists
,

of 11,336\WIN Client files in 69 siteg'among 15 states. Data collection

.took place during the months \o\f,,February through May 19/7. The' sampling
.

methodology is designed to ensurefhat.the data base is statistically-

. represehtative of the national WIN population.

,e
'Based upon 1976 ESAR 'reports it %vas antici ted that between 75-85%

of the WIN topulation would be Unassigned Recipierits

sirated in Table A, the sample tows only 71.03% girth

However, as demon-
.

'WIN population are

Unassigned Recipients. 'Additionally, 11..09%. of the WIN opulation are

clients Who, although defined by thQ WIN-Handbook as Unassigned, Recipients

I -6

and, reported as such, are participating iii activities atthe:loca1 WIN:
-

offices very similar to the Assigned Registrants in.the component system.
;

These clients have beeneen desInated asMte Active in Table A.

, .

who are not receiving ).itructUKed activity from:the WIN office have be
).

designated Site Inactive. Job Development and Job Counseing are the' two

major Acttvities4provided'by the local sites which arNnot part of the

Those clients

federal cdtponent system.:

r
There are three major cqegorie of WIN clients as, defined by-WIN.,

\

'Handbook No. (3111). They are Assigned Registrants, WorkinglIegis
. trants, and Unassignedapcipients. Assigned Registrants are/receivi'ng

subsidized. employment or training-experience; Working Registrants are

employed full time'in an unsubsidized job. Unassigned Recipients

are clients' who are neither assigned or Working 'full time ilef an

"unsubsidised job.
ix
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e (77.06%) (15.52%) 17-42%)

(Soupje W Tapje 9
March

o

tAi.= Unassigned 'Recipients

WR= working Registrants

(71.032) (20.39%)

(Source P/RA. Sample
March - may.

(8.582)

AR =_As'signed Registrants

.... . . 6 , \ - - - - - - -. - J - - - - , - - - -

1

0

Site Inactive Unassigned Recipirnts (SI-UR) are clfents wh
l'

essentially meet the criteria of Unassigned Recipients (UR)

presented in the WIN Handbook and federal legislaion.st

2. Site Active Unassigned Recipients (SA-UR) a clients whoare
reported as Unassignedityecipients (UR) because of federal re-

porting criteria but siT receiving services from the WIN sites

which are' comparable to the federally.assignedcompone7s. 'T.

a



e

..'' :4?.',i'Aiter Nenti ihg which :clients. axe. classified as Unassigned
/

- -

s leciplen.
e

,

.

the Aext task is .1N) determine what factoys cause a client

tor-be an Unassigned Recipient. Trethe developmental Stage-of the
.

study, three principle HipothesesiWere drelope0 as possible exPlana
. , .s.

, . ,

on of 'wliat
,

it means to.be an Unassigned Recipient. These hypotheses

wereeStablished bailed "upon information from previousstildies of the

, 0

WIN prop** and infsrmation gathtiscl from 'Pretest interviews- pri:th WIN \
1.1

,e,...', "Sit6.er el; These hYP01-4LQ.s,es aret,L)
.

. ..--f.

4.1, 4
,, 1r '

s '- 1 .

.

. .

Ar
.

ss.ifted Recipi-ent:.is a t.ale or phase .*th.t.' a:Li-lent
. goes 'th ough--in 14sTher,.WIli exi5enence. .- -- _dot ' "

.44.
e ' % ..4 4 , , ).. . ' ' . 4tf . .1

,
I ' I

2. Unasigticd7Recitlieilt is a tyK. of *client whose social,'
#erogtaphic; or 'esItvIoyment i"-ated characteristic,/fOK.
-one reason Or another; render: the client uneniployable.`

J: ) . - ,. -. . . ' '. -/ I

_tar ; 3 .`Una'Ssi ned. Recipient is a condition at the iloOal WIN

.t. site esglting from Jack of,r_esources and' instifligient
1,; 4 , .i Oh ,o,,enings".' . ..

.k'. : ,-. 4 . 7, ,,, - .' , :. . .

l'... -A thouglmta some extent all three*.hjpotheses are found to, be
,

y,,A,U,d , the thitd hypothesis apptairs to be the tuatior cpnfronting

.~.' ., most_ of the thlsgigned Recipitnt4
, )

)-

,_,:......4.

Exarninatii% of the first' hypo. bests ream ea analysis,of the dynaniics

Of .:Iient movement Thong the ,Assigned Registrants, Unasy.griecr Recipi9

dna, 7OrKinr Reistrant .statuses;a arid the iynanucs of client movement in' 4 4 t .r t
J , .

e 1 !'. 1- ... . s

2 '

0:

; .si,..,,,a,n,d, out of the WIN program'. In -order that Unaisignect Recipient be considered_
..

. -;

' 4

a

a,, ta.gl., in the 19IN,,progrW11; Movement betwepn stattiSes must.be presertt.

'\t! 7-It was'.Folirrct.tha.t. approximately -,80% of:all male clients and 27% of ..

"all female clients leave the WIN piogram Withib., twel;se ilmths of yegistray-'4,

ea-Recipients leave the' 'program at approximately the same .

'41

tion. 'Unassi

Orate as _Assigned orlgai-leint.'Registrants. In other _words being' Unass

,

ed , Recipient ,does tiot affect the_ length of time a client re

xi
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teTed).

rr an -as._

°

s very.,little ean.

.
fatthe--mss011ity that.,arsignificant

ice in' they client
r-b . '

,1-

9e. , teturn to theWINIprogram ate 'lilt been de-tegis-,

- -

Files to

r of Client's are
4

_ _

roXamately 90% of the Unassi ,Recipient ;have -never -beenb'een

si4us.:01-nly.6:43%the e-ei.beerCin arJob-or.Training
'A

.

vent. ,Ab(t of =the Unassignt4,Recipien s,do 'DI move out of their.

unassigned status.; Therefore,;-- /pnassigned Recipient is not a stage in

most clients' WIN hiitoryer Table.B represents the dynaics of move-

3
m6nt. bbiween 'NI& categories 'for Wassigded Recipients. ,

-0 .

The next question thit-p.rJ.s. is: Do clients who hre qe tea

as :Un eRdipients_havebertaih charactekisis-thiiact as

.fi`avters`to- employment andthe- e classification 'of 'Unassigned
,

:

c

-,,Recipiht? 'This brings up two'' itS;oi al questidf1S Is thehlient

1 ' '' '
thejob ready? If tie /she is job ready, what is 'likelihood of their

r.,. .
1 '. - :

becoming employed? . A .° L.,./- ,

'Job'readiness is deftned-as,the.dility to\accept,a4full time .job
. I, / ,

if qpe were avail4ble. .Analysis'showsjhat 71

,'ients could acceptka full tine'fob 'if ones we

therefore0ob,ready. .ApprOximateW 13% of the iinissigned-Redipients'

would be job ready if suppiortive.serVitel'(especiallY, Day Care) were

;

made available to them. Aro-additional 15% of the Unassigned Recipie

f the Unastigned Recip-
,

*
'made available and are;

-Y eta
'due to medical are not,,o r Table C represents these

.J
rY..

classifications. a

r

-t'



TABLE
o

DYNAKE6- OF. tOptErni13 v

OF UNASSUMED. REaippwrs

II ;

'MOVEMENT MOVEMEffr

NO BEIVFEN Beheal
MOVDIENT UR & Wk) UR &

ONLY OR IMS
OILY

:100%

:90

80-

%70

60

50

Ito

30.

20.

10

0

MOVEMENT v.

BEIWEEN
UR & JOB I,

OR TRAINING
COMPONENT .

°

4,

(,4.8J%) (4.513%) (4 7.da )> ( h 43%

,
!..WR = Working Registrant Status

ORI = Orientation

lIt13-.= Intensive Manpower

UR = Unassigned. Recipient
-/

f

4,



TAIILI 4;

Je)13 READY smuts-
.

InvassIariED.REcipiEN'isTaria,-

, Job Potentially. Not Jab Not
. .

Ready -,'Job Ready . Read::D.etergained
4

go, -

,80

70 c.

60
J

50

40

'i°

7,20 -

'

a

AINII

(7i.092) (i32)\. (12..790y-A (2..890

Job, Reatiji Client is capable or accept...tug a- full time job.

Potentially Job Ready - Client'Would be capable of accepting

a full time Job if supportive services were provided.

Not Job Ready - Client canno accepts a full time job due to

medical reasons.

14:
NotiDetermined -lient,has a medical condition withcontradictorY

informatioconcerning his/her
ability to accept full time

,

f ,'

employment.- -
.' /

.

.,s

TAE: DUE TO A LACK OF CERTIFICATION.;PROCEDURES
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT SOME.

CLIENTS INDICATED AS JOB READY ARE IN NEED OIPSUPPORT/VE SERVICES

AND ARE THEREFORE POTENTIALLY JOB READY
144:
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Characteristics that act as barr iers t

, ,..t,. ..
.

-0 assignment and employment

should appear Wore, prevalently among the

,

Unassigned Recipients than
.

. . .

AlsiSiamong the

dependent
chil _.

. ,... s ..- '.

Such characteri
.

.

`f

stics as age, /ace; sex, Prior work history,
,

in program,
.

Alialysis was performed on

*Luber of

/-gned or Working Registrants,

Aren, lengthytite' supportive service needs,,

. -

attitudinal
Sarriers,.etc:- Only two variables related. to client

charac-
,

.

.

.'ite4stics aPPeared io."substantially_affect eMployability.

'male
clients under the age of twenty (3.77% of the Unassigned

Recipients) andd'emale clients who.have commun

.

..

ication barriers,
priR4rily

8paniShAprigin females.(836t.O1 the
Unas i

in.si
onlytwo characieristics.that appear

s,..gned

gnificiely larger

among the.Unass.iined:Recipients thanamong the AsSigned or Working Regis-

trants/ It appears that the reason
for this situation is':

, . .

VW-
1., Males under the age of twenty receive a laW priority

from the WIN office.

2. SuffiCient language training
J8 not available at
.

nl.anY,AIN locatibns.

This analySis'ShOWS that demographic e)Vain

Why some client are placed in the i
LnaSsi d

cafinot

others arev category while

assined: -----

*-it, ShdUld

_

- noted that male clients '
beeuSe they are UnemploYed

Fathers , for 'the most part, are more likiely

male cliont This is due primarily to
to be assigned than fe:.

-9 itwo factors:

1. Unemployed Fathers by iaH, receive priority

From the WIN program.

2' Pe1Wle clients, on the , need child
,

whole

cao re more than male clients and there appears

t be a scarcity .of child care resources.

fig
XV



Having seen that the firs1 (stage) and second (characteriStics)

hypotheSes do not repient sul stantial proportions of the Unassigned

Recipients, the next-step was a compare the states' WIN pOpulation,

D represents the composition o the WIN population in the fifteen sampled

states. UnassiPild ReciPints varied from 35% to 91% of a states' total

WIN PoOpulation., Viewe-24ram a different perspective it can be said that

,the state in which a clint re tided can vary theprobability that the

client will be tliP.=-35igne iron .3S-to 491, i.e., in State D, chances are

about 3 out of 10 that a clien will be UnaSsigned,Aereas in State L

chances are 9 out of It) that L, client will be unassigned. This. information

supports, the-6hird hypc:thesis that tieing an Unassigned Recipient a con-

dition at thejocal WIN site I.:suiting from lack of resources and insuffi-

cient job oneiling. No Ot!Ir `actor, not even the client's sex, so greatly

affects the probabilitY "(-ht client will be, unassigned. Site per.SQpiiel

interviews as Wej asuveratl characteristics of the gample"population

support this finding

Three factoYs ictbibi.ted lorther analysis o the Unassigned Recipient.

The lac!: of comp late and accurate diagnosis of medical

. (

problems hi,:i,-.!ered.uoy attempt at correlating type or

E .extdui of medical problems with employability.

Approxiricr 64!:i of

appafell tly

!)fitw tDue to 111'ifi

Child C:ln? (f)r Otc)

by

the Female Unassigned,Recipients

.caceived any certification assessment.

supportive service needs, it
?is

not

'0 :Any n.cceptable extent the amount of

uor2ortive service) resources needed

a FKvi
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The scope andiperspectiye of the study.was directed

towards a composite picture of the Unassignedllecipieut

on th national level. Since where a client resides.

has such an important effect upon unassignment, a

nationally applicable composite of the Unassigned

Recipient,-cnnot be devised.

In summary, Majority of ftassigned Recipients appear to be '

capable of accepting full time employment. There is no substantial

,demographic characteristic difference between Uhassignd Recipient,

Assigned. Registrants, and Working Igegistrants. The factor which

appears to be most closely corielated,withrunassignment is the clients'

state of residence. This appearsto be attributable to thvailinces

policies, procedures, services, and activities at the local WIN sites.

Although the site's economic environment does affect the level of unassign-

mentat the'site, from all; indications, WIN site organizational structure

and the effectivenesS of WIN/SAU interrelationshipplay the major role in

determining the fate of the Unassigned Recipi,mt. Therefore, the exis-

tence'of-a large Unassigned Recipient poOl is expCYlained'best as a lack of

job opportunities and a lack of resources, particularly child care.

4:

v
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. ,

This report is.divided intosix sections and is intended to introduce
.

,

the r abler with some knowledge of the WI4Orogram tothe anal
7.,

is ana findings
. ..,

of thi-.study. Structuring a. report of .this nature is a
)

difficult task.
. .

Thg read r may, at Uimes, find that information being presented is net

iMMedia elY relevant io his or her'needs.1
r .,

erever_thi

:chci7srep:Irta.s°.keep in mind the size 'of the audience heing,addre§sed by
7 A 3"

..._.. _

Summary conclusions.have for the most part saved.until the'endrif
.

eaCh'section,

'he repturt approaches the data in the same fashionich the field

interviewer approached the file and it takes the following fOrmat:

1. 'Section t WIN-Activities and Statvses; discussion

of component and status structure Utilized by WIN at '..

the 69 sitesbmposition WIN population.
17

2. Section II Attrition, Dynamics. of Moves, Length if .Time

in Statuses, and Time Since Last Contact - discussions of the

interaction ortime,and program participation-baSedupon.
C

,

status composition and sex distribution.
1

iii

, -

11

3. Section III -

I

Job Readines$; determination of those 3n/ .the

I
WIN program, andlarticularly which of the Unas

'ciyiehts; are. capable of accepting'full-time employMent

and for those wbo e not, why not?

1 y



Section TV.- Client Characteristics ar Employability;4.
v

upon thebase upo
. .

job ready Unassigned Recipients

anai4is what-fsharacteristicsb act as barriers

t

.

s.

to eMpl

r

I., r

rsiD

Sectioh, V Major Issue 4; addres th issues which are%

of particular imPorianA io'understanding the conditions

the Unassigned Redlpients; the 040 ma' or issues are Mledia1

Probldms and Certification.

§ection Vflecommendati i;cpSic; and'procedu

mendations based Pon th study's findings,

al recom-

l
ti

.4111116,
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The initial question to be addressed by this report is, "What is

the definition of an Unassigned-Recipient?" The definition established

by the Federal WIN Handbook is:

d Recipient" - All WIN regis-"Unassi

11trants ho,are AFDC recipients and who are

not: (1) Working Registrants, (2) In a

component, (3) Participating in the Adjudi-4.

cation process or (4) In 60-Day Counseling.

This status generally includes unemployed,

recipients and recipients Who are employed

less than full-time".

From a more practical point of view,-an Unassigned Recipient is

one of theee major divisions of clients in the WIN Program. Assigned.

Registrants are clients mho are receiving manpower services from the

WIN Program. Working Registrants are clients mho are working full-

time in an unsubsidized job, but are not earning enough to be inelig-

ible for welfare 'assistance. Unassigned. Recipients are' WIN clients

who are neither assigned nor-working full-time.

si

Perhaps one of the,emost difficult of all barriers Confronted by

the WIN program is Nariety of prejudicial statements and

opinions concerning WIN registrants in particular, and welfare recipients

in general. It is extremely important that the reader attempt to put

aside his or her preconcei notions while reading this report. Some

43

of these notions may be disproved; others may be supported. In either

t, answers' to problems are not necessarily' singular in nature.

Many different perspectives of the same circumstances are required

in order to allow for alternatives to issues and not singular confrontations.



SECTION I

RCLOYMENT AND ''RAINING SERVICES

(STATUS COMSIT:ON)

WIN provides a myriad of services to the client. These services
are divided into two groups; employment and training 'services and

--supportive services. Employment and training services are provided by
the WIN staff or WIN contractors,

(i.e., business schools), in the case
of training, or municipglities, in the case of ont:the-job-training, or
public service employment experience.. Supportive services are provided
to the WIN client by the welfare agency. jhe most nedhed supportive ser-

. A
vice is child care.

The Employment and.training services as well as ielates1
client activities

provided by WIN are referred to in this report as status. Similar

status are grouped into status 1:11...tmaEL2?-. An example of a status category
is the Job Citegory. The Job Category is comprised of four status: WIN
On-The-Job-Training (1+11N/(11T); WIN-ftiblic Service Employment (WIN/PSE);

. .Suspense (to a job funded by. an agency other than WIN, e.g CETA); Stop
forEmployment Clierit has secured a subsidized job position which
will commence in the near future).

ft-should.be noted that the first three-
statuses are part of the federal component. system.

The status (including componentS) and adjudication procedure
activities utilized by the 15 state:; in the file search 'sample differ from
the federal status/component syStem. Certain status that are no longer
recognized as a federvi Status or component are.still in use at 'the WIN sites.



Specifically,, the component Job Development is still in use at local

WIN? sites, and the status, Stop for Employment -and Stop:for

Training, although no longer reported federally, are also in use at
r

local WIN sites.

Exhibit 1, contains the definitions of the status used in this

report.f Table 1 represents a matrix of these statuses by the states

which utilize them. (The determination of whether or not a state utilizes

a status is dependent upon
4
whether that state has clients in the particular

activity. Since the sample was stratified for status there is no

ssibility that a status .could be in use at the sample sites without it

being represented in the sties' sample population.) Although there iss

some variance of status utilization within a state, for clarity only,

state configurations are provided. State names have been eliminated for

maintenance of confidentiality. Th" tates which are Unemployed Father

states are states A,B,C,D,F,G,H and AdditionallY, states A and B con-
.

stitute"oVer 52% of the sampl6 population. Where subsequent tables in

this report refer to states the original letter designation for each state

will be consistent. Table 2 reflects the distribution of status for
%

males, females and the total sample population. For example, .13.25% of

the males are Working Registrants and J.44% of the females are in Work

Experience.

These two variables, sex and status, will throughout this report be

the primary divisions of the clients. The functional relationship of

clients to the WIN program varies significantly with the variable, status.



`.1

DEFINITIONS OF STATUS

The status system is-intended to be dynamic.

*

Movement between

"status reflect the series of activities which a client undergoes with
the 1ventual goal being employment. In most cases, a client will enter

the program ac an Umeisigned Recipient and from there he or she will be

assigned to a status depending upon need. For example, a client, who has

sufficient job skills to immediately seek employment might well:go into

Intensive Manpower Services DMS). Some clients may go into a training

staiii (component) ih,order to enhance their job skills prior-to entering

the IMS status, while'other clients-enter the piogram full-time employed,
t.

and are immediately ',laced in the Working Registrant status. Section II

will present the movement patterns _of the WIN client in more depth.

.JOB CATEGORY

1. Suspense (To A Job). Certified indiViduals referred to' tither

eligible !:.edpral or State funded employment programs, and meet

,ing all eligibility requirements under those programs, will be

temporarily suspended from the WIN program. Necessary supportiVe

services which arc not provided by the program will be proVided

by the. SAU and WIN.- (Example: CEPie7PSE.)

WIN/00T (On-The-Job-Training)
: Employment opp rtunity whiCh in-

eludes training by-wprivate or publit employer. Subsidized

under contract between WIN and the'eMpliyer.

3. Public Service Employment (PSE). WIN subsidized jobs in. the

public and private ncii -proii t sectors. These are jobs. not

otherwise performed by regt gar employees; intended tO":Move
4 iG 6



individuals ,into unsubsidized jobs.

Working .Registrant (MR). An, individual working fulltime,

in unsubsidized employment.

S. STOP (For Empl nt). Certified individuals who have acquired

a job to ,be started on a set future date.

. TRAINING CATEGORY.

. Suspense (To A,Training Position). Certified individuals

referred to other eligible Federal or State funded train-

ing programs and meeting all eligibility 'requiranents

under those programs, will be temporarily Slispended from

the WIN program. Necessary suppOrtive services which are

not provided will be provided by the SAU and.WIN.

. IT (Institutional Training). Vocational or other classroom

training conducted by an instructor in a. non- worksite setting.

Work Experience (WE). Training which provides clearly defined;

well-supervised assignment with a private non-profit or public

employer; There isnot an employer-employee relationship and
4

noyageS are paid.

4. STOP (For Training). Certified individuals who have been

assigned to a training 1-,sition whiclf is to begin on a set

date in the near future.

r..-1



C. GINIMUCATEGORY.
h

-

1. Intensive Manpower Services (EMS). A structured work

experience component providing midhpaT and employment
services to certified WIN registrants to assist them in
obtaining unsubsidized employment. (i.e., Job Search ActiVitles

2. 814entation. A componentyhich
includes-all those formal

activities which introduced a WIN registrant to his respon-

sibilities pertaining to participation in WIN and to the
world of work, increase understanding of the attributes

necessary to get and hold a job, and further the evaluation
of the registrant's

employability needs and abilities.

Adjudication. The formal process, initiated by a re-

quest for a WbOl hearing, for resolving non-sanctionable

WIIV rel&ted complaints and grievapces and four deciding

sanctionable issues arising subsequent to WIN registration.

(-4. 60-Day Counseling. Counseling provided by the SAU for a
period of up to 60-days, to those certified registrants

who have been determined by the Secretary of Labor to

have refused to participate in the WIN program without
\s

good cause for the purpose of persuading them to parti-

cipate -WIN.



(The abovb status compose the recommended Federal CdmpOnent

System. In hddition to these activities; two other designations are

utilized for federal classifykng the WIN clients. They are Working

Registrant and Unassigned Recipients.)

D. WORKING REGISTRANT CATEGORY

1. Working Registrant. A' WIN registrant recipient in unsub-

sidized full-time employment.

Although the remaining group of clients are federally referred to as

the Unassigned Recipients, the states and sites provide many activities to

these'clients which are not reco zed by the Federal Component System.

Many of'these activities are very similar to those activities in the General

L Category (i.e., 1MS Orientation, Adjudication etc.) and have been grouped

p

in a status catego to Acttoke-Unassigned Regipient. Site Active because

these clients are receiving WIN services and activities and Unassigned Re-

cipients because they are FederalIyidefined as such. The abbreviation

SA-UR will be Used throughout this report to,refer to this group of clients.

U. SITE ACT I UNASS IGNED 'CATEGORY

I. Pending Initial Certi fication. These are clients for whom

,eIthdr an initial request for certification has been made

and welfare has not, yet responded or certification was

agreed to by welfare and never provided.

2, Pending SubscouentTertification. Due to some circumstances,

the. supportive services for which the client was- initially

certified are no longer sufficient. While' the elie7t awaits

the okcome or a suhScquent certification procedure. they are

Tlaced'in this 'clas'sification.



iF

Job Development: Recipients placed in this component are,

considered job ready and either have been assessed as not0

4
being in need of supportive services, or have received ceT-

tification for needed services. Those recipients placed in

Job Development do not appear to have severe barriers to I
gr

employment,are willing to work and are deemed to have a

hiaLprobability of becoming employed.14F

4. Job Couns lin Clients who are job ready but either Q7

have not osen a job/career goal or haire attitudinal

problems are placed in Job Counseling in order.to

prepare them for future job development and placement.
) '

.' Return for Reassessment.. If a client has barrier#which

are considered by.the WIN staff to be insurmountable;

i.e., to preclude employments then the WIN intake

file is returned-to the Department of Social Services

to be reassessed for possible exemption of the client

from the-4/IN program.

6. Conciliation. Conciliation is the warning stage of the

adjudic tion procedure; At this point in the client'0

WIN Participation history he/she has failed to report

or respond to appointments and has subsequently been

sent, a letter detailing the consequences of such

failures-to-report./While in this situation the

clieWs file is placed in the conciliation Category,.

..;



Aformal Adjudicalon. Is is the second.and last

, -

.
,

chance (after conciliation) offered a client' to in-
,

. .,

fotmally res lve the problems leading to the pending

(P
,

tformal adju ication proce;s. It takes place only if
,

a solution is not arrived-at during conciliation. A follow-

\ up letter is sent 'suggesting a''ilieeting. If the client dies

1 not respond or if no.resolutiOn seems imminent; Adjudication

(as it'isJ'eaetally defined) is initiated.

Applicant. Clienis in this category have natreceivedAhe

status-,,of thei*:appliFation for welfare. However they have

registered for WIN.

. Stop For Orientation. Those individuals who have been assigned to

Orientation which is to begin on a set date in the near future.

Those clients who are classified federally as Unassigned Recipients

but are not receiving services or activities from the local WIN sites,

i

have been designated as Site Inaaive Unassigned Recipients or I-UR.,,

Some of these cl-ients are, however, involved in activities which are not

federally recogni ed by WIN (non-WIN recognized),but are either employ-

ment or training or rogrammaticallY relevant.%An example would be Part -_

...........,.-
Time Employment. There are nine such status which comprise the Site

Inactive Unassigned Recipient category and, therare:,

F. SITE INACTIVE UNASSIGNED,RF;ISTRANTS (SI-UR) CATEGORY

1. No Activity. is no indication in the file that

these clients are involved in any job or training activities.

2, Joh Search. Activity.. ft i s indicated in the file that these

clients arc involved.injob search activities on. thei own
. .

l -

'(i.e., independent of MN activitiesc,)1
. .



e

''Part-Time Employed. The!-e clients have 'part-time jobs.

GED. These clienis.areinvolved in achieving a jsigh

school equivalency diploma An anon -WIN recognized%

capacity.

1

. . Other 'Education: These Alents are/ invoived in an

educational program Qther than GED, such as college
,

or vocational training which non-Wilprecognized.

. Part-Time and Education. Thee- clients have parirtime

jobs and are involved in non-WIN recognized educational

activity.

7. Waiting,for Training. lhese clients are about to enter

a non-WIN recognized trvining activity:
4,k

Waiting for Job. .These clients have secured but have

not yet begun a part-time job.

. Pending Deregistration, The e clients have indicated '

c---)1,.;

to leave 41.e WIN progOTCin their files they are about

for any one of a veriet- of reasons.

10'
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DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS''

00'THE WIN POPULATION

p

JOB
Suspense
WIN/On-Job-Training
WIN/Public Service Employment
Stop

TRAINING
Suspense
Institutlonal Training
Work Exi*rience
Stop

GENERAL 2.61

Intensive Manpower Services 1.33

Orientation 0.43

A,djudicarion 0.22

60 -Day Counseling 0.63

HORKIINGSTRAN'IS 20.39

,UNASSIGNED RECIPIENTS

SITE ACTIVE
PendingInitial Certification
Pending $1bSequent Certification
Job'Development
Job Counseling
Adjudication Reassessment
Sent to DSS Conciliatidn
Informal Adjudication
AFDC Applicant
Stop-,For Orientation

'SITE INACTIVE
No Activity
Job. Search

PartTime Employment
Gener41 Education Development
Other Education
'Part Time-and Education
Waiting for Traininp
Waiting for. Job (P/T)

Deregitration

s"'"*.act

71.

p
1.09
2.98
0.47
5.41
/A.7
0:160

0:12
0.03
0.44
0:17

59.94
49.04
2.35,
4.29
0.61
2.35
0.26
0.49'
0.17
0.41

4.61
2.41
0:37

A:AT

15.25;.:
ti:

76.4076,40

TOTAL (N=11336)

20.52
2.78
0.50
13.71
1.41
0.33
0.33
0:00
0.83
0.62

355.88
45.62
4.15
2.70
0.50
1.83
0.12

0.42
0.37
0.17

2.07
1.04
0.45-

- 0.17
0.43

2 31

69.58

8.55
3.03
0.46
3.17

0,29
0.07
0.03
0.34
.0.04

61.08
49.96,
1.86
4.72
0.64
2.49
0.29
0.50
0.11
'0.47



Because status determination is a reflection of the services being

received by the client and because this study addresses itself to one

particular "status",.Unassigned Recipients, the variable status is important.

The variable, sex, is important because males, unlike females, have a

number of special conditions f r their entrance into the WIN program. The

major proportion of males in tl its study are in. Unemployed Father (UF) States,

91.90%, and those males in the non-UF states weePlaT'e over the age of twenty

constitutes only 3.03% of the entire male population in the sample. Also,

federal regulations, on a number of points are different for Unemployed Fathers

than they are f6P-AFDC mothers.
I

Although certain clients are participating in structured activity in

the program, they are nonetheless Unassigned Recipients since they do not

fall into federally recognized components or statuses.. However, since these

clients are involved in a WIN activity the distinction between these clients

and those who are not involved in a WIN activity has been made by referring

to the first group as Site Active Unassigned Recipients (SA-UR) and the second

as Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients (SI-UR); The rationale for this dis-

tinction will become more clear as the reader confronts the data in the latter

p?1-tions of this report. The Site Active Unassigned Recipients

(SA-UR) vary significantly from the Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients (SI-UR)

in terms of the services they-are receiving from WIN, the extent of their med-

ical barriers, length of time on the WIN program and other important variables.

Essentially, it IS these two groups, SA-UR's and SI -UR's, which comprise 71.03%

of the entire WIN population, ttlat have been identified as the Unassigned Re-

cipients upon whom this report is meant to focus.



Although the statistics would appear to show that, female clients are
in a better position (from a sense of _assignment) than the male clients,

the reader is cautioned from making hasty conclusions. If we begin by

investigating the major status groups as represented in Table 3, it be-

comes evident that the percentage of males exceeds significantly the percentage
of females in only two cases, General and Site Active categories. This high-

lights the fact that male clients are being more actively dealt with than

4female clients. The bulk of the males (69.76%) in the General and Site Active

categories are in statuses dealing directly with job placement (i.e., Intensive

Manpower Services, Job Development and Job Counseling). The reason for a

high proportion of female Working Registrants is due to the wage level females

can expect in the labor market. In other words, a Working Registrant is not

entirely a success story. Working Registrants are those persons who are

employed at a full-time job but because of their relatively low income cannot

earn enough money to go off AFDC. The fact that males have a lower propor-

tion of Working Registrants than females may beldue to the fact that OF males are,
when employed more than 100 hours per month for longer than one month, inel-

igible for welfare assistance. The sample does not include persons who are
. not on the WIN program. Therefore, full substantiation of this conclusion is not

possible. However, one factor which would tend to support this conclusion is

length of time in the program which is presented in two fashions - length,;,

of time in the program versus sex and length of time in the program versus

status (with sex controlled for).

14



TABLE 3

DIFFERENCES IN STATUS

CATEGORIES BY SEX

(IN PERCENTAGES).

MALE FEMALE

JOB 2.99 2.10

TRAINING 2.74 3.93

4.61 - 2.07GENERAL

WORKING REGISTRANTS. 13.25 22.31

UNASSIGNED TOTAL 76.40 69.58

SITE ACTIVE 20.52 8.55

SITE INACTIVE 55.88 61.08

(N..2407) (N=8929)
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TheSe analyses'are provided in Section II.

The intent of the WIN program is that it be dynamic, provide many

different services and maintain the overall:goal of asssting clients

in achievement of economic independence, Al.though federally mandated,

the WIN pro ram exists at the state and local level - each with its own,

particular abor market Condition. Additi onally, the WIN clieht.is an

individual and as.such has his or her own particular The pridary

difficulty confronting the WIN program is the fashioning of a model systpth

which will be equipped to full-Ash employment-related services for over one

million clients in over 900 different labor markets. The solution to this

complexity is a matter of resource management -.to provide'sufficient ser-.

vices to assist clients without wasting resources where they cannot be

effectively utilized. This must'be kept in mind when addressing the charac-

teristics and 'situations of the Unassigned Recipient: or these are essen-

tially the WIN clients who either are not or cannot utilize existing re-

sources effectively.



II. ATTRITION, DYNAMICS OF MOVES, LENGTH OF TIME IN STATUS

AND TIME SINCE LAST CONTACT

The second question to be addressed by his report is: MY is

Can Unassigned cipient? There are three Possibilities considered:
o

1.' Unassigned Recipient is a stage or phase that a,

client goes through in'his/her WIN experience.

at

2. Unassigned Recipient is a type of client whose social

demographic or employment related characteristics, for

one reason or another, render the client unemployable or

highly unemployable.

3. Unassigned Recipient is a condition at the local WIN

site resulting from lack of resources and insufficient

job openings.

a client

Although to some extent all three possibilities do exist. The

first two situations occur in limited quantity or in specific situations

which will be discussed in this section and section IV respectively. To

a much greater extent it appears that being an Unassigned Recipient is a

condition of the WIN program. By examining time and movement in the WIN

program, it is possible to discern the degree to which Unassigned Re-

cipient is more of a condition than a phase. The four aspects of time

and movement considered for analysis are attrition, dynamics of moves,

length of time in status and time since last contact.

17



Attrition is concerned with the time it takes for a client to leave

the WIN program. Dynamics of Moves is concerned with time and movement

between status . Length of time-in status analyzes the dynamics of

the statuses-themeelves. -Dynamics of-MoVes and Length of. Timein Statuses

are very similar, the distinction, lies in a matter of perspective. Dynamics

of Moves views the client/status interaction from the client's perspective,

i.e., how does a client move from one status to another?...and length of time

in status views the same interaction from the status perspective, i.e.,

What is-the composition of Clients in a particular status when length of time

in the program is used as the measuring variable? .By understanding the move-

ment of all clients in the WIN program, the reader can better comprehend how

the Unassigned Recipiet fits or does not-fit in the WIN programmatic system.

Questions such as the following can be addressed:

1. How many currently Unassigned Recipients were, at one

time assigned and why did they leave assigned status

2. HoW long does a-client remain in the WINprogram and what

factors appear,to affect his or her attrition?

3. How frequently is WIN in contact with the client? When

was theAast contact and what factors affect how often

a client is contacted?

These questions are answered in-this section in terms, of sex, status,

and pertinent time related factors. `Discussions of'demographic variables

and their impact will be presented in latter sections-of this report. It

is .very important that the reader be aware. of what. time and movementcon-

siderations are ne essary for the population as a. whole before .investigating

the Unassiow2d Recipient in particular.



A. ATTRITION.

1.

The rationale for being conperned with the rate at which clients

leave the WIN program is closely linked with an understanding of why

clients remain in the WIN program. The Unassigned Recipients constitute

the largest proportion of clients (71.03%) in the WIN program and

also constitute the largest proportion of clients wio remain

in the WIN program over extended periods of time. By analyzing why and

how rapidly some clients leave the program, reasons can 'be deduced for

why other clients remain on the program. This section will discuss

attrition as it re tes to the sex of the client and the status 111.N

which clients are placed.

PROJECTING ATTRITION

Realizing that the sample is

with certain assumptions rates of

assumptions are:

On the aggregate national

average monthly intake is

On the aggregate national

a static picture of a dynamic group,

attrition can be projected. The

level, the variance in the

minimal (less than 5 %)

level, the variance in the

average monthly attrition is minimal (less than St)

On the aggregate national level, the characteristics

of the clients who enter in any particular month is

extremely similar to the characteristics of the clients\

who enter in any other month.

Since the On-Board
Registrant totals are a direct result of intake

and attrition,
analysis of variance in the On-Board_totals reported in

ti

the WIN ESARS r4ports will provide estimates
of the net variance of

19



these two ariables.

Such analysis has supported the first two assumptions

made.The third assumption is supported by classical theory of normal

distribution and the understanding that time does not have a major

effect upon why Individuals apply for welfare. For example, is there

any reason to assume that an individual who applies for welfare assis -.

tance in May975 is any different(or applies for any different reasons)

than an individual who applies for welfare assistance in May 1976? 411,th

this in mild, the conclusion can be drawn that the number of clients in

17
the sample who have'been in the WIN prog only one month or less can

be used as an estimation of the monthly aerage intake, and by comparing

the number of, clients in the sample who have been in the WIN program

twelve months to the number of clients in the sample-who have been in

the IN program only one month or less, the rate of attrition in the

first twelve month period of the WIN program 'can he calculated.

Essentially, if the number of persons who have been in the WIN program

twelve months are equal to 44% of the number of persons who have beenA
in the program `one month or less, the conclusion can be drawn that

approx. tely 56% of incoming registrants, will leave the program within

one ye of registration. By controlling for sex the results are as

follows in Table 4. (For the purpose of incorporating overall random

variances the 11, 12..and 13 month periods have been averaged; to arrive

at the 12 month period figure.)

20



43-

TOTAL,

TABLE 4

PERCENTAGES OF PROJECTED ATTRITION

WITHIN TWELVE MONTHS FROM REGISTRATION

MALE FEMALE

37.95 79.60% 26.99%

Byapplyint the data, to regression analysis, correlation of time

(in months) in. the program (independent -Variable) andthe number (or \

percentage) of the total On-Board registrants for that particular time

period (dependent variable) can be analyzed.
4

The following graph (Figure 1) represent three regression equations

derived for the total sample, males only and females only. These equations

and their statistical analysis appear in Appendix B.

The equations are based on sample data and have been presented in lieu.of

the sample data for c rity of attrition trends. Due to the nature of the

data a curvilinear trend was found to represent the sample data character-.

istics., Because of this,, natural logarithms and the inverse of the independ7

,ent variable was used. Since it was not the intention to depend.upon these

equations as forecasting models, slight and possible auto correlation was

acceptable. Needless to say, further supportive informatiOn is advised

before these equations can be confidently used as predictive models.

However, the sample populatl?n used for this study was sufficiently large

enough to perform a reasonable analysis. The answer to the question of

found

whether these equations can be used to perform forecasting is yes. Thelevel

of preciiion needs furth investigation.



U10ER

OF CLIENIS IN Poll'4.

ATTRITION OFSAMPLE POPULATION



I
t.

The data indicates a number)pf female clients who .have_been

in the program three or four months than one '4ntb or less. Statistically

fr,

this is explained by the fluctuation to be expected in intake and attrition.

It is also interesting to note that cliena in the sample who have been in

the program four months, entered the program in December 1976. It ,is very

possible that due to the holiday season, December and January cause unique

situ4tions in intake and atii-ition which would account for a seasonal fluc-

tuation. Measuring and compensatingtfoT a seasonal fluctuation is not

Possible with the data currently available.

(.)
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IMPACT OF ATTRITION

Attrition rate differences between males and females can be attributed,

to two distinct sets of variables. The first sett of variableS are client

characteristics. e secon et.of variables are programmatic impact.

The distinction between job hi tor;r medical problems, educational level,

child care, and the-suPportive services needs for males and' females may

aid in the determination of
why males appear to leave the WIN program more

rapidly than females. Programmatic impact, particularly status assign-
,

wens and administrative procedures, also may explain the, differences be-

tween males
/
d females attrition rates. The difficulty in,measuring'or

weighing the impact of the effect of a single variable is made extremely

difficult due to three factors:

1. The variables.are not independent.rrogrammatic variaples.such as

status assignment are to a great extent dependent upon client

characteristics.

2 . The struct re of the sampleiis such that it presents a static

3.

J.

picture of On -Board registrants only. There is no certainty, or

means of measuring the reasons and the characteristics of

those clients who have left the program.

Random noise and variances.in the data limit the extent
4t

to which concrete statements about client es can be

made.

(it :should be noted the term "random noise" appears to be negative:
,

From n different perspective, random noise estimates are cautioning the

statistical researcher from assuming overall uniformity in his/her data.

The Sample used in this study was derived from 69 local WIN sites in 15

states. In addition, each and every client is a uniquely different



individual. Although certain charapteristics may allow themselves to,
),

aummerized, others whl, ot.)

?
Despite these pfechutions, certain statements can be made abodt

attrition:

1. Male clients leave the program. at an'extremely high rate.,

With approximately 80% leaving the progrmm(i.e. deregister)

within one year from registration arid 90% leaving the pro-.

.gram within 18 months of registration.

2. Female clients leave the program at a much slower rate

than males with approximately Zilk leaving the program within

one year of registration and Aliteaving.the program within

18 moths.

17.53% of the males are in job placement status whereas

only 5.32% of the females are in job placement status

(i.e., Intensive Manpower Services, Job Development, and

'Job Counseling)., This factor may well be linked With

the attrition rate being higher, among males than among.

fmkales._
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DYNAMICS OF MOVEMENT IN THE; WIN -PROGRAM

Movement in and out of status are viewed differently than attrition.

It is ossible that certain status peak in capacity not 'in the first

month, but perhaps in the second, third, or fourth Month. Two distinct
4111'types of movements place: movement into a status and then out of the

program and movement between status. It is important to investigate the

latter movement_(movement between status first, since it will provide

an overall view' of theprogrammatic paths of the clients.

Byminvestigating d ynamics of movement it is possible to determine

whether or not Unassigned Recipient appears, to be a phase or state that

clients go through or whether or not it is a static designation given to

certain clients. Also, it.js important to know the extent which clients

move in and out of the Una4gned Recipient category and why in order to

determine what services would assist these clients in becoming employed.

For the purpose of analyzing the movement between status ,inthe WIN

program, six major status categories have been considered:

1. Job Status

2. Training Status

3. General Program Status

4. Working Registrdits Status

.1

5. Site Active Unassigned Registrants Status,

6. Site Inactive Unassigned Registrants Status

These categories are clearly defined in Exhibit 1, and for easy ref-

erehce Table 2, Distribution of Status of the WIN program, should be re -

ferred to.
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1. Movement of Males in the WIN Program

To begin 70.54% of the males in the sample have made no movement

from their original status category. The distribution of this group

*n the six status categories appears in Table 5.

Of the entire male population, 48.03% are clients who upon entering

the program were placed in the Site Inactive Unassigned category and have

remained in that category. Those males who upon entering the program

were-placed in the Site Active Unassigned category and have remained in that

category constitute 12.67% of the entire male population. Viewed from the

federal component system, 60.70% of the males entered the grogram as Un-

assigned Recipients and have maintained that status throughout their WIN

history.

Appromimately 16.08% of the males'in the program have made one

status move. Table 6 represents the percentage distribution of these

males. The row headings represent the original or first status, and

the column headings represent the second status. For example, 12.40%

of the males ;who have made only one status change moved from a Site

Active Unassigned Registrant (SA-UR) (row heading) to a-Working Regis-

trant (WR) (column heading).

27
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TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF SIMMS CATEGURIES OF MALES

WITH ,NO STATUS MOVES .

STATUS CATEGORY )

,

PERCENTAGE

401
4,Z4$

Training 4' '1.88%

General 2.59%

Working Registrant 9.13%

Unassigned Recipient Total 85.16%

Site Active

Site Inactive

e
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N

FIRST

TABLE 6

Percentage Distribution of Males with Only One Status .Change (N2387)

(Nz3.89)

SECOND STATUS CATEGORY

wAnAtow

CATEGORY

11

JOB INC GEN WR

,

SAUR SI-UR

J4
TNG

GEN

iR

;A-.UR

R-UR

4 !0- , -0- 1,55 0.26 2,33

-0- * 0.26 0.26 0,78 : 0.78

5 1.03. * 3,10

,
1,81'

.../
6.20

1

0.26 -0- -0- * 1.05 / 6;20 /

5.17 1,91

,

4,39

A

12,40 * 17.57

1.0.3 2.84; 2.07
7l4S 17 OS

r

DISTRIBUTION OF

SECOND CATEGORY

(9,04) (5.68) (6.72) (24,55) (20,93)

CATEGORIES

INC: TIUND;16 V

GDI* MAL'

WR = WORKING REGISTRANT

SA-UR SITE ACTIVE-UNASSIGIED

SI-UR SITE INACTIVE-UNISSICIED

(33,08)

DISTRIBUT11), S.

OF 'FIRST' ST "'J'S

CATEGORY

(4.14),

(2:108)

(14.72)

(7;49)

(41.34)

(30,23)

98.97

r.r)

t.)I)



Those males who have'made more than one move in the program

represent l7.83% of the total male sample. The following table re-
', presents the proportion of males who have had: no movement out of

the Unassigned Categories, movement in the Unassigned and General

categories only; movement in the Unassigned and Wbrking Registrant

categories only; and Movement in the'Uhassigned Working Registrant

and General Categories. These groups represent 8.43% of the total

WOO p91414140' ThQ f94§90 Of PINIPT444 the 404.111 this fashicql
is based upon the distinctions in status benefits and cost when

viewed from a situation of being employed and off of the WIN. program,

For example, clients who are in the Unassigned categories are utilizing

le;s resources of the WIN program than clients who are in tir General

category. Working Registrants pose a perplexing problem. Theseo
clients are employed and ,yet they_remain on the program. Hbwever,

despite the fact that they are still on the WIN program, they are 'not

receiving manpower services. A Working 1egistrant is not really

assigned and then again, neither is he or she really unassigned.

gurther discussion on the Working Registrant will appear in subsequent

sections of this report.) These groupings represent status movement

which tend to fall on the fringe area of the movement defined as

being between Assikned'and Unassigned status.

we,

4
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Movement between the Unassigned Catekories Site Active (SA-UR) and Site-
..

(SI-UR) constitutes 34.62% of the total movement of male client who
a

have made one status change, SI -UR to SA-UR, 17.05%, plus SA-UR to

SI-UR, 17.57%4) Movement between the Working Registrant and Unassigned Cate-

gories represent 61.49% of the total movement of male clients with one status
.

change. Essentially this table shows that males areinvolved to a very limited

degree in job or training statuses,and that, for the most part, their movement

is reflective of job search activities, being in the Working Registrant-cage-

gory, and being in the. Unassigned categories.

eel+. +wee..

-Ay comparing the distribution of the first status category with the

second status category, it can beeen that- theAmlk of the movement that r

took place were male clients moving out of the General and, Site Active-Unassigned

categories into Joh, Training and Working. Registrant categories. The net effect

of this distribution is shown in Table 7, which represents the job category dis

tribution of those male clients who left

TABLE.7

Site Active and General.categoieS.

1)1ST12 IBUTION OF '111E NET EFFECT' UPON .10B

FOR HALES W1 K) HAVE IIAD ONE STA'111S CI INCE

Status Category

Job

Training

General

Working Registrant

Sit Active Unassigned

Site Inactive Unns..iigned
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+ 17.22%

+ 12.73%

28..18%
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TABLE 8

Males with More Than One Status:Change

Movement among:

Unassigned Ca ories Only

Unassigned and General
Categories only

Unassigned and Working
Registrant Categories Only

:Unassigned, Working Registrant,
and General Categories Only

Percentage of Total
Male Sample.

(N=2407)

0.83%

491%

3.37%

2.33%

Only 2.49% of the males, in the sample have been in a Training

Category and 58.33% of these have never been in the,Job or Working

Registrant categories.

Only 3.49% of the male clients have made more than one status

move and have been assigned to.the job category. The current com-

ponent distribution is presented in Table 9 for these male clients,'

0 0
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TABLE 9

MALES

Nbre.than One Move and Job Category

of Group.

(N=84)

Total Males

(N=2407)

Job, 27.38 (0.96)

4.76 (0.17)

General 9.52 (0.33)

Working Registrant 17.82 (0.62)

Unassigned Total 40.48 (1.41)

Site Active

Site Inttive

When the term "dynamicsof movement

was initially addressed as a topic for

factors were to be considered. First,

10.71

29.76

(0.37)

(1.04)

in and out of Assigned category"

consideration in this report, two

how many clients moved in and out

of the Assigned category and, second, why did they move out of the Assigned

category? Only 9.18% of the males in the.sample fit this description

and when-the definition isrlimited to job or training component assignment;

only 4.94% of the sample fit the above description.
When thequestion is

further -to "l low 0 Unassigned Recipients have been assigned

to a iob or training component ?" the answor becomes 1.41L
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2. Movement of Females in. the WIN' Program

es% Those females, who have made no status change, constitute 68:58% of the

total number of females in the sample. The distribution of these females in

the site job categories and the respective percentage of the'total female'

sample is provided in Table 10.

STATUS CATEGOR

Job

Training

General

Working Regi.strant

TABLE 10.

DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS CATEGORIES

FOR FEMALES WITH NO STATUS MOVES

(N =6123)

UnaSsigned Total --

Site Active

Site Inattive

PERCENTAGE
OF GROUP

PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL FEMALES

0.65% 0:45%

2.32% 1.59%

1.78% 1.22%

15.19% 10.42%

80.06% 54.90%

8.64% 5.92%

71.42% 48.98%

Of the total female populatiop, 48.98% entered the.WIN program as

Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients and have remained in that category

throughout their WIN history. Viewed from the feral component system

it can be said titht 54.90% of the females in the WIN Pcoghin entered the

program as Unassigned Recipients and have remained Unassigned Recipients

q!,throughout their WIN history.

)
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V
A

,J 'J

FIRST

STATUS

CATEGORY

JOB

SA-UR

SI-UR

DISTRIBUTION

OF OF SECOND STATUS

CATEGORY

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALES

WITH ONLY ONE .STATUS -(MANGE

(N=1326)

SECOND STATUS CATEGORY

1:

JOB

.075 11,207

SA-UR

.075

SLUR

1.358

.98

- .

.302 3,394 1,131

o

6 033

1.207 1.810 * 3.846 .528 11.011

.075 . .301 .075 * 1,131 7,994

1.810 3.092 .830 10,860 14.930

.98 3,318 '2,112 13.650 5,882 *

t

(5.052) (8.596) (3,319) (32.957) (8,747) (41.326)

/I

TNE = TRAINING

GEN = GENERAL

WR = WORKING REGISTRANTS

SA-UR =SITE ACTIVE- UNASSIGNED

SI-UR - SITE INACTIVE - UNASSIGNED

a

(DISTRIBUTION,,

OF FIRS? STATUS

CATEGORY ,

(2, 7t'5)

j
(11.84Dr

(18.402) I

1576)

(31.522)

(25.942)

99.997



The percentike of the female sample who have made one status liegory

change is 14.85 t. Table 11; presents the percentage distribution o these

females with thakrow headings representing the original first status and

the column headings representing the second status. For example, 13.65i of

the females moved from the Site Inactive Unassigned Category (SI-UR) to

the Working Registrant Category (WR).

The movement represented in Table 11, highlights the fact that females

move in the Program in a fashion distinct from the movement of the males.

For the males, (Tables 6 4 7 ),..the majority of movement was out of the Site

Active Unassiglied and General Categories and into the Job, Training, and -a,

Wotking Registrant Categories. he movement of the females shows less of an

increase ,in the job category, a decrease in the Training Category and a ub-

stantial increase in the Site Inactive Category. Table 12, represents the

increase or decrease in the proportion in each job category for males and

females. (From Table 6 and 11 the row totals were subtracted fromothecolumn

totals. )

TABLE 12

DISTRIBUTION DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN ,FIRSWAND SECOND STATUS

FOR CLIENTS WITH ONE M)VE

Job ,

Training

General

Working Registrant

Site Inactive

MALES FEMALES

+ 4.90% + 2.33%

,+ 3,60% - 3.24%

)- 8.00% 15.08%

-+17.0'6% +23.38%

-20.41% -22.77%

2.85% +15.39%
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The two rjOr disfinctions between the males and females #e (1) males

increas eir.training proportion by 3.60 %, whereas females decrease by

3.24% and (2) Males increase their proportion of Site I tive-Un ssigned
,by 2.85% whereaSllemales increase W15.39%.- These contrasts bring'to.ihe

)

surface an important question. Why do females tend to return to Site' Inactive

category so prevalently?

Females With More Than One Status Change

Table 13 represents the proportion of women who have had no

movement out of the Unassigned categories; movement in the Unassigned and General

categories only; movelgnt in the Unassigned and Working Registrant categories

only, movement in Unds4gned, General, and Working Registrant categories Y.

(See page30 for the rationare for these groupings.)

TABLE 13

FEMALES WITH MORE THAN

STATUS CHANGE

(N=8929)

PERCENTAGE OF
MOVEMENT AMONG .TOTAL FEMALE SAMPLE

Unassigned Categories Only 0.56%

Unassigned and General Categories Only 0.95%

Unassigned and Working Registrants Categories Only 4.41%

Unassigned, General and Working Registrants Only 2.18%

Except for the General Categoiy, which for the most part is represented

by Intensive Manpower Services and Orientation, the 8.10% of the female popu-

lation which comprise the four groups noted above have not been assigned. Most
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certainly they have not been assigned to a job or training component. Those

female clients who have made more than one move have been assigned to the

Training category but have not been assigned to a Job or Working Registrant

Status category, represent 2.52%,

The r

change and

ining 5.99% of the female population made more than one status

ve been in a job component. The distribution of these clients

in status ategory is presented in Table 14,

ABLE 14

CURRENT STATUS GROUP

DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALES

HAVING MORE THAN ONE MOVE

AND HAVING BEEN ASSIGNED

r

% OF GROUP
(N=531)

TOTAL FEMALE
(N=8929)

Job 18.96% (1.13)

Training 4.64% (0.28)

General 2.13% (0.12)

Working Registrants 46.03% (2.73)

Unassigned Total 28.24% (1.68)

Site Active 5.03% (0.24)

Site Inactive 23.21% -(1.44)

The proportion of females Who have completed a training program While

in the WIN Program is 6.98% of the: total female sample. Table 15, represents

the current status category of these females.

r
kl
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TABLE 15

CURRENT STATUS CATEGORY

- OF FEMALES WHO HAVE COMPLETED

A TRAINING PROGRAM

(N=623)

PERCENTAGE
OF GROUP
(N =623)

Job 8.35%

Training 5.46%

General 3.37%

Working Registrant 36.12%

Unassigned Total 46.71%

Site ActiVe

Site Inactive

9.63%

37.08%

PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL FEMALES

(N=8929)

(0.58%)

(0.38%)

(0.24%)

(2.52%)

(3.26%)

(0.67%)

(2.59%)

Of interest; is the fact that 46.71% of the females who have received train-.

ing are currently Unassigne#. The' predominant reason given for this movement is

the lack of a job opening upon completion of the training program.

3. Summary conclusions
:
for Dynamics of Movs in the WIN Program

There appears to be relatively little movement between status categor1ies in

the WIN Program. The following table (Table 16) represents those clients who

have made no moves, one move, and more than one move.



TABLE 16

DYNAMICS OF MOVEMENT

AMONG STATUS CATEGORIES

(IN PERCENTAGES)

ti

TOTAL MALE FEMALE
(N=11336) (N=2407) (N=8929)

No Mbves 68.99% 70.54% 68.58%

One Move' 13.11% 16.08% 14.85%

More Than One Move 16.78% 13.38% 17.70%

Of those clients who have made no 56.00% are federally defined

as Unassigned Recipients and 9.57% ent ed the WIN program as WOrking

Registrants. For those clients who have ,made one move 7.61% are currently

in Unassigned Categoriest These three groups viewed from the federal com-

ponent system highlight the fact that 73.18% of the WIN clients have never bee

"Assigned." Perhaps, the outstanding fact brought to light by this-anarcsis

is that 73.18% of the WIN clients have clever been in a federal component.

Therefore, nearly 3 out of 4 WIN clients have never been assigned.

Based on this data it is found that Unassigned Recipient is not a phase

or stage deSignation for the majority of WIN clients-. Itis next important

to determine whether or not Unassigned Recipient is a condition at the-WIN

site. (i.e.,' due to a-lack of resources clients are not beings assigned) or

whether or not Unassigned'RecipAnt is a designation for clients who have

characteristics which act as barriers. to employment which make them unemployabl

The ouestion of-how many clients have been assighed and are now unassign

can address itself to only approximately Vo. -of the entire sample. The majority
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of these are female clients who have;

f

after completing a training component,

not en able to acquire an employment position. This reason as well as

job termination and medical problems comprise the primary causes for a client

re-entering the Unassigned categories after being assigned. (Due to the .

relatively small proportion of this group of clients, distribution of reasons.

for leaving an assigned component would not be statistically significant.)

The obvious question that occurs at this point of the analysis is why

havent more clients made status changes? Why have so many not been assigned?

For the moment, it is wise to simply keep in mind the areas which might be

the causes i.e., lack of-resources, characteristics of the clients, pro-

grammatic procedures, etc. Each of these yill be dealt with in time in latter

portions of this report. It is important at this stage of the analysis for

the reader to be well aware that programmatic paths appear to be non-existent

when the data is viewed in the a regate, and that the next step is to view

the sample from the context of lengtH of time in program.

4
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C. Length of Time in Program for Clients Who Have Made No Status Changes

It is important to determine whether or not length of time in the program

in any way affe$ts whether or not a client makes a status change, but even

more specifically, what is the length of time in program differences for the

unassigned who have made no status changes? Do they tend to be in the pro-

gram a relatively shOrt period of time?

First ildications are that there can be relatively little relationship be-

tween length :of time in the program and whether a client is in the S4 Inactive

category (SI-UR) and had no status changes. This can easily be deduced by

realizing that approximately 80% of those clients who are SI-UR have made no

status change.

This conclusion is further supported by the.fr that the mean numbe

1 ,

months in the nrogram for male and female SI-0441100ts who have made no moves

arej 9.35 and 10.47 respectively. Whereas the mean number of months in the pro-

grain for the total male and female population* are 9.10 and 10.97 respectively.

These figures show that there is.no substantial differences in length of time.

in program for the SI -HR who has made no status changes and the population

as a whole. (It shoul&be noted .that these means were computed for clients who

have been in the program under 24 months so that upward biasing of the mean, due

to small numbers of clients who have been in the program extremely long periods 0

time does not take place.)

* ST-Ult'clients with no status change constitute approximately 48% of

the total WIN population.
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Table 17 provides by state the mean number of months in the WIN

program for SI-UR with no status change and the percentages of those

who have been in the WIN program over 24 months. Table 18 provides similar

data for the total states' population.

The variance in the mean number of months in Table 17 for SI-UR's

from 3.67 months for males in state K to 14.67 months for males in State

I attest to the fact that there is a large difference in overall program-

matic characteristics among states. When Table 17 is compared to Table

18, the reader can see that there is little difference between the mean

number of months in the program for the SI-UR's with no moves and the

population as a whole.

The two conclusions that can be drawn from this data are:

1. The interaction between length of time in program and no

status moves for the Site Inactive category is not sig-

nificantly different than the interaction between length

of time in program and the sample population at large.

2. Differences that (10 occur are attributable to states

not status.
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TABLE 17

S3 -UR NO MOVES.

MEAN LENGTH OF TIME IN PROGRAM

BY STATE

STATE

MALES

Mean Number
Of Months
(Under 24)

FEMALES

Percentage Of State
Population

(24 Months And Over)

.MALES F; S

A * 9.64 10.52 22.78% 26.564

B * 9.39 10.53 6.15% 27.58

C * 9.39 10.18 10.00% 17.26

D * 4.90 5.44 0.00% 18.57

E 7.75 9.94 0.00% 40.74

F * 9.45 11.51 24.32% 38.43

G * 6.87 8.03 0.00%

1271165:H * 7.549.97, 11.11%Q

I * 14.67 14.35 57.14% 63.04

,J 9.31 10 .55 0:00% 20.99

K 3.67 7.00 0.00% 15.63

L 8.79 12.95 0.00% 52 22

M 10.35 10.17 3.17 2 44

N 8.14 11.28 . 12:50% 51.

() 6.40 7.59 0.00% 12.16

*r_AF States

a
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TABLE 18

.TOTAL SAMPLE

MEAN LENGTH OF TIME IN PROGRAM

BY STATE

STATE

MALES

)

Mean Number
Of Months
(Under 24)

FEMALES

eeg
Percentage

Of State Population
(24 Months and Over)

MALES FEMALES

A n 9.55 11.07 24.W% 28.92;

B * 9.07 11.11 10.81 36.14%

C * 9.41 10.05 11.66% 16.88%

D * 7.32 9.60 6.06% 34.40%

E 8.84 10.98 0.00% 35.96%

F * 0 8.43 11.46 23.44% q 35.38%

G *
/,--

6.40 9.41 0.00% 22.70%

H * 7.50 9.72 13.95%' 27.18%

1 * 11.89 11.53 30.77% 61.31%

J 10.70 12.32 % 13.04% 34.52%

K 5.50 9.30 20.00% 26.37%

L 8.79 12.04 0.00% 49.00%

M 10.15 10.53 3.26% 33.09%

N 7.90 11.03 23.08% 45.54%

0 6.60 8.47 0.00% 14.25%

OF states
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D. Length of Time in Status

The following four graphs represent the rate of attrition from status

.groups. Due to the relatively small population of the Job, Training and

General Categories, these three grOups which comprise the federal component
)

system' (i.e., the Assigned), have been joined on one graph.

Notes on each graph precede the graph and a summary comparison of the

four groups is provided after the fourth graph. Males and females are de-

picted separately. Each graph uses time in montHs as the X-axis and percentage

distribution of the status category population as the Y-axis. For example,

if the reader turns to th 'graph labeled Working Registrant and sees that the

line drawn for male clients has a Y-axis value of approximately 2.85% when the

X:.axis value equals 18 months, he/she can interpret these figures as follows:

Approximately 2.85% of the males who are currently Working Registrants

have been in the WIN Program 18 months.

N.
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Notes on Job, Training and General Categories:

Overall there appears to be little difference in the female and male

distribution for \this group except to note that in the early months of

program participaNn, male clients are a higher proportion than fe

This may well be due to the fact that males do not need as much supportive

services as females and therefore are available to participate sooner after

registration,than females. Also, males, especianyUnemployed Fathers,

receive priority from the WIN Program.

The majority of training activity takes place in the first ten months

t
with the females more than the males tending to receive training after the.

first ten months.

F
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JOB, TRAINING AND GENERAL CATEGORIES

-7-- DISTRIBUTION OVER TIME

MEER OF MONTHS

T.

311 34
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Notes on Working Registrant Category:

The major distinction between the male and female Working Registrant

is the fact that males tend to enter the program at a.much higher rate

as Working Registrants 9.7.945, compared to the females 1.25%. However, the

females tend to become Working Registrants while on the WIN Prograwand at

a higher proportion than males tend to remain on the WIN Program. The pro-

portion of male Working Registrant's who have been on the WIN Program over

24 months is 18.21%, whereas the comparable figure for females is 47.59%.

The rationale. for this occurring seems to be based on the fact that

.females do not tend to secure jobs that provide sufficient salaries to allOW

them to be free of welfare assistance.
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Notes on Site Active Unassigned Category:

The Site. Active Unassigned Category is the most volatile of the six

categories, with 82.79% of the SA-UR males being in the program less than

12 months. The comparable statistic for females is 67.10%. The Site Active

status are, as has been already mentioned, comprised substantially of persons

who .are receiving job market exposure activities.

D
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Notes on Site Inactive Unassigned Category:

Again, the trend of males having larger proportions in the early

Months in the program and the females having larger proportions in the

latter months, appear in the SI-UR category. Of the male SI-UR's,

18.05% have been an the program more than 24 months. Of-the female

SI-UR's, 33.61% have been in the program over 24 months.
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An additional way of viewing the status is to invesitgate the.

111relative proportion of each category of the total number of clients for

successive time periods. In other words, of the 1ients who have been in, the

) program 12 to 15 months, how many of them are Working Registrants compared

gr,to the nurhber of clients who have been in the program 1 to 3 months?

The following two graphs provide this sort of'comparison for males and females.

The graphs have been divided into six month periods except for the first six

months thich is divided into a 1-3 month and 4-6 month period, due to space

limitations. Tables 19 and 20 which,follow the graphs provide the numbers from the

sample for males and females so that the reader can compute the shifts over

any time period desired. Because of the relatively small, proportions of the

Job, Training and General Categories, they have been joined into one group.

Both the males and femalekticrease their proportions of Working,Regis-

trants over time and decrease in their proportions of Site Active-Unassigned

and the Job, Training and General -g,roups. The males, in the init al twelve months

of program participation, increase their proportion in the Site .I ive-Unassigned

group. Whereas, the females tend to remain fairly stable. The proportion of

approximatelit, 60-65 for Site inactive4Jnassigned is fairly consistent, for both

sexes and it appears a if length of time in the $7.\.ogram has little effect upon

whether a client is asst led-or unassigned except in the initial twelve months.

This data supports the hypothesis that there are clients on the WIN program who

are deemed not placeable and these-clients are, placed in the Unassigned categories

and remain there.
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TABLE!,

DISTRIBUTION OP STATUS CATEGORIES BY
MONTH FOR MALES

.1"

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

MONTH' TOTAL JOB TRAINING _WORKING SITE ACTIVE
AND GENERAL i REGISTRANTS UNASSIGNED

358 6.42

J27, 7.05

175 17.14

111 10.81

5 151 12.58

6 94 12.77

7 97 13.40

8 90 18.89

9 93 16.13

10 81 NO5
11 66 10.61

12 74 9.46

13 63 11.11

14 35 /et- . 11.43

15 45 6.67

16 66- 6.06

17 4 8.16

18' 46 13.04

19 31 22.58

20 3.5 5.71

3.23

0.00

.

21 31

22.

SITE INACTIVE
UNASSIGNED

8.66

12.33

32.96

35.68.

51.96

44.93-

8.00.
2447

46.29

11.71 27.10 49.55

11.70

9.93

1

62:91

53.19

13.40 46.39

'20.00 16.67 44.44

11.83 19.35 , 52.69

9.88 13.58 60.49

19.70 12.12. 57.58

13.51 19/81 66.22

15.87- 9.52 63.49

14.29 4.29 60.00

Ar.89 13.33 71.11,
C=.

19.70 0.00 74.24

12.24 8.16 71.43
1

19.57 X2.17

12.90 9.68 54.84

17.14 14.29 62.86

16.13 6.i45 74.19

19.05 9.52 71.43

51.96% or the males who have been in the p month are

4



TABU 19

DISTRIBUTION OP STATUS CATEGORIES BY

MONTWPORNALES (Copt' d)

I TOTAL JOB TRAINING
AND'GENERAL

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

WORKING ' SITE.ACTIVE, SITE INACTIVE

REGISTRANTS UNASSIGNED UNASSIGNED*.
1-

23 32 6.25 28.13 6.25 59.38

24 , 21' 0.00- 4 28.57 4.76 *to 66.67

Z5 16 12.50 18.75 4.25 62.50

26' 31 16.13 9.68 16.13 58.06

27 15 c 13.33- 40.00 6.67 40.00-

28 '20 5.00 0.00 5.00. 90.06

. 29 18 11.11 11411 5.-56

30 -. 15 6.67 13.33
.,

13.33 '66.67

.31 *14 7.14 14.29 21.43 57.14

32 -10 0.00 20.00 -10.00 70.00

33 10 O. .0.00 10.00 90.00

34 ( .22.22 22.22 55.56
9 0.00

35 10 :0.00_ 30.00 20.00 S0.00

36 8:31 "s 16.67 16.67 58.33
,.12 ,

37 .103 2.91 16:51 17.48 63.11

r



MONTH TOTAL

r.

TAILS

DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS CATEGORIES. sy

MONTH FOR FEMALES

PERCkNTAGE DISTRIBUTION.

JOB, TRAINING WORKING
AND GENERAL REGIST1rANTS

SITE ACTIVE
UNASSIGNED .

357 7.28 7.28 19.05

2 371 12.41 10.24 21.02

406 . 11.33
44

10.40 17.49

' 4 345 12.75 11..88 18.55

364 9.34 iir 14.29 12.64

338 12.72 17.16 -. 8.58
, 4,

375 15.20.. 15.47- 10.67

362 10.22 19.89 9.67

9, it 298 12.75 22.82 7.05

10 259--f 11.97 17.76 8.11

11 255 7.45 ---25.49 10.20

12 240 11.25 23.33.
, f 9.17

13 287 8.71 17.77 8./1

14 201 9.45 ' 23:88 6.97

'.

15 I; 187 8.02 20.2 6.42

16 192 8.85 18.23 8.33

17 134 6.72 60.45 5.22

18' 187 6.42 22.46 6.95

19 193 6.74 , 21.24 7.78

20 144" 5.56 e 29.86 6.94

21 167 7.19 29.34 4 1.80

8J
66.390 R f-; the female clients who have 'been in the program one month are SI-%

4 Vis

SITE INACTIVE
rASSIGNED

66.39
r

56,33

61.08

56.81

63.74

61.54

58.67

60.22

57.38

62.16

___36.86

56.25.

64.81

59.70

65.24

64.58

27.61

'64.17

64.25

57.64

61:68:



TABLE O.

DISTRIBUTION OF SIAM CATEGORIES BY

\
*04TH FOR FEMALES (Cont'll)

,%':-.. ., PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
. .

...- .

JOB; WINING. ` ;WORKING -'... SITE. ACTIVE , SITE tRAcTIVE'-.
AND GENERAL ,REGISTRANTS UNASSIGNED UNASSIGNED ''

22 119 .5,04.

23 148 4.71

24 119 8.40

25 110 -2.73

26 70 5.71

27 122 3.28

28 ' '89 4.49

29 82 7. 44

30 107 6.54

31 X07 2.80

32 103 2.8Q'

33 93 5.38

34 87'. 1.15

35 102 2.94

36 107 3.74

37. 980 3.98

61

26.05

25.00

22.69

28.57

2141

,26.97

34.1S

28.04

21.50

32.04

21.51

34.48

25.49

28.97

31.43

r ,
C, j

S.044

7.43

5.04

4.55 -

2.86

6.56

3.37

6.10

1.87

4.67

6.80

2.94

3.74

2.6S

63.87

62.84

63.87

70.00

62.86

68: 85

65.17

57.32

6355

71,03

58.25

63.44

S9.77°

68.33

63,-55

61.44



LENG314 CA TIME SINCE LAST 'CONTACT

--The 4ie of the last entry in a ciient files-was recorded. Since

all meetings:\ p one conversations, . correspondence with the clients7;

were to be entred .into the file, 'the date of the last entry in the

file is a good kndicator of, the date of last contact with the client.

Table 21'presents, the ..Mean. number of months' since last contact by status;

category. The most interesting factor concerning this data is .the

'unexpected-number o months, since last contact

high. 9

TABLE "21,
O

MEANT NI.11.4)1EkOFICNTHSISINC4'
k4

LAST coilnettr BY STATUS GROUP:FOR-LAST

`CONTACTS LESS THAN 24 M3NTH

which sews uniispally

- ,

JOB

TRAINING

...1INERAL

-MALES

4.30

4-.41

2 . Si

WORKING REGISTRANT 7 45

3.70

tt.55

SA -Ill

SI -UR



first etuestion that arises, -is the datatS

really rue that .SI-Illi'clients''have not, on the average, been contacted

im.61/2 moths in the;coase of males and 7 months' for) females? Even in

the case bt the 'General categbrY and the §ite. Active, category, where,

One would xpect bi-weekly contact at the figures for males

and .feinales are over two m9nths,y To assure the validity of this data

each State Nias investigated individually. Tabll i,k,presents the mean-T.,
-4

. .igaber of months ;sitrice Liar contact by states "forthe Tiflis and females;
J .

shoUld be noted that -tbese statistics, are computbd for contacts, underIt

24 month.S. The percentages at the right of the means, are -the. percentages

of clients who haVe riot.been,contacted, in over 'twenty four months. The

decision for this separation was -discretionari.and based upon' an attemp

at not allowing persOns who haye not been contacted in 24 months or longer.

from upward bias'in the mean..
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elABLE 22H /
(

STATE 11/41E/0 .NumBigt OF tipgrfiS S 1(.AS1'

,
rAC

r-rq UNDER 24 MD IS

State - males

A* 96

B* 5.67,

C* 7.19

D* 2.26'

E 4.38

F* 16.76

G* 3.40

H*, 34.99

7.45.

7.80

6,57

N

0,4

S.45

6:7.5

1.27

t of Nhles

In State With-

Last Contact 24
MonthS Or Longer

OfYemaleS
'`In State With
Last Contact 24

Females Months ot Longer

1.138

7.32
- ...t .

1.03%

'6,54 ,5.60%

6.59!. 0.70%:.%

5,53.

27,74%

5.48 4;1 05%

5.22 ; ! 1.82%

'12.42 /14.,0%

2:79%

6.27

3.61 '14;29%

79 4-.760%

6.79

LSO

5.41%

0.90%

0.001

0..001

16.481

0.00%

1.16%

15.38%

0.00%

6.67%

(hoot

L.08%

7.69%

0.00

* -Unemployed Father Status

t
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Ipvestigatiop of Table 22 provides sane interesting state

differences when dealing with length of time since last contact. Of

particular interest isire variance in the AportiOns of males and

0 females who haire not been contacted in over twenty four months. The

variance from 0.00% to 27.74% indicated that the variance is indeed a

factor of procedures and not necessarily a Weakness in the data. States

which are known to be more efficient than other states'have lower

nuM6e'r of months since last contact than states which. appear to have
.

greater.difficulty in sewing theirclients State "0" WhoSe figures

are extremely impressive is known to have recently undergone a reasses-

mint of ihe files.

The purpose in this pursuit is not to be evaluatory However, it yi.

is not:possible to assess which characteristics, affect assignment with -,

out taking into consideration the faci that where that.client lives

might also affect the assignment.

In any event, Table 22 supports the overall statistics for last,

contact by showing the variance.isaccounted for by state differences.

It seems hard to believe that clients have not on the average,

contacted for six to seven months. When states are viewed individually

the situation of clients in some states not being contacted, on the

haverage,,for 1 hth and, in other states 12 months, seems more

plausible.

The data in Table 23presents the mein..number.of months since last

contact for males and females for, clients in the program l'to 48 months

(Using anEN for the Males of 2407 and for the females, N=8929

means for any time per interval can be computed).



MEAN NMER OF warms LAST CONTACr-.

BY LENGTH OF PROGRAM

Nutter Of
Mbnths In
Program'

Mean Number
Of Months
Since Last/
Contact

Total Number'
Of Females
In Program
This Biength Of Time

2

3

4
5

6

7

8'

9

10
11
12
13
'14

.15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
'26

27

28
29

30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38:

.39

40
Al

42-'

43
44

45.

46

0
.72

1.47
2.02
2.54
3.24
t.65
4.20
4..17

4.88
5.83
6.25
5.81
6.75
7.63
7.37
8.72

10.10
8.42
9.16
10.09
10.61
110.82

12.60
12.40
11.81
11.79
14.80
13.36
13.00
16.36
13.53
14.91
14.64
a4.15
15.44'

15.-22

17.76
19,29
14.46
17.11
15.97
18.89
19.61

19.97
19.96
23.42',

24.94)

,62
298.
366 -

405
344 N -

361 -

335
'370.

356 '-
294-ti
261
250
239'

84
200
187
189

131
185
189
143
166
119'2

146
118,
110
70

'120

87
78

105
104
102
92
87
99
105
76-

55

80

62.

64
46

77
71'

79

--- 90

116

Mean Number
Of lvionths

Since Last
Contact

Tofal Number .

of Males
In program
This, Length Of Time

0

,. ,63
1.36
2.06. ,
2.71
3,32
3.39-

4.44
4.37
5.48
5.58
6.1
5.44
'6.62

7.7
7.68
6.52
7.97
8.00
9.88
11.03
9.45

12%130

11.80,
11.00

10:09
14.77
16.18
11.72
12.76
17.92
13..55

12.90
10.92.
9.58
16.89L
12.04.

13.63
15.83
9.21
14.54
10.00
17.14
22.24
12.00
14.25
13.00

`22

110,.

122
-143

107
111
116
114
103
85.

71:

60
64.

87
50

,50
58

34

'41

33
40
27
35

34 A

34

13

34
25
21

25
20
21

25

19

18
25

16
6

13

12

7

'17

11,
12
.14

20
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. tivtARY CONCLUSIONS FOR ATTRITION,. DYNAMICS QF VOVES, LENGTH OF
.

t

TIME IN STATUS, AND TIME. SINCE LAST .CONTACT

1. The attrition rate among males is much higher than among

female with 79.60% of the male population leaving the

program thin one year of entering the proiramnd only

(

'1126.99% of the female population:leaving the program in the

same tianeframe. Attritio from' the WIN -program appears to

have a curvilinear relatio hip with length of time in the

program.

The clients who have made no stat change

constitute 68,991 of the total s le Unassigned Recipients;k.

(Site. Active and Site Inactive tategories);comprise 71.03% of the

WIN sampleJpopulation; and 78.85% of theUnassigrd Recipients

have made no movement atter initial status. When viewed frOm

this.perspective, WIN dlients,in.general,and Unassigned

Recipients in particular are an extremely static,Voup. Of

those clients. who are in the Site Inactive Unassigned category,

which is essentially the group which meets. the definition of
a

the term Unassign d Recipients,. 80:34%have never moved out of
C

. the Site Ind(CtiVe ssigned Category. Based upon this infor-

matioN, it. appears as if an initial selection process takes

place which, d4ending Amil client characteristic, either"

enters the client into a.,WIN status activity or places the

client in an immobile,group called UnassignedRecipients.

6Z-1,;
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Those clients who have made. more than onemove and are c rrently

in Unassigned CategOries, .tonstitute.onl 1.6% of the-WIN

sample population. .The implication is that if a client -is.

4eemed ready to enter into. WINfactivity they dq tend to become

Assigned or Working Registrants and desp4.ie returns to the

Unassigned ca or due to temporary'barriers-(i.e., medical

. problems, lay.--offS;'
, a

.) they manage to re -enter the job market.

!

4. Approximately 6.021 &f the'sample have been in training
, z

components and 41.64% of these olients'have never been

,in the Job or Working Registrant Categories. In other

Words, 4 out of eveiy ten clients.,who are trained do not

manage to find jobs. The reason given for why thege clients

-return tc? the Unassigned.ca gory is, primPily, lack of a

job position upon completion of the training program.

The majority ofthe clients who have received training are.

.females.- This factor is understandable since females, as was

discussed in Section I, have little or no job history. It i$

important to note that females who do getijobs;tend to go into

the Working' Registrant category. It appears as if the training

received es not provides sulii.cient skills for tN client to-
/

receive an inAre' Wich,would allow them to deregister from the

WIN program. a

r



p
. -Both the mralesandtfemales.increase their proportions of

- w
Working Registrants over "time and decrease their proportions

- t

. m' Site ActiyeNinasslgned and Job, .Training. and General,

grouw. 'The males, ir the initial twelvetmonths o prpram

partilipation, increase their Rroportion in the te Inactive.

1

Unassigned group, whereas the females tend to remain fairly

. stable. Bpth sexes have,a fairly'Consistent proportion of Site
1 . ,

Inattive Up4ssignea f app oXimately 62=-63%. Therefore, leigth

of time in'the programy has ittle feet_ upon whether a client

is assigned or unassigned, Occept ih-the initial twelve months,

_4', , .;
Additionally. longer 'a pment as op the nrograpithe lessA.i4ply1-,

_

\,,.40

li. iS'that he or shg-Wiii receive Nal activity, i.e , became
,

it 4 ..
Iassigned: This suppmrts the. thesis that there are clients

on the WIN program who.aie deemed not nlareahle and these clients

;Ire flared in the Una s si e d atP gori: es and.remainiphPre.

t

,

41, 'Mien attrition'ipformatio6 i's-combinetwilth shifits in status/
.

category distribution over lime, the general' hypothesis that
,

thdse.persons who remain irt the W1N pro:tram are the' clients,
. . f

who have.barrius which prohibit their leaving' the program and

entering the job Market does not prove out. It_i,a fact

that clients who pre in the program 2 n4)r 3 years tend to'all

into One of two status categoi-jes orki Registrants- whOse.

job does next provide 6ufriciefit income for the client to legve

the-W,IN popplation:. aid Unassigned Recipients who were from

the onset doeMed unassignable. Although _thdlikroportion of --,

69-



Increase from .9% in the I first--

bred months to 01 y Vie ene,O
, f the twelfth month, from

aty
,. ... -

posi , pleoportiori feitt.4 imi fairly stable for

I. ,I,
pint on

.1!
tl 1 g , males .acid .increase 49 6% -f.tir the female's. The

' ''.:
-,

.-, -
-

Site Inactive
u

---'' °-)
signetOxt remains) the same popor-

1 -,

tion- of the tetar fe le popplp.4on despite any time ,change's.
, % , .4... :, ir4_

-Fo,r'inales the proportiT,4of the'Site Inactve Unassigned
40

category ten to =crease /Ater time; -as the Site Activecg .9 d
1' f

; category decreases. °A .. ,

i .
--,., ( ' . 4

P

Female clients ppon, entering the program falls into three
v. ',--- , t. /

trR9or groups.,
, (I) dpents, who are working (Working Regli- .

,....4,

.trazits) .(2)41,ients .fo? whom WIN activity is offered or
t

i .
will be (Job; Trai ng, Generalarid Site Active

, 4 ..,..

'

-

-Categorles) : , a II Clients who will not be ,'offered WIN aCt-
il

ivity . (Site active -Unassiinea-Category) . Over time the
,,

fifst, and sec nd group merge into the first, and the third

grci4p remai stable throughou the Program. ; So that

Working .kekistrants. (G otip 1) and Site Inactive (Group 3,
constitute-97% of: the female in.the tirogram over 36 months.,

,

From all that has been:said, so far, this'situation appears

to further, support the hyporirs-that Unassigned Recipient ;is

t-cleSignation given to c,.ient who are deemed unbrriployable. I low-
,-

Aevpr,' cromhin6d v -e.,,th-,itrition latcs, the same data takes an en-

tirely differea t.Iosture. if . is' assumed that those female
, -r-.. ,d WIP. 0

6r-A.

ogram 36 mbilthS' are the residualClients WilCY have been in
.

( i .e. , tho4c. 'r I ients who we remained on the _WIN program) of a

_group who entered the WIN p1o,nr;im 36' months ago, "and they .are co np d to

,

/



! the group. w entered the-program within oriemonth.of the
4'),_

-file sear&,, it betomes epparent that the,clients who leave* .

the prOgram are extremely similar io those who remain on

ftheTfrogrEmi". Since the number of females who are in the program .

36 .montihi constitute 29..97% Ofthe'number of Temales'Who are in the
4
pr raM 1 'flionth4 it 'appears as .if /0.03% of tlie females, who

enteredithe program 36 months ago have left the'program.--.'

Since 63.55% of those female. clients who have been in the pro=

grain 36,monihs are' in the Site Iiactive, Unassigned category

and since 66.39% of the female c tswho entered the progifm

3b months' ago were in. the Site Inactive Unassigned .category

(represented by those female 4ilients whoare in the program

I month) then,for 'this situation to,exist, approximately166%

(of tbe female,clients who entered 36)months igo

and have left the program were in the Site Inactive Unassigned

Category: Although it appears as if status category assign-

merit affects whtther a female client is employed, it Aes not

appear as if status category.assignment
affects attrition from the

program. Whether or not a female4Client is deemed in the initial

months 'Of:the program as Unassigned Recipient, may affect her

assignment but not her leaving the program. mat is', 'a female

client who nlaCed in the Unasigne0
Recipientstatu in the early

months, narticUlarly the,Sit'c Inactive- Unassigned Recipient- Status,

is less'11kelY to become assigned:,`but is-not less likely,due to

her status to leave ther"program.,

'Por the males the s uation is slightly differgn The

Inactive Category proportion increases over time. However,

this increasoappears to be due to'shiits from theSite Active'
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category into both the Working Registrant ca egory-and.the'

Inactive category, Even though the sta ement -.that the
,

-initial determination of-the vunassignabil'

does

of a client
- f

not lftect the clients leaving the WIN 'program, cannot-be

maaeoas-.strOngiy.fol...males,as females, nevertheless can be
.

made.
v-

Based scilely upon 4titus assignment, it does not appear as if

4' a client.'s characteristics affect whether or not he or she

leaves the program. Of course, it is _necessary to determine

whether or not clients who have been in the program an extended

length have the same charaCteristics as those who haVe just

entered, Before conclusions can be fully drawn. However, from

the data thus far examined, if a selection criteria t'-in exist-
./

ence, it is not. effative. There is no data available 'to sufficiently

determine" why clients) leave the WIN,program. :From what IS avail-
)

able, exemption from the program does not appear a major 'reason

for deregistration. Based upon 'data. from WIN Table 1 for March'

1977; only 9.62% of the total -deregistrat iorl are fo exemption:

Approximat ly 79440 of the deregistrations,are client who are

off AFDC. The reasons are not entirely determinable. Nevertheless,

there dppears no reason to assume that the conclusions drdwn from

'the above data is incorxect. (SUbsecluent sections of this repdrt will

investigate cliefit characteristics in more detail.) v

-72
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SECTION III

JOB READINESS

The purpose of' is:section is to determine which of the WIN

-clients Are job ready. This determination begins in Part B,of this'

section. Part A addresses "itself to an identification of the popu-
-

latioh for which this, determination is to take place.

. 73
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1;.

A, IDENTIFICATION OF POPULATION FOR ANALYSIS

The purpose of this report is to address itself to the conditions

surrounding and the chpracteristics of the Unassigned Recipient.''The

following discussion addresses itself to an identification of the Un-

assigned Recipients based upon activity provided at the local WIN site

and a comparison group-which can be used to detect barriers to employ-

ment.

Unassigned Recipients

As was noted in Section I the federally defined Unassigned Recipient

has been in this report, and is being, at local W4offices, further dis-;

tinguished by Site Active statusk and Site Inactive status . In Section

III and the sections which follow, the primary population for identification

is the Unassigned Recipieht. To this end, the subgro Site Active and

Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients will be used. The major distinction.

between these groups is that some form of WIN activity is being received

by the Site Active Unassigned Recipients 4whereas the Site Inactive Un- -

assigned Recipients are receiving virtually no activity from the WIN pro-

gram. Because some of the Site ActiVe statuses are Adjudication related,

these statuses have been excluded from further analysis. This is in

keeping with the definition of 'Unassigned Recipients since persons who are

involved in Adjudication or 60-day'Counseling are federally excluded from

the Unassigned Recipient category. The impact of this decision is minimal

since the Site Active status which meet this definition constitute only

1.06% of the sample population. However, for the sake of precision, the

101;
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Site Active Unassigned Recipients which will be designated SA7UR are

comprised of two major groups of. Unassigned Recipients: (1) Clients

who are awaiting completion of certification procedures in:order to par-

tieipate actively, in the WIN program (2) Clients .whoare undergoing job

goal identification and jab search activity.

The second group comprising the Unassigned Recipient total is the

Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients,(SI-UR). These clients are, as has been

noted, not receiving activity from the WINprogram. However; some of

the clients:in the Site Inactive Unassigned category are participating
.

in either part-time employment, college or high school equivalency

education, or some'other form of activity which does not formally meet

the criteria of assignment, but is taken into consideration informally

at the local WIN sites. For'example, a client who is already illved

in part-time employment may not evenbe cdnsidered for a job opening

made available .to WIN since there are so many clients who have no employ-

ment whatsoever. Practically speaking, Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients

who are participating in a non-WIN recognized. activity are obligated to
leave

that activity if WIN finds an employMent position for them. Additionally,

these clients should be seeking to enhance their employment condition on

their own,. In essence, this enhancement is what their_non-WIN recognized

activity is all about.

So,,for further analysis in this study the Site Active Unassigned

Recipients (SA-UR) and Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients (SI-UR) will

be used to represent the federal definition of Unassigned Recipients.



Employed R9gistrants

For the purpose o

,Registrant and Job ha

f comparison, the 'two satus catepries Working

unifted into one group' called Employed

Registrants, designated'as (ER).' Employed Registrants.are as their

name implies, WIN registrants who are employed in a full-tide job.

..
The reason for creating this designation ts sq that some comparison

.

can be made between unemployed clients who ate notparticipating in
iN 1,

WIN activityandkclients who are employed Or participating 'in a WIN

activity. Essentially, the compazili.sbn allows the' ,reader' to detect the

differences between Unassigned Recipient's and quasi-successful regis-

trants. Ideally, in order to determine which barriers'to selfsufficiento

employment characterize the Unassigned Recipie ts,-a comparison group of
o

)1clients who have no barriers is needed. Such clients are obviaU§Wnot

on'th WIN program. Anyone, on WIN program, by definition is either

not forking or is not earning enough money to make them ineligible for

welfare assistance. The closes*'to-this definition of a comparison

group-which can be achieved is -a group of employed,registrants. However,

these employed registrants are still on the WIN program and, hence, the

term "quasi-successful."

The Employed, Registrants (ER) are primarily Working Registrants, ,89.90%,

with the remaining 10.10% comprised of clients from the Job Category, i.e.,

WIN /OJT, WIN/PSE, 'etc.
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It was not possible-to make any meaningful comparison solely between

,the assigned and unassigned for,two reasons. First, less than,9% of the

clients in WIN are assigned, and a group this small!' would not ntovide sat-
.

fsfactory analysis. Second, clients who are receiving training or are

involved in Orientation are,not necessarily repres ative ofosuccessful

clients, because they oftentimes returnto the UnasSigned Recipient

status.

3. Groups dentified fiA-Analysis

Three groups will, therefore, be used for further analysis: Site

Active Unassigned (SA-UR); Site Inactive Uiiassigned (SI-UR); andEmployed

Registrants (ER).

The first two groups SA-UR and SI-UR constitute the federally

defined Unassigned Recipient. The third group is comprised of clients

in the job category (federal job componentg) and Working Registrants.

These three groups account for 93,71% of the entire sample.



. JOB RpAD1NESS INATION

1. Job Readiness Definition

I

The first questilab to be. addressed 4&4he Unassigned*Recipient is

Whether or not he or she i's Job ready.
4 Job readiness i.s s--- i)111Ply defined

as the ability to accept a fu 11-time emp loymept position if one were

offered to the client. The current federal exemption criteria is intended

to eliminate from the mandatory regiStran ts anyone who is not job ready

or would g4t he job ready if supportive services were,provided. Howeier,
)

there are two distinct groupsof the Unas,signed RecipientsWho)are not

jpb ready- Clients who would be job ready if supportive services were

provided are Potential) Job Read u Clients who have medical 'problems

whiclimake them ?;.capable accepting :EWA-time job Are Not Job Ready.

, the Unassigne ents have teen placed in one of thedWith this in Recip

four' following job 'ready groupS:

I. Job Ready, these clients could accept

position if offered to them.
4

a full ;time *-

2: Potentiall,, Job Ready..
----.4_

These el ients-have indicated

files that they need of 4pOrtive'::in heir are in

serv, Ces- The'moStprevalent being child care.'

Not Ready. 'These clients have medicalproblems

which tohibit their ability to ;iccept a Fial--tiMe.
1

Is group is further sph -divided into Medically

ated and Part -Time Only.Inapac

4. Hnaeterm ble. 'hese client:

the (.Aton.C7of-w4ich cannot h

informatlow,:in tt'IF Wt.!.
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(Client attitudinal prob).ems and pe5rnal

been considered in determining job readiness.

-adoiressed in Section IV.)

I

preferences have not

They will, hoc4ever, be

FraM the data analyzed in Sections I and II the reader can beg

td see that the Unassigned Recipients Constitute a Major prOPortion

of the WIN population, and a greitmanyofAhem do not partake in

WIN activities but rather, are initially deterMined as unassigned

;not remain in that status throughout their prOgxammatiC history.

Job Readiness is not
r-

e latter *11 attempt to

to be confused with ilvloyability. Whereas

determine what the probability is of a-client

,becoming employed,b.Readiness concerned only with whether` or not

a client is capable of being employd. The reader is cautioned 'against'

drawing any: concluwuns from the Job Ready' statistics wych would not,
, -r

fall within the'definition established in this section.

J

2. Methodology For The Determination Of Job Readiness

(1) Four 'Distinct groups of clients awe identified for determination

of,Joblleadiness. They are:

a. .5;14-UR - Males

b.) SA-UR -'Bemales

c. SIt&

d., Females

I
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These four groups which comprise the Unassigned Recipients in the ;'

sample were identifted.for tv)o reasons: .

a..,,,SeX Job Readiness is dependent upon My, variables
\. -

,

Medical problem 'and ortive service needs: There
..

is no r sod o assume that females arlimore likely to

haVemedlcal7p males. However, the medical

problems which would inhibit the client's ab to work,

''need not necesqarily be the IT;y- calclient's i roblem. &Med-

ical probl ms of ependent childrenwhichcmaY requite oon7'

.5-tant i r0nt4 supervision-NI I commit the single par nt

in suc a way 'as" exclude.any,poSsibility of accepting

a job,-whereas a married client whocan7depend upon his/

her spouse to care for the, . Child is not committedto any

obligations which would .thus inhibit their ability 'toaccep:t%

employment. It should

due to medical reasons

federal regulations.
N

be noted that any. such committment

is grounds for exemptionlinder the

Differences between Male and female

needs fall into similar patterns.

all the supportiVe ices is child care. As in the case

problems,-a married client can depend upon his/.

to provide the supervision for any dependent

A single parent does not have this assistance

supportive service

The most needed of

ofmedical

her spouse

children,

available
0

to them.

80
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''.. . ,

Needless to say, female?clients tend tp be the single.

. - ., ..

parents in the program, and male Clients tend tOkhe the

married parents.

b. Status --Keeping in mind the.original rationale for

separating to Active (SA-UR)and Site" Inactive (SI-UR)

k
the reader,Chn-eadil,y dedude that those clients'who are

not job ready should fall,most p[0valentiy in the %I -UR

category, while by the4ature of the actIvity being re-

ceiVed, the SA-UR shm4d be comprised t entirely

S

of job Teady clients..

Each of these groups passed, through a seNs of questions which-resulted

P 4

it a decision. tree configuration: . The quegtions are:

lc

11: Does th client,have any current medical problems4

indicat d ink the file? r

a. Yes

b. No.

2. (Answer to,1 is Yes) To what extent does this medical problem

effect the clients ability to work?

c2 Cannot accept full-time employment,Osition.

d2 Limits the type or locale of any employment.

>e2 No limitation.

'--f2 Indeterminable (due to contradictory information)'

g2 Not Indicated

S U z)



Group,c2 is designAed a8 Not)Jeb Ready,
o

) \

ii Group d2 and e2 are combined and question B2 is asked of them;
N '-''y

iii Grou f2 is designjted'indeferminable. v l

iv Group g2 is.prdportionately"distributed among g oups p2,. (12;,

e2, and f2. Proportions based on the distrib on of each
. .

I
of these groups withifftheir aggiegate population..

B2. (Answer to ins Yes or answer to A2 is d2 or e2). Does' the

client's file indicate barriersfor which. supportive services

cotiid be,-but h not beeny,-provided?

h2 °Y,es

Group h2 is designated as Poten

Group (i2 is designated as Joh Ready.

fri

y Job Ready.

Figure 8 presents a decision tree, diagram of tht aboVe series

of quOntiQns7_,,'

,t

Two difficulties appeat when the questiOn ofJob Readiness is approaChed.
AC

Both reflect.limitations of the fil-0 data. Approximately 59% of the clients,

with medical problems have nod8sessment of how-this medical problem.affectS
.

their job. readiness:. These clients, as mentioned before, were proportioned
.

in. a -fashion similar to those clients for whom extent of the medical problems-_

was indicated.. This question, its ramifications and possible solutions; Will."'

The addressed irCSection. V. Lack of medical, information in the file is not h

sign of WIN interviewer but rather it is anpeidication of the
- .%.

culty confronting. WIN in getting accurate medical assessment franc responsible

sources.
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,

7 ,

Data for determi cation= of whether or not ,a client needs supportive

'
%

services' can appear in two places in tl}e file, either'imthe interviewers

eonments, or on a certification request form. Although it.is not manditea

thgt all clients receive,certification;the ambiguity in' the regulations'

credie discerfdant-activities amoft clients, welfare, and WIN.rlhis situa-
,

tion will alsO be discussed in Section Suffice it to say, that for many'

clients -the Mc does not indicate whether the question of supportive se
,

Vices needs (in the furm of certificatiV) ha§- ever been `addressed.' Unfor'-.

.tunately, many Clients who. may have-been derdunassignable because:of

'Jack of gkilis have no indication in theilr files as to whether they need

supportive services,. TherefOre;'particularly among SI-UR females, the

distinctions between the Job,Ready.and Potentiially Job Ready gwoupe can onJy

, )

be tentativelydram'n-..

Job Readiness Decision Tie

The following four decision trees (Figures 9, 10, 11, 1 12) provide

the Job Readiness determinat ons for SA-UR males, SA-URfemales, SI-UR

males, and,SI-UR females. Table 25 whichtfollowS the figures provide a

comparison of these(four groups in their overall Job Readiness categories.

All percentages are provided for the distribution within the respective

groups. The proportion of each group of the entire sample is provided

in Table; 24.
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NOT WORK

AS. 101

6.10%

.JOB READY

c2.
4

MEDICAL PROBLrAT p

1.78%

INDETERMINABLE

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES?

I'92.12%

YES
h2

6.691

POTENTIALLY JOB READY

B2

-±21

85.431

JOE READY



DECISION TREE FOR JOB EiRDINES.S --SI=UR FEMALES

MEDICAL PROBL}4?

,39.821 60.18%

16.341

NOT J013 READY

DIDETERMINABLE

3.451
2

'N014MIT

20.07%

SUPPORTIVE sEmircis?

80:251 B2 -.A

YES .

h2;

j3.45% 15.35%

ERDETERNDIABLE

1NO

i21

64.86%.

POTENTIALLY JOB READY JOB READY,



TABLE 241

.PROPORT ION "OF. STATUS CATEGORIES OF' TOTAL SAMPLE

SA-UR - Males

SA-UR - Females

TOTAL SA-UR

SI-UR -.Males

'SI -UR - Females

TOTAL SI-UR

N=11336)

TOTAL MALES (SA-UR SI76R)

TOTAL - F a ES (SA-UR & SI-UR)

TOTAL - (SA-UR

4

S1-UR)

89

113

4.36%

6.73%

, 11.09%

11.87%,
f.

48.08%

59.95%

'16.23%

54.81%

72.04%

a



a

SA-UR Males
N=441

SA -UR Females
A4694'

SI -UR ibles.
N=1345

SI4JRFeMales
N=5453

SA-UR Total
(N=1137)

SI-UR Total
(N.6798)

Male Total
(1788)

Female Thtal
(6147)

Total Unassigned
(N=7935)

TABLE. 25-

JOB READY STA1USSSIGNED -RECIPIENTS

JOB .

. READY

1 er.

POTENTIALLY NUT'
JOB , JOB
READY READY

.

INDbr#R-

MINABLE

91.65% 3.'39% 2.71% 2.26%

79.11% 14.41% 4.32% 2.16%

85.43% 6.69% 6.10% 1.78%

64.86% 15.35% .10.341 3.45%

83.99% 10.11% 3.69% 2.20%

68.93% 13.64% 14.31% 3.12%

86.97% 5.87% S.26% 1.90%

66.47% 15.24% 14.98% 3.30%

71.09% 13.13% 12.79% `Y.0., 2.99%



Based on the statistics in Table 25, approximately 71.091 of the

bnassigned Recipients are 'lob Ready and 13.13% of Unassigned Recipients'

are Potentially job Ready.' Because of lack of information on.supportive

services needs, 06re may be some fluctuation between these two groups.

Specifically, there may be fewer Unassigned Recipients who are Job Ready

and more who are Potential-1Y Job Reedy, if all supportive service infor-
.

mation were available in Vhe client's file. Nevertheless, it can be said

that approximatelyr84.22%-of the Unassigned Recipients are either Job

Ready or would-be Job Ready with supportive services:based upon the file

information.

The distInCtions bevWeen the

(SInUR) Unassigned-gives evidence

Site Active (SA- UR) and Site Inactive

to the fact that some sort of selection

process appears to he occurring at the WIN sites. Of the SA-UR category,

Of the SI -UR category,94.10% are Job Ready of Potentially; Job Ready!'

82.07% are Job R*-ehd of Potentially Job Ready.

tion ofthe-SI-UR categ rY 13.64% whu would be Job Ready if supportive

services -were provided, than of tlIc SA-UR category,10.11%. Certification

procedures were initiaVed for 78.99% of the SA-UR category and only 41.65% of

the SI-R categorY. Considering that the initiation of a certification re
,

questj(i.e. certification Procedure initiation) incorporates an assessment

of client's supportive services needs, without ,such a request WIN under_

standing of the client's needs is incomplete.

There is-a higher propor-

When Job Readinesti IS viewed from a' male/female'perspective the medical

problems and supportive service needs do, as previously suspected, contrast

males and females.Of the Vnassigned males 92.84% are. either Job Ready or

Potentially Job Ready, The comparable statistic for females is 81.71%.
4,1

,

A_
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-Additionally, 15.24% of the females are in-need of supportive services

whereas ody .5.87% of the males need supportive services; The males

who have had certification procedures initi aid are 64.60% of the Un-

assigned males. Females who h0i7had certification procedures'initiated are 41.88%,

of the,Unassigned females.

The difficulty !n-deteritinivg r r wit. a client is Job Ready 61.

ro iReidyteutially Job Rdy is ncreaseSb t. n fact that appreximatcl 70!, or the

Oio have been deemed Job Realy have had no certification procedures

jnitjated.

Although it is possible that these females have not been certified be-

cause they are not 'in need of supportive services, it is highly urilikely.
T

There are many reasons why these females have not been certified. What

is of importance; here,, is realizing thet without information on supportive

1

service needs a WIN interviewer has only a partial picture f a client.

Without certification can an intervie-ren be assured.that th client would bt

imMediately ready to :At: a job? 1! 'A) opening becomes.available, time

is of utmost importanCe. Especially the job is on 2.1e_lower-skill

WIN interviewer must react, in many cases, within one to two days. With-.

out, a completed file the interviewer is extremely limited in the number of

clients within his caseload with whi!Ji he can work. There are other

ramifications of lack di certification procedures and these will e discussed

in Section V.

OVERVIEWOF CLIENTS WHO ARE'NOT JOB RiiADY

Since the proportion for both SA-UR Males and SA-UR females is so small

(N=12) significant statements c. be made. HOwever, for the SI-UR
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males and females, it is important to investigate characteristics of those

who are not job ready.to see whether or not-there appers to be any differ-

ences between these clients and the total SI-UR group other than their
4

medical problems.

Of the SI-UR females who are not job ready 30.38% woul accept a part-

time job, ana of the SI-UR males approximately 29.03% could accept a part-gime

job.

Table 26 represents.the length of time in program both for the total

, SI-UR males and females and for the SI-UR males and females who are not job

ready.

Both in the case of the males and the females SI-UR clients who are not

job ready tend to have been in the program longer than the SI-UR population as

a whole. Particularly, the 1-3 month category, when coupled with'the attrition

premise, i.et, that clientS, who remain on the-program longer periods of time,

410

have barriers which inhibit their leaving the program, gives support to the

fact that the not job ready clients do have medical barrier 'which inhibit

.their leaving WIN. For example, only 1 du of every 90 es SI -UR clients

WhO have been in the program than four months are not job ready Whereas

for the 7 to 12 month group. the ratio is drastically reduced to 1 out of 20.

The implication is that between their third and twelfth,month in the program,

70 SI-UR Males leave, either the SI-UR category or the WIN program, (Section

II would support the Fatter) for every not job ready SI-UR'client who remains

on the program during this time period.

Although job history, and certification do not show any variance between

the _not job ready and the aggregate SI-UR groups, age:does appear to be a factor.
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TABLE 26

LENGTH OF TIME IN PROGRAM

FOR SI -UR. TOTALS AND NOT JOB READY

SI-OR MALES

TOTAI
("=1345)

S1 -OR IlitALES

NO'!' JOB REAllY
(141=5)

rim JOB READY
(N =4 ;1)

-1 11'AL
(N=5450)

1-3 Months, 3.77% 27.43% 5.95% 12.73%

4:-6 Months 13.21% 14.27% 5.95% 11.67%

7- ths 32.08% 20.07% 24.45% 19.27%rt
13-2

i
ths 26.42% .2126% 23.3,5% 24.11% -

25 -36 Months 7,55% 8.62% 15.86% 14.00i

36+ 16.98% 7.75% 24.45% t, 18.22%.

I 00.00t ti ( i 0 0.00%
.

100.00%
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Table 27 represents the comparison of the Not Job Ready SI-UR group, with the

aggregate SI-UR group for, the variable age. For both males and females the

'Not Job Ready groups tend to be older than the aggregate SI-UR population.

t

For example, 35.29% of the Not Job Ready SI-UR males are 40 years old or

older, whereas only 22.76% of the aggregate SI-UR males are 40 years old or

older. Comparable statistics for the females are 49.31% and 32,05% respec-

vely. It is also .interesting to note `that both the Not Job 'Ready and the

ag$10$40 SI-PR Bales ten4 to be older Than their comp4rable male grOups.

Undoubtedly, ,the most important question to be asked concerning the

Not Job Ready clients is what should WIN do about th&? e question could

be more easily answered if the medical information in the'files was more

theiough, and, perhaps, this is the best place to start. All clients who

have medidal 0oblems should have these problems assessed through medical.

- certification. This assessment should include an accurate diagnosis of the'

type of medical problem, its effect upop the client's ability to work and

its duration. At some sites it is determined, at time of registration,

whether or not the client has any medical problems and,..,if so, the client

is returned to welfare until a written meaical assessment of the client's

ability to work can be professionally completed. Based upon this infOrmation

it can be determined prior to registration, prior to appraisal, and prior to

certification whether or not the client is exempt,from the WIN program. (If

the client becomes ill or injured,After registration he or she should re-

-ceive medical certification of the type, extent, and duration of the medical

problem dhd returned to welfare as an exempt recipient if the duration exceeds,

901days.)
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'TABLE 27

AGE FOR .si-ucrat4s

AND NOT JOB READY

SJ -UR MALES

NOT JOB READY .

JN- 53).

IrTA
*D45)

Ohdc 20 1.96 19.73

21).- 29 27.45 31.90

30=34i, 35.29 2:1. 6i

21.57 14.21

5(-.1t9
11.76 6.88

1.96. 1.67

.

12J

'SI -UR FEMALES

Nor J013 MAIN ToTAL

IN.454) (N=s4so)

2.95

15.0

32.28

35.68

12.04

1.59

5.32

24.84

37.79

23.33

7.92

O. 80



-Currently suchclients a.re-hOtbeing contacted;by.WIN for periods of up'

t two or three years; If this'. procedure were initiated it is possible to reOuco

the Unassigned Recipient group by approximately 13 %,,1 eliminate the waste

of WIN resources on Jregistering, appraising, and contacting clients who,

for all intents and purposes, should be made exempt.

The second question to. be addressed concerning the Not Job Ready clients-
.

is part-tile employment. Is it better that a WIN registrant be.Part-time

employed than be unemployed? On the surface the answer appears to .be yes,

but before a final decision can beiinade resource,(patticularly supportive

service) utilization/allocation methodoloky,'ana priority systems must be

analyzed. In'anyevent.,.the ans1r will impact upon approximately 4.0% of

the SI-UR clients who azzlNot Job Ready but could accept a part-time job.

fi
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.C`SECTION IV

CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS AND EMPLOYAIIILIITY
ft-

There4irel three majorquestions to be answered by this repor

1. Who are the Unassigned Recipients?

What can be done to help them become Assigndd?

3. What are, the dynamics.d:their movement in and out of the program

and the Assigned Compnents?

Section II-has addressed itself to the third question, Section VI,

comztendations, will address itself to the second question, and to some

extent" the whole report has addressed itself to the first. It is therefdre

important to qualifyprecisely why client characteristics and employability

are to be discussed in'this section. The purpose of investigating clieet

characteristics is to identify those factors which effect why a.(client is

driasigned. it is not the 'intention to discuss every characteristic inves-

tigatda. Such investigation has produced over 50Q tables all of which are

available to those who are interested. However, in this ieport,only those

--characteristics which showed themselves to impact'upon assignability and

" employability will be discussed.

,Assignability isdefined as the probability that a client will be placed

.

in an asigned component. During the appraisal';; a criteria may be used to

determine the probable success of a client.' This criteria is thee applied

to incoming registrants and the decision is made whether or not the client

.receive WIN acrtyity or should he placed in the Unassigned group.



he difficulty in trying tordeteimine whether or not, on the aggregate, a

,particular characteristic effects assignment is complicated by four factorS:

(1) The WIN site at which a client is registered (2) Variations in a selec-

tion- criteria. (Especially if it 'is subjectively established by the inter-
.,

.

viewer4 (3) Other variables (4) .WIN re rtes. Tables 17, 1Cand 22 have just .

briefly touched up:in the difference Which 'Occur)between the fifteen states.

To discuts the effects of a previous job-history upon assignability is,greatlx

liiwited when the-mean number of montht since last contact .can vary from a

little-over a launth- in 'State'-0 for males to almost seven and a half, months in

State 1, or when over 27% of the females in State not been contacted

in Over two years. It may, indeed, be possible to say that with a-job history

a client will more possibly become assigned. However, inherent in the desire

to make such a statement is the implication that there has been an equal

attempt to place clients who have no job history. .For example, if a client

were to register at a WIN site and due to the fact thathe or she hadte

prior jbb history, he or she were immediately pl ced in the Unassigned

category where, as ,has been shown, (Section IT), 80% of this group make

no status change, would it,be meaningful to attempt to make any statemehts

jhout the impact of lack of jc9b histOry has upon assignment? In Many states

this is the situation. The impact of job history is predetermined.

A siMilar situation exists,in the case of child Care. If a site no

longer has child care slots available 'to it no matter what characteristics'

a client may have,if they are, in need of child care services, the lack of

the service is absolute in determining asSignability. Without the service

there is no attempt,to place the client, or there is no attempt to :employ

they client.



A determination of employability follows the same line of reasoniog.

.If .a client is not exposed to the job market, but is instead placed in 0

Unassigned pool, it is not possible tocbtermine the employability of the
Y

.1.

client. To deterMine the probability of passing or failing an oxamiation

based upon demographic, educational or employment characteristics, a Sample
,

of those who have taken the examination Must be available. For the most

part, the Unassigned Recipients haven't taken the exam.

their probability of passing or failing is a mute point.

To determine

It might be said by some that this is all the better. After all,

failures reflect wasted resources. However, the fact that a client is

Unassigned Recipient is in no way inhibiting them leaving th WIN

.program. In fact, Unassigned Recipients leave WIN at a rate, comparable to

Assignedkegistrants and as Table 11 indicates about 41% of those female

who became Working Registrants, were initially in the Site Inactive categorY

(based on those females with one status change),

'Due to these selection criteria and resource biases, a workable proba-

bility model Egsed upon client characteristics is not possible.

is possible to identify those characteristics whichnight

However it,

have or bring about

impact upon assignability and employability.

With this in mind, it is the intention of this section to address itself

to those Unassigned clients who are Job Ready (sI-UR and SA-UR), and to compare

them wheeverppssible and significant, to the Registrants (50. iM .

order to determine any major differences in characteristics.
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CLIENI CHARACTERISTIC COMPARISONS'

g

Two types of comparisons will take Place in this, section. First, a

comparison of Employed Registrants, Site Active Unassigned, andiSite Inactive

Unassigned. Second, a comparison of clients who have been in the program 1 to

3 iihm,h:; with clients who have been in the program 12 to 14 months for the

mAle aud 18 to 21 months for the females. The assumption to be used in the

sj;:ond compnriSon is that the; clients who have been in the program 1 to 3

months represent the intake pool 12 to 14 months ago, in the case of males and

18 to 21- months ago in the case of femaleS. If certain tharacteriitics are

more prevalent among the 12 to 14 month or the 18 to 21 month groups than

among the.1 to 3 months group, then it can be deduced that these Character-

istics impact upon whether or not a client leaVes the program, An example of

this can be seen in Table 26 where those clients who are not job ready are more

I+ ighly distributed in the longer poriods of time' in the program than the aggre7

titte SI- uR population. Since cl ients with medical problems which make them

11,d ioh rcady, tend to be on WIN longer than clients who do not have this type

of.inedical problem, it canbe deduced that medical problems are a barrier to

'assignment and employment. Although logic would dictate the same deduction

nevertheless, the data reaffirms it. Otheariables, such as education level,

age, job history, may not as prevalently show such d ifferences.

I. Comparison of-Employed Registrants (ER), Site Active Unassigned

(SA-UR) and Site Inactive Unassigned (SI-UR) for males.

(Imp 1 oyeil Registrants (I R) are those ciionts who arorking- in a
-

full,time job either as a Working Rogi strant in a ioh status (com-

Comparing them to the SI-

cation

UR group, will provide some indi-

the diTference in. characteristics of WIN clients who are
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employed_ and WIN
clients who maY be unemployable. Of cours

ER clients are still on the WIN program and are not, there fore,

ideal for comparison.

The SA-UR cliepts are clients..,for Whom, the 1oCal WIN site has

made some determination concerning employability.
If a WIN

interviewer'deterrlines that-a registran t cannot be placed in

a component or a seb,,theregistrant becomes
an SI-UR'client.

If the WIN interviewer determ ines that a registrant

6acIll'ibe
.

placed then the registrant becomes initially a SA-UR client.

Therefore, the three groups can be soma
rized as:

1. sEmOloyed,
Registrants (ER) are representative

of clients whose barriers do not keep th'em

from becoming
employed.

2 Site Active Unassigned Recipients (SA-UR) are

clients who WIN has determined are, employable.

3;' Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients (SI-UR) are

clients who WIN has determined

102
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COMPARISON OF ER, SA-UR, AND SI-UR GROUPS - FOR MALES

The Following comparison will discuss'whether or not there

amears to be a higher or lower

CR, SA UR, and SI-UR groups for

there is for the aggregate data

proportion of individuals in the

a pariicular characteristic, than

The data is provided in two forms,

stribution within a variable and each status group mutuall)i exclusive

sive and the distribution of particular characteristics within the

three status groups and each characteristic mutarexclusive. For
,

example, the percentages in parentheses in Table 28 represent the

distribution of the groups within each variable, i.e., 17.39% of

20.58% are SA-the mandatory clients are ER's, o's and 62.03% are

Si-OR's. The percentage that are not in parentheses reprsent the

distribution of.the variable within each group, i.e., 94.58% of

the ER's are mandatory; 3.58% of the ER's a_r_ voluntary; and 1.53%

of the ER's do not have their mandatory/voluntary status indicated

in their files.

When dealing-with:the percentages that are in parentheses, the

reader shoUld-keep in mind that the aggregate distribution of the three

groOps,are 16.24%-(ER), 18.40% (SA-UR), 55.'88% (SI-UR). That is 16.24%

of the population are in the ER group. If ER clients with a particu-

lar characteristic are a proportion greater than: 16-24%, then the

implkation is that possession of that characteristic increases the

prnhahility that a client would be an UR.
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TABLE 28

MANDATORY/VOLUNTARY - MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER
(N=391)

v-7

SA-UR
(N=443)

SI-UR
(N=1345)

Mhndatory 94.88 4 99.09 98.36
(N=2133) (17.39) (20.58) (62.03)

Voluntary 3.58 0.68 1.19
(N=33) (42.42) , (9 °09)' (48.48)

N.I.
.(N=13)

1.53 0.23 0.46
(46.15) ( 7.69) (46.15)

a. MANDATORY

There appears to be no significant differences in distribution

of mandatory clients within the three status groups. Although there:

appears to be a higher proportion of voluntary clients in

the ER, than in the SA-UR and SI-UR groUps, it is suspected that

this difference is due to, the fact that volunteers frequently enter

the WIN program already employed but in need of supportive services.
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TOLE 29,

("41. ACE -NALes

lir IN NOWTAGIiS

IR
(Is1=391)

SA-I111

(N.--443)

SI--UR

(N=1345)

Under 20 S.88 8.58 19.41

(N=322) (7.1 ) (11.80) (81.06)

20-29 41.43 37.02 81.06

(N=748) (21,66) (21.93) (56.42)

30-39 29.42 28.44 25.21.

(NT-580) (19,38) (21.72) (58.45)

10-49 14.57 16.2s .
l3.98

(N-317) (17,98) (22.71) (59.31)

50-54 5.88 6.32 6.77

(N=142) (16,20) (19.72) (64.08).

60+ ,
(n=33)

1.28
(15.15)

1.35
(18.18)

1.64

(66.67)

N. I. 1.54 2.03 1.64

(N=37) (102) (24.32) (59.46)

h. AGE
441,

There is a higher )mm01104 of nuCles to tino ago of 20 in tho'

group than for any Offer 'Age grotip. Information rocoived frog

the local WIN sites support' data. Males under age 20, receive

luny priority for WIN actiyitiQs. There appear-s to be an inverse

rola! onship between einp10y111(4 mid age' for males over the Mtge. of 20.,

ie.; atZlige increases prupaliiiity of being an FR client decreases..

however, it should be noted thAt the di fFerences in proportions of ER

clients who are between the rige, of 20 and 29 (21.66%) ER client

who are over 60 (15.150 not large enough to make any strong corre-

lation between age'and emoloyObkAi.tv10:)'



lAtiLt 3U

ETHNIC-GROUP - MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER

'White

(N=391)

45.01

(N=1045) (16.84)

Black 17.14

(N..403) (16.63)

Spanish Origin 23.02

(N=398) (22.61)

Other 3.83

(N=94) (15.96)

N.I. 11.00

(N=239) . (17.99)

c. ETHNIC GROUP

SA-UR
(N=443)

43.57

SI-UR
(N=1345)

50.26
(18.47) (64.69)

18.96 18.74.
(20(.84) (62..53)

19.19 16.58
(21.36) (56.03)

6.77 3.64

r '(31.91) (52.13)

11.51 10,78
f21.34) (60.67)

There appears to be very little distinction of Ethnic Group distribution

among ER's, SA-UR s and SI-UR's, except in the case of Spanish Origin males.

This'is explained by the fact that 78.28% of the Spanish Origin males are

within two states of the sample, which have high maximum needs payments and 20%

of the Spansh Origin males (compared to 10% on the aggregate) are single

heads of household, thereftre, making them eligible for the 0 y3_dis-

regard and Working Registrant status. Apparently they are clas fied as

Working Registrants because they are still` eligible for Welfare Assistance

despite the fact they,are full -time employed. This Situation causes data

to appear to show that Spanish Origin males are more likely to be employed

than any_other males. Although it appears as. if Black males, tend to be
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,,placed in the

tegory
more frequently than White males,

this situation is effected by the samephenomelion that appears

in the situation of Spanish Origin males. That is, 64.63% of

the Black males fall within two states in the sample. Table 31

represents the distribution of the total male sample by State and

Ethnic group. Even when only UV-states are considered, (the propor-

tion4Of Black males is as high as 50% in proportion in State G, and

is as_low as 1.79% of the male population in State D. mop these

sort of differences between states, it is very difficult to make

any aggregate statements. However, even when the data on ethnicity

is aggregated, there still does not appear to be any major differ-

°

ences in ER, SA-UR and SI-UR groups.
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TABLE 31

DISTRIBUTIONJOP ETHNIC GROUP

BY STATE MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

STATE WHITE BLACK
SPANISH
ORIGIN OTHER

A* 15.25 4.36. 7.64 0.87

B* 10.14 7.48 6.73 2.62

C* 8.39 0.17 .0.29 0.21,

)* 2.53 1.00
.

0;08 0.04

E 4.15 0.00 0.00' 0.21

F* 7,10 1.74 2.04 0:08

G* 2.08 0.21 0.00 O:00

H* 1.29 0.37 1.50 0.04

I* 0.29- 0.08, 0.00 0.00

J 0.25 0.71 0.00 0.00

K 0..62 0.00 0.00 0.00

L 0.04 0.83 0.00 0.12

M 1.79 0.54 0.00 0.04

N 0.12 0.42 0.00 0.00

OF- 0.12 0.42. 0.08 0.00

% Ethnic
Group of 48.19 18.32 18.36 4.24
Total Males

* Unemployed Pather,§tates

_N.I..

° STATE OF
TCHALMAlliS

5.32 33.44
4 ,

2.24 29.21

0,21 .2.26

0.46 4.11

0.29 5,40:-

. 0.37 11.34-

OA() 0.42

0.37 3.37

.0.17 0-54

0.00 0,'96

0.00 0.62

0.00 1.00

. 1.45 3.82

0.00 0.54
t

().00 0.62

10.88 100.00

1. Spanish Origin Ethnic, group encompassing Spanish speaking,

Spanish heritage, Puerto Ric, 14exican, and Spanish surname

identifiers.



TABLE 32

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL - MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER SA-UR SAM
(N=391) (N=443) (N=1345).

Under 6
(N=l44)

6-II
(Nn11118)

6.39
(17

7
36)

50.64
(06.67)

5.19

55.76

12 28.65 25.28

(4=518) (20.44)

12+ 11.25 8.13

(N=210) (20.95)

N.I. 3.07 5.64

(N=89) (13.48)'

415.97)

(20.44)

(17.14)

(28.09)

7.14
(66.67)

55.24
(62.54)

24.09
(59.12)

9.66
(61.90)

3.87
(58.43)

d. E1l6CATIONAL LEVEL

it appears as if there is a higher probability that someone with a

lab Ihrumh 121h gra& educational level would be Placed in 5ite active

.:0,T01... It also appears as if the male client with a high school or

4rcator education is more likely Lo become an Employed Registrant. However,

this'is not necessarily so. Again we must turn to state differences.

Table 33 represents 'the distribution of educational levels by states.. State

A an0 combined represent 65.14%'of the males with a 12th grade .educationai'

levol and 69.701 of the males with greater than 12th grade educational leVel,

This hirurmatiom coupled with the knowledge that these two states have

higher maximum need payments reinforces the hypothesis presented for ethnicity.

That is, the higher the maximum need payment the more likely a client will he

a Working Regl.4traht., Therefore, the fact that the 124Ind 12+ edutl.ation levels
016

appear to, have higher proportions of Tilt's, may not be due to a-function of education

but rather where the male clients with this educational level resides.



TABLE 33

DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATION LEVEL

BY-STATE - MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

STATE UNDER 6 6-11 12
12+ N.I.

% 'OF STATE 01:
TOTAL MALLS

A* 1.66 16.54 9.76 3.95 1.54 33,44

B* 2.66 16.08 7.02 3.07 0.37 29.21

C* 0.29 4.53 3.12 1.29 0.04 9.26
...,

D* 0.08 2.29 1.41 0.33 0.00 4.11

E 0.00 0.42 0.04 p.00 0.08 0.54

F* 0.96 6.27 2.87 0.71 .0.54 11.34

G *. 0.00 0.42 0.00 0..00 0.00 0.42

` 11* 0.12 2.16 0.87 0.73 0.08 3.57

I* 0.00 0.42 0.08 0.00 0.04 0.54

J ()AIL 0.87 0.00 0.04 0.00' 0.96

K 0.46 0.17 0.00 0.09 0.62

L 0.08 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.04 1.00

M 0.17 * 1.95 0.42 0.17 1.12 3.82

N .0.12 0.42 0.00 0.540.00 0.00

0. 0.04 0.58 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.62

% Education
Group of

. Total Males 6.23 54.26 25.76 9.89 3.86

Unemployed Father States

Cr
110
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TABLE 34 --

NUMIgilt 01: CHILDREN:. MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

1

ER
(N=391)

27.62

SA-UR
(N=443)

26.41

.114=477) (22.64)

2 22.51 21.22

(N=396) (22.22)

3 16.37 16.93

(N=312) (20.51)

(
4 9.21 9.48

(N-182) (19.78)

41- 7.42 9.71

(N=198) (14.65)

N.1. 16.88 16.25

(N*614) (10.75)

e. NUMBER OFOICCPREN

SI-UR
(N=1345)

(24.53)

18.74
(52.83)

15.91
(23.74) (54.04)

12.86
(24.(1.1) (55.45)

7.73
(23.08) (57.14)

9.37
(21.72) (63.64)

35.39
(11.73) ' , (77.52)

ti ,

There does not appear to be any relationship between the

Number of Children and 'whether or not a male is in the SA-UR

categoyy. There is a slight inver-se relat'ionShiv between

number of: children and Whether or not a male is in the b»picyt.:d

i
Regi:a.rant (ER) ,group. 1

-)
(,)
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TABLE 3S

COMMUNICATIONS BARRIERS - MALES

.

IN PERCENTAGES'

ER SA-UR SI-UR

(N=391) (N=443) (N=1345)

Yes
(N= 2407)

No ,

'(N=1939)

. ,

11.26
(18.33)

88.74
(17.90)

fl 1

14.00
.(2SA3)

9.97
(55.83)

86.00 90.03
(19.65;

f. COMMUNICATION BARRIERS

The most predominant communication barritr is Spanish speaking

clients who have difficulty communicating in the English language.

Although this appears trortbe a barrier for female clients, it

does not appear to be a barrietlqo; males. 'The ^reason for this

May be cIo iely tied to the types of jobs men can obtain. Manual

(62.445),,

labor, construction work, and machine operations,which are the"

/types of jobs males ,obtain most frequently, do not require the same-

language proficiency as clerical-and sales jobs which are the'types of

. employment females most frequently obtain. Because of this, a language

deficiency for a male has little or no impact mon his ability to become

employed:
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TABLE '36

SNITerAT.TON litARR.TFiZA - !MIES

IN PERCBTFA(IF.S

I

)

Nt)

(N=2039)

4-,

(N=391):4',,
,

SA-UR
(N=443)

2.30 4.06
(6.43) (12.86)

95.94
(20.79)

97.70
(18.73)

ZAN'.:11KI*AT ION 11Altlt I IRS

Ti.la,-.portat ion is a harrier to employMent for males. Again, the

i t ion of state differences comes into play. State A contains 33.44$

the male sample and 55.19% of the males with transportation barriers.,

I State A were removed from the ,sample, .it is very likely that:trans-

-,

noi t(t,tion would not appear to be a significant barrier among the rest, of

the states.

SI-UR,

.(N=1345)

8,40'
(80.71)

91.60
(60.42)

V.
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TABLE 37

PRIOR JOB. HISTORY

IN PERCENTAGES

ER SA-UR S1 -UR
(N=391) (N=443) (N=1345)

Yes 95.40 85.78 82.16.(N=18581 (20.08) (20.45) (59.47)

a No 4.60 14.22 17.84
(N =321) (5.61) (19.63) (74.77)

h. PRIOR JOB HISTORY

There appears to be a slight relationshin between prior job

history and whether a client is in the ER, SA-UR, or SI-UR group.

One difficulty with making an accurate assessment of the situati'ii

is the fact that 36.06% of the ER group entered the program as
J

Working Registrants, so naturally, these pales had job history.

Additionally, only 56.70% of the males under the age of twenty who

are SI -UR, have a job history. The.SI-UR males who have no job

history are predominantly under twenty years.of age, 47.08%, whereas

the under twenty group constitutes 19.41% of the male SI-UR's. Lf

'the under twenty group is removed from the male SI-UR sample, 88.28%

the.SI-UR males over twenty have a job history. For those males

over twenty, prior job history ,appears to have no effect upon which

group (ER, SA-UR, or SI-UR) they are in. For the males under the age

of twenty, it is difficult to determine whether their high proportion

in the SI-UR group, is due to their age, lack of job history, or WIN

administrative procedures Males Wider the age of twenty receive

a loW service priority).
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TABLE 38

TYPE OF JOB IN HISTORY -;..MALES.

IN PERCENTAGES

ER SA-UR SI-UR
(N=391) (N=443) (N=1345)

Professional 6.43 - 9.74 5.52
(0=122) (19.67) (30:33) (50.00)

Clerical 7.51 5.79 4.25
(N=97) (22.95) (22.68) (48.45)

Sales 4.29 3.68 3.62
(N=70) (22.86) (20.00) (57.14)

Service 27.88 24.74 29.50
(N=524) (19.85) (17.94) (62.21)

,
ilk

[Machine 10.72 14.47 . 8.69
(N=191) (20.94) (28.80) (50.26).

Bench 13.40 10.26 6.15
(N=157) (31.85) (24.84) (43.31)

('onMiliction , 12.33 17.89 16.38
01=:295) A (15.59) (23.05) 1(i1.36)

Oth,:r, 15.55 13.42 24.89
(N-38I) (15.10) (13.28) (71.62)

N.1. 1.88 0.00 1.00
(N =18) (38.89) (00.00) (61.11)

TYPE OF JOB HISTORY

The most predominant of job types for males is service'jobs.

this includes building and related service occupations, food and

beverage preparation occupations, and lodging and related services.
,.

Mt., "Other" types aro prdomiliantly transportation occupations: It

is kronic that those -job types which tend to have relatively higher

praw'rtions of Employed Registrants tend also to be tile jobs in' which

fewer males have had work experience, e.g., Professional and Cler-

ical jobs.
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Yes
(N=1817)

No
(N=362)

j. JOB GOAL

TABLE 39

JOB GOAL - MALES

ER

IN PERCENTAGES

'SA-UR! SI-UR

(N =391) (N=443) (N=1345)
4

89.26 . 90.74 79.26

(19.21) (22.12) (58.67)

10.74 9.26 i 20.74

(11.60) (11.33) (77.07)

4

The termination of a client's job goal is a function of

appraisal. Therefore, consideration of whether or not a job

goal effects placement is not possible, but it is important to

note that this important part of appraisal is not completed in

all cases. Of the mille SI-OR's under the age of twenty, 30.650

have made no job goal determination.

I



TABLE 40

MEDICAL PROBLEMS - MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER
(N=391)

SA-UR
. (N=443)

SI-UR
(N=1345)

Client 11.76 21.67 22.16
(N=440) (10.45) (21.82) (67.73)

ramily 3.84 4.06 1.93
(25.42) (30.51) (44.07)

Roil) 1.28 1.13 1.71
(15.15) (15.15) (69.70)

None 83.12 73.14 74.20
(N=1647) (19.73) (19.67) (60.60)

k. MEDICAL PROBLEMS

Medical problems effect jpb readiness (as discussed in Section

Ill) and employability Due to the complexity of the medical situa-

tion, an entire discussion in Sect i on'V is addiessed just to med-
,

iLal problems and their ramifilcations.



TABLE 41

CERTIFICATION,PROCEDURES INITIATED

IN PERCENTAGES

ER .SA-UR
1N=391) (N=4415)

Yes 68.80 79.46
(N=1424) (18.89) (24.72)

No 31.20 20.54
,(N=755) (16.16) (12.05)

1. CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES

SI7UR
(N=1345)

59.70
(56.39)

46.30
(71.99)

Certification procedures initiated indicate whether or not any

request for certification was made. Although. 40.30% of the SI-UR

males have received no certification procedures, for the most part,

males are not in need of services. Table 42 represents the distri-

bution of the three groups (ER, SA-UR; and SI-UR) for males who have

received certification the most predominant of the services received

is family planning.
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TABLE 42

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES CERTIFIED FOR MALES

PROPORTION OF ER,, SA-UR, ST-UR

Child Care

Traw,vorra Li on

l'e'r;onal Counseling

lbw Management Fi
Family Planning

Other *

ER

(N=39-1)

7.42

4.60

0.77

3.84

0 18.93

6.1.4.

SA-UR

(N=443)

2.48

3.84

' 0.45.

1.13

29.57

SI-UR

(N=1345)

0.74

3,20

0.67

4.24'
7-

10.56,

7.88

4,

IMployment Related Medical and ReMedial Assistance.
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TABLE 43

PREFERENCE, ATTITUDE, . ,'SKILL AND

EMPLOYMENT RELATED BARRIERS

MALES

IN PERCENTAGES

Yes
(N=574)

No
(N=1605)

ER
(N=391)

14.83 v

(10.10)

85.17. $

(20.75)

SA-UR
.(N=443)

28.89

/1.11

(22.30)p

(19.63)

SI -Ur

(N=1345)

28.85
(67.60)

71.15
(59.63)

.

m. PERSONAL PREFERENCES, ATTITUDE, SKILL AND EMPLOYMENT

RELATED BARRIERS

These barriers are indicated in the WIN Interviewer Comments section

of the client's file. Skill and Emploympnt Related Barriers do not appear

to have much effect:unon site activity.

Since lack of job skills constitute the major proportion of these

barrier; it Would not be expected to find a "Lack of Job Skills" in-

dicated in the files of ER males who entered the program as Working

Registrants.



TABLE 44

DISTRIBUTION OP SK11.1. ANI)

EMPLOYMENT REI.ATED BARRIERS

FOR SI-UR ,MA1ES

% OF BARRIERS . % OF SI-UR MALES
.(N=454) (N=1345)

Lack of Skills 39.89 13:46

Inability to Effectively
Communicate 7.27 2.45

Poor Appearance 3.74 1.26

No Direction or Goal 19.13 3.42
*

past Conviction 17.84 6.02

Addiction 3.08 1.04

Other* 18.06 6.10

n. DISTRIBUTION OF SKILL AND EMPLOYMENT RELATED. BARRIERS FOR

SI-UR MALES

Table 44 represents the distribution of*Skill and Employment

Related Barriers for SI-UR males.

The largo prop liun.of Nall s with luck of skills is due to males

under the age of 20 wlich constitute 1.3.38% of the Male population and

0.411. ur the SI-UR male category.

Primarily, Age
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'TABLE 45
JO

PERSONAL_ REFERENCE AND ATTITUDINAL'

BARRIERS SI-UR - MALES

IN, PERCENTAGES

Wbn't Leave Children

Wants Part-Time Job Only
.

Wants Special Hours Employment

Wants EduCational Program Only

No Appropriate WIN Program

Doesn't Expect to Stay On WIN

Pbor Attitude

Refuses to Participate

OF BARRIERS % OF.SI-UR MALES
(N..57) (N =1345)

5.26 0.22

7.02 0.30

3.51 0.15

29.82 0.30

8.77 0.89

7.02 0.74

21.05 1.26

17.54 0.37

o. PERSONAL PREFERENCE AND ATTITUDINAL BARRIERS SI-UR MALES

Lack of Job Skills and Other Barriers (which indicated for the

most part - Age as a barrier to employment) appeared most prevalently

for males under the age of twenty. Personal Preference and Attitudinal

Barriers were noted in 4.20 of'the SI-UR males' files. Table 45

represents the distribution of these barriers. Because of the relatively

small sample size (N.f57) there is not very much that can be substantial ly

said about these barriers.
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COMPARISON OF EMPLOYED iiftISTRANTS (ER) , SITE ACTIVE

UNASSIGNED RECIPIENTS (SA-UR), SITE INACTIVE UNASSIGNED:

RECIPIENTS (SI-UR)

Comparisons were made for female ER, SA -UR,. and SI-UR, in the

same fashion as foi the male clients, and as would be expected, fe-

males are affected by certain variables more than males. Predominantly

the variable. "Communications liarrietSu which. apparently caused nn
.. . .

affect upon a male's probability of being an Employed Registrantdoes

'a:Yect the female's.

One aspect of a variable's effect upon employment which is ex-

plicit and therefore is not discussed in thecommentary,-is the relative

population with the barrier..,For,example;"Communicationi-Barriersu

affect a females, ability or probability of being employed. HoweVer, it

must he rememberedthat only 8.33% of-the females in the three.groups

have CoMmunications Barriers. Although the commentarydoesn't present

this aspect of the variables (which.it shouldn't since the analysi!i.

cnncerned with the variables impact. upon employment, not its impact upon the

norulation at large), .the reader should be aware of. relative effect -upon

the nopulation if this analysis is to be used for policy decisions..
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.!-TABLE 46

MANDATORY/VOLUNTARY -FINALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER. (SA-UR) (SI-UR)
N=2180), .(N=694) (N =5450)

Mandatory.' 83.62 77.38 84.75
(N=6979) (26.12) (7.69) (66.18)

'Voluntary 15.46' 22.19 14.83
(N=1299) ,(25.94) (11.86 (62.20)

Not Indicated 0.92 0.43 0.42
(N=46) (43.48) (6.52) (50.00)

rT

a. MANDATORY/VOLUNTARY

Whether a female client is mandatory/voluntary does not effect

whether or not she is an Employed Registrant. There does appear to

be a slightly higher tendency for voluntary. females to be placed in

the SA-UR group than in the SI-UR group. It is difficult to deter-

mine if this might be due to the fact that voluntary females are

seeking WIN services and because of this initiative are receiving

attention, in the form of site activity.
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:TABLE 47

AGE FEMALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER.

(N=2180).

(SA -bR)'

(N=694)

I

(SI-UR)
(N=5450),

AUnder 20 1.28 5.33 5.23
(10:86) (10.57) (81.43)

20729 20.60 33.43 24.40

(N=2011) (22.33) (11.54) (66.14)

30 -39 45.78 40.78 37.12

(N=3304) (30.21) . (8.57) (61.23)

40-49 24.77 14.84 22.92

(N=1892) (28.54) (5.44) (66.01)

50-59 5.87 3.31 7.118-

(N =57 S) (22.26) (4.00). (73.74)

60+ 2.29 2.88 0.79

(N-So) (10.00) (4.00) (86.00)

Not Indicated 1.47 2.02 1.76

(N=I4?) (22.54) (9.86) (67.61)

h. AGE

Apis the case with males being in the Under 20 category, Age seems to

affect the probabi

unlike males being

wither the female

probability of

hi!iiy of being in

lity of being an Employed Registrant (ER). However,

in the Under 20 category, 'Age does nod seem to affect

client rkeives site activity. As Age increases,

being in' the SA-IIR group decreases and the pruba-

the ER group decreases, also, but at a slower rate.

Pail ftolarly these decreases can be seen for females over the age

of 50.
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White
(N=3136)

Black
(N=3002

Spanish,Origin,
(N=1183)

-Other
N=28.7)

Not .Indica

ETHNIC GROUP

TABLE-48

.ETHNIC MOM --11140d4i

--IN PERCENTAGES-

(ER)

(N=2180)

39.13
(27.20)

-(SA,UR)
(N=694)

31.41
(6.95)

-(S14-JR.

(N=5450).

37.,89_

(65.85)

36.65 37.32 3S.67
(26.62) (8.63) (64.76)

10.78 13.98 15.61
(19.86) 18.12) " (71.94)

3.78 6.48' 2.92
(28.92) (15.68) (55.40)

9.63 10.81 v.91
(29.33) (10.47) (60.20)

fP,

There appears to be rid distinction between thelrobability of a White

or Black female being an Employed Registrant. Itoes appear as if Black

females have a higher probability of receiving Site Activity. than Mite

females. The distribution ofillthnic Groups varies among the sample

states, Table 49 reOresents the distribution of Ethnicity by States.

Spanish Origin femalesin States A and B constitute 7219$ of the total

limber of Spanish Origin females. However, States A andit only constitute

49.47% of the female sample. Additionallr, Black females in States A and

B constituteronly40.77% of the Black females in the sample. Recognizing

just some of the differences'among-states, present in Section I and II,.

it becomes difficult to make statements on the aggregate since the types

of WIN expefiences will vary depending soiely'upon geographic location.
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7

This itinot.,to:say. that the,sampleis not'representatiVe of the WIN

p0OUlation.."'7Indeea, Jr is, Jlowevcr,,NtAlcmvuts made about Black

tend. to be tiffected more by \v!tere tbat 'female reS ides than
.

she is Mack

Spiui'h Origin females are a particulai. situation unto themselves.

Four States (A, B, F, and 0) Comprise 91.90% :of the Spanish Origin

remit sample. Alilvgh Spanish Origin females constitute 14.10% of the

females in WIN and 15.61% of the SI-UR females, 55.231.of the SI-UR fe-

malesmith less than a sixth grade education are of Spanish Origin and

61).43000f the SI-UR females with Communication Barriers are of Spanish

Prh.tin Only 42.07t of the ST-Uk Spanish Origin females have a 'job

history, whereas 55.77% of all females haVe a job history. Through

the st of this section it will be indielited where the effect of a-

nirticolar'vvariable may be due to the conditions and characteristics of

Spanish Origin reMNies.
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TABLE 49

DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNIC GROUP

-AMONG STATES FOR SI-UR - FEMALES

STATE WHITE BLACK SPANISH ORIGIN OTHER N.I.

SUM
OF TOTAL

A 10.29 4:15 4.84 0.51 4.28 24.07

B 5.28 7.43 6.28 1.38 1.01' 21.38

C , 3.25# 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.00 3.38

D- 1.72 0.68, 0.00 0.06 0.09 2.5/5

E. 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.20 0.88

F 9.36 3.49
, ,

2.31 0.09 0.04 15.65

G 0.79 1.03 0.04 0.17 0.00 2.02

H 1.16 0.83 0.97 0.07 , 0.59 3.61

I 0.46 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.99

J 0.72 1.93 0.02 0.02 0.00 2.68

K 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 ,0.84

L 0.28 5.23 0.02 0.06 0.07 5.65

. M '0.24 2.26 0.00 0.02 0.86 5.54

N 0.61 5.05 0.00 0.02 0.26 5.93

0 0.53 3.16 1.10 0.00 0204 4.83

% ETHNIC GROUP
OF TOTAL 37.89 35.67 15.61 2.92
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TABLE SO

EDOCATIONAL LEVEL !IMES

1N PERCENTAGES

ER
(N=2180)

SA-UR
(N=694)

SI-UR
(N=5450)

Under 6 2.48 3%46 6.84
(N=451) (11.9S) (5.31) -(82.52)

6-11 43.30 53.61 52.28
(N.-4383) (21:54 (8.49) (69.97)

12 41.83 33.00 26.07
(N=2552) (35.31) (1).'17) (55.68)

12, '8.30 7.18 7.52
(N=613) (28.15) (8.09) (63.76)

N. 1. 4.54 2,45 3.28
(N=2951 (33.56) (5.76) (60.68)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

Although the tendency appears to he that the lower the education

leve l. the more likely a female client will be in the SI-UR group,
)

whure t4 Spanish Origin females are extracted the figures for dis-

tribution of education level among-SI7UR females becomes: (see Table Si).
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TABLE S1

EDUCATION LEVEL DISTRIBUTION

FOR SI-UR FEMALES -.SPANISH ORIGIN EXTRACTED

Under 6

. 6-11

12

12+

N. I .

ti

3.63%

56.54%

\ 28.31%

8.41%

3.11%

Essentially, with the Spanish females extracted from the SPUR

group, there is only the slightest indication that education level

affects whether a client is in the ER SA7UR or SI-UR group.
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qv TABLE 52

NUMBER OF CHILDREN - FINALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER
(N-2180)

SA-UR
(N=694)

SI-UR,

(N=5450)

24.68 33.86 25.54

(N=21,65) (24.85) (10.85) (64.30)

2 26.19 23.78 23.41

(N=2012 (28.38) (8.20) (63.42)

20.78 10.14 18.61

(30.04) (7.43) (62.53)

9.91 8.93 11.36

(24.08) (6.91) (69.01)

4t 10.14 7.06 11.43

(N=893) (24.75) (5.49) (69.76)

N.I. 8.30 10.23 10.95

(4=849) y21.32) (8.36) (70.32)

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

The fewer the number of children a female client has the more

likely she will be placed in a Site-Active status, (and noedless

'0 .
say, the easy to provide and less costly licx child care will be).

I! -ro aws not appear to he any difference, based on the number of

chitdvi,1,. whether a remale client will be an Employed Registrant or

0 Site-Inactive Vnossigped Pecinient.



TABLE 53

COMMUNICATION BARRIERS - FEMALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER SA-UR SI-UR

(N=2180) (N=694) (N=5450)

Yes 3.72. 10.23 10.86

(N=744) (10.89)
., (9.54) (79.7)

-

No 96.28 89.77 89.14

(N=7580) (27.69) (8.22)
(64.09)

f. COMMUNICATION BARRIERS

Communication Barriers
do affect whether a female is site-inactive

es,

site-active, or employed. Unlike males Communication barriers, (which

are predominantly an inability to coniMulOgittte effectively
in English).

do, iO a substantial degree; affect qher or not a femalejs:employed.

It is interesting to note that there is a slightly higher proportion

of females with communication
barriers in the site-active group,

than would be-expected.
(8.34% is the SA-UR proportion of the three

groups.) As has already been mentioned, 69.43% of the SI-UR females with

communication barriers are of Spanish Origin. This indicates a need for

English as a Second Language.
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e Yes

(N-.558)

No

(."J-,7766)

TABLE 54

TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS - FEMALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER SA-UR SI-UR
(N=2180) (N=694) (N=5450)

2.34

97.66

4.90 8.68

95.10

(6.09)

(8.50)

91.32

('84.77)

(61.09)

1RANSPORTATION BARRIERS

Transportation also appears to be a significant barrier to

employment. However, the variance in the states again appear

obvious. Table 55 represents the proportional distribution of

Transportation Barriers among the fifteen states for females.

(To determine the proportion for a particular state divide column

1 by column 2.) States A and F which represent 32.$61,of the

r,flioft sample, comprise 50:51% of the females with transportatio

ooYems. State-13 which represents'28.48 of the female sampi

contains only 6.14% of the females with Transportati ers. .
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TABLE 55

DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS
o

FOR FEMALES AMONG SAMPLE STATES

IN PERCENTAGES

AN"

STATE

A

B

% DISTRIBUTION
OF TRANSPORTATION

BARRIERS

2.50

0.40

% STATE OF
TOTAL FEMALE SAMPLE

20.99

28.48

C 0.12 2.59
.

L-
.c

D 0.20 4.77

E 0.26 1.00

F 0.82 11.87

G 0.38 1.83

H '
0.19 3.46

I
0.10 1.53

J
t,

(..) 0.07 c 3.15

K 0.28 2.04

I 0.22 3.93

M 0.31 4.64

N 0.56 5.02

0 0.27 4.71

6.56
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TABLE 56

PRIOR JOB HISTORY - FEMALES

IN PERCENTAGES

. ER SA-UR
(N=2180) (N=694)

SI-UR
(N=5450)

Yes 89.08 68.88 56.00

(N=5472) (35.49) (8.74) (55.77)

No 10.92 31.12 44.00

(N=2852)

h. JOB UT STORY
---------------

(8.35) (07.57) (84.08)

Although it immediately appears as if prior. job hMory-effeLts

wiwther. a female client is employed, it should be taken into con-

sideration that between 34.58% and,42.66% of the ER females entered

the program employed (i.e., Working Registrants and that these clients

had. a job history prior to, entering WIN. If the ER figures are ad

justed for these individuals. the proportion of ER clients with prior

job history fall within the range of 80.96% and 83.26%. Even with

this adjustment it is apparent that prior job history definitely,

in the case of Females, affects the probability of being an Employed



TABLE 57

TYPE OF JOB IN HISTORY - FEMALES

ER SA-UR S17UR

(N=2180)" (N=694) (N =5450)

Professional 14.73 14.43 10.52

(N=676) (42.31) (10.21) (47.49)
*

Clerical 25.75 28.24 18. 28

(N=1193) f41.91) (11.32) (46.77)

Sales 5.00 5.65 5.67

(N =297) (32.66) (9.09) (58.24)

Service 28.85 28.66 41 .71

(N=2039) (30.85) (6.72) (62.43)

Mhchine 3.24 3.98 5.18

(N=290) (35.52) (6.55) (57.93)

Bench 10.25 15.48 10.78

(N=602) (33.06) (12.29) (54.65)

Construction 0.20 0.20 0.39

(N=17) (23.53) (5.88) (70.59)

Other 2.99 3.35 5.8()

(N=251) (23.11) (6.37) (70.52.)

N.1. 3.40 0.00 1.34

(N=107) (61.68) (0.00) (38.32)

i. TYPE OF JOB IN HISTORY.

The most significant areas of prior work experience for females

are professional, clerical, service and bench. Females with pro-

fessional or clerical experience have a greater likelihood of being

employed than females with service or bench experience. It appears

as if WIN gives priority to females, who have professional, clerical,

and bench experience
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TABLE 58

JOB GOAL - FEMALES

IN PERCENTAGES

, ER SA-UR SI-UR

(N=2180) (N=694) (N=5450)

Yes NAY 85.01 69.52

(N=6336) (30.89) (9.31) (59.80)

No 10.23 14.99 30.48

(N=1988) (11.22) (5.23) (83.55)

j. JOB GOAL

Job Coal reflects the administrative procedures, allaraisal of

ilia SI-OR females, 30.48% have no ;j oh goal. Although job goal has

no Jirect effect upon employment potential, the lack of a job goal

d(ws represent the extent of WIN administrative activities,a client

has received. There does not appear to he any singular reason for

a SI-UR female not having a job goal but for some of the variables

which would be expected to affect employability. SI-UR females with no

job goals have higher proportions than the SI-UR female total.
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TABLE 59

SFLECT VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION

FOR SI-UR FEMALES WITH NO

JOB GOAL

NO GOAL "S1=UR TOTAL'

(N=1661) (N=5450)

Spanish Origin 18.96% 15.61%

Under Six Years of
Education 11.26% 6.840

Communication Barriers 17.10% 10.86%

Job History 35.46% 56.00%

Medical Problems 46.12% 39.82%

Certification Initiated 19.57% 37.19%
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TABLE 60

MEDICAL PROBLEMS FEMALES

IN PERCENTAGES

ER SA-UR
(N=2180) (N=694)

SI-UR
(N=5450)

Client 12.94 20.32 30.22
(N=2070) (13.62) (6.81) (79.57)

Family 3.17 4.32, 5.58
(N=403) (17.23) (7.44) Q (75.43)

Both4 1.10 2.59 4.02
(N=261) (9.20) (6.90) (83.90)

None 82.80 72.77 60.18
(N=5590) (32.291 (9.03) (58.(i81

T En [CAL PROBLEMS

Medical ProhicMs, as was discussed in Section 111, affects

employability. Primarily those clients who have medical problems

and are in the ER or SA-UR groups are not incapable of being em-

ployed, but are limited by their medical problems by the type or

location of their employment.. Further discussion on medical prob-

lemsewill he presented in Section V.
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. TABLE 61

CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES INITIATED - FEMALES'

JN PERCENTAGES.

ER SA-UR SI-UR

CN=2180) (N=694) (N=5450)

Yes '58.90 '78.67 X7.19

TN=3857) (33.29) y .(14.16) (52.551

No . 4k.10 21.32 62.81

(N=4467) (20.06) (3.31) (76.63)

1. CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES INITIATED

Although certification procedures, in and of ihemSelves,.(10

not affect a client's ability 6 become employed. The

services for which the client is certified does make a difference.

It is important to note that 62.81% of the SI-UR females have had

no certification procedures initiated. .There is no indication of

any assessment of supportive service needs for these Clients. There

are some indications why this situation exists and they will he

discussed in Section V. Table 62 represents the percentages of

ER, SA -IJR, S141R 'females who have been certified. it is interesting

to note that, although certification is Wit a client characteristic

.neVertheless in every supportive service except,!Inme tlanagement and

Family Planning, ER females have a higher proportion,of clients ccrti-

lied than SA-UR and SI-UR groups. This supports the hypothesis that

one of the major. barriers to employment for Unassigned Recipients is

not a cli nt characteristic but the lack of supportive service re-

sources..
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'TABLE 62

SUPPORTIVE SE1VICE8 CERTIFIED FOR - FEMALES!

6.,p0CENTAGES

(11i I (:arcs .

.!1caI

Transportation

Personal Coubse1ing

Man4gement andiTy Ping ,

111

SA- U;: -sl-uR
(W6941 .

33.43, 15.49%

6.(.)2 5.21%

0.43 1.16%

2.16 2.22%

21.32 10.90%

2.02 3.91%



.

TABLE 63

PERSONAL PREFERENCE, ATTITUDE AND SKILL

EMPLOYMENT RELATED BARRIERS - FEMALES

ER 4
(N=2180)

-4,SA-UR

acN=694) (N=5450)

4

Yeg 9:91 33.43 28.83
(N =2019)

k
(10.70) (11.490 (77.81)

No 90.09 66.57 . 71.17 -

(N=6305) (31.15) (7.33) (61.52)

. t. PERSONAL PREFERENCE, ATTITUDE- AND SKILL AND EMPLOYMENT

RELATEDBARRIERS

These' barriers are noted in th4jOterviewetreommenrs Section of
*

the file. They can be divided into 'two principle areas -kill and
.

attitude. Table 64 represent the distribution of skill barriers for

SI-UR females which constitute. approximately 80.95% of the Personal

-Preference, Attitude, and Skill Barriers:
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TABLE 64

DISTRIBUTION OF SKILL AND EMPLOYMENT

RELATED BARRILRS FOR SI-UR FEMALES.

IN PERCENTAGES

% OF .

SKILL BARRIERS
(N=1496)

% OF TOTAL
FEMALE SI-UR SAMPLE

(N=5459)

Lack of Skills 67.51% 18.53%

Inability to Effectively
Communicate 5.48% 1.50%

Poor Appearance 5.1S% 1.41%

'No Direction or Goal ,8.6n 2.37%

Conviction 2.07% 0.57%

Addictnn 1.00% 0.28%

Other* 10.16% 2,79%
I

(-\

n. DISTRIBUTION OF, SKILL AND EMPLOYMENT RELATED BARRIERS

FOR_SI-DR FEMALES( \

a,

The most substantial of the skill related barriers is, a lack of
. .

work stilts which is closely related to lack of job history. The

first:four barriers arc haiic'r:, whidt WIN eon' deal with via. manpOOmr

One need that has been related to the field interviewers

by !'1lN 'staff and.clients alike is 4'n orientation to the 'world of work,

e!;nocially for females who havip-no past work history. Lack of job

skills is only part of the problem confronting a female, who has never

worked. An understanding of ways in which employmerit should' be approached,

confidence in personal worth; and ,knowledge of-the world of work-vornwilar,

ci;

are all necessarrfor the female cl'Went (and' for that matter anyorie:else)

whp has never participated in employment.
1113



TABLE 65

PERSONAL PREFERENCE AND ATTITUDINAL

BARRIERS FOR SI-UR FEMALES

Won't Leave Children

.:3.0F 1 61:TO'fAl,

'HARRIERS . SI-UR !MALES
(N=352) (N=5450)

9.09% 0.59%

-Wants Part-Time Job Only 12.50% 0.81%

Wants Special Hours Employment J7.39%
.

0.48°0/

/

Wants Educational Program Only 7.10% 0.46%,

No Appropriate WIN Program 8.81% 017%

Doesn't Expect To Stay OrtiliN 10.80% 0.70%

Poor,Attiiude 29.55% /1.91%

RefuseS to Participate 14.77% Ak // 0.950

I1 l'ItEVERENCli AND- Nri.1"111DINAL I3ARRIERS FOR SI -Mt FEMALI:S
. .

'Personal Preference and Attitudinal Aarriers have been indicated

in the files of 6.46% -or- the SI-11R females. Table 65 represent these

data for the SI-HR feMales...

The two largest of these barriers are Poor Attitude and Refuse's to

Participate, bUt combined they constitute less than 2.86% of the SI-HR
1

females., The question arises, Mir:aren't theseJclicrtts sent for adjudi-
,

P . '..

cation? The answer appears to he that although the client'shows a lack

7\
of. interest in Ike program, the interviewer-Hs-aware that even.vith4

;

interest there is little that WIN could provide for Mess clients, .11



J

SII!..r.11rY 01, l:OMPAR 1SONOF MALE ANI) FEMALE ER, SA-1112, AN!) Si

The Predominant client -characteristic which affects the employability

or assignability of'a client is medical problems. These problems can be

divided into two major types bad 4 the extent to which the problem

affects the Client's ability to work. The first type renders the client

unable to work ata'full-time'emplOyment position. Clients with this tOe

or medical 'problem are oosHered Not Jo!, Ready as discussed in Section !!f.

:N000110 type, by limiting the type or locale of employment also affects a

employability" and assignability and will he discussed further in

.

Scction and as part ofithe discussion on-MlediCal Problems in Section V.

Many of the variables which appear to affect-employability do so

because distribution of these variables among the states-is different

;than the distribution of the sample population among.thestates.. State

differences appear to have a major effect upon employability differences

amoiig client types.

_Two client type stand out l
ti beinl; less liketi. h) he. employed than

other Client. types. 'They are clients under. tie ate of twenty partic;t-

4

i,.11-yoliales and Spanish Origin females. Because males under the age of

It.eaty receive a low priority at most WIN sites, it is difficult to assess

wLether it is their characteristics or.the WIN priority system which-affects

-their employability. ,Based upon the effects of the client characteristics .°

upon employability the tendency is to,lean.toWards.the- latter possibility.

Males under the age of twenty also tend .to incorporate. a largef pi ortion

than ;other age groups of lower education levels, lack of job history, and

lack of jOb skills. Poi- males, it does not appear asOff. prior job history

11 5



affects employment when the under twenty group is extracted.

Spanish Origin fethales are in a situation similar to the males

Low education levels, connunication barriers,

an lack of job history all seem to be barriers for thiS type of cliene

LO-gie would dictate that communication problems 'is the most important

under the age Of twenty.

harrier for. Spanish Origin females and that low education lAwel and lack

ofjobilistery are side effects.

Lack of job history and the related variable job. skills appear to have a

.greater affect upon females than males where it is almost negligible.

This would tend to indicate that.the difficulty is not the lack of skills

themselveS, but the lack of orientation to the world of work:

Culturallyi.a male is conditioned to understand and accept the job

market as an integral part of his life. This.is not so for, females.

Although these tendencies- are changing, there is apparently a signif-

icant number of female Unassigned Recipients whose greatest barrier

is not the ability to work but the emotional acceptance Ind self- confidence

necessary to participate in the world owork. This situation is not a

r*.

Iri.51opical condition of 116inl; Fertiale, but rather the .cltural .distinctiOn

Which tend-to make those clients who lack infonuatiOn and experience in

job Market and therefore have trepidations about emplovment,'mostly fema

4
Transportation and communication- problems do appear to he barriers

try employibent but only to specific groups of clients. Thifimwtation

problems appear More prevalently iirsome states than in-others. Comno

nications nrciblemS :ire, barriers for femjles.and not for males. More

ce.
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seucifically
commthication problems are .barriers for Spanish Origin

females.

Lack of Skills is the most prevalent Skill or Employment Related

Barrier which constitute 67.51t of the female SI-UR with this group of

*harriers. Considering that these,comments will more likely appear among

the Unassigned Recipient files than the Employed-'Registrant files,

(because they are WIN interviewer notes as to why a client is difficult

assign) it is not possible to measure the actual alert these cond;-

",ns have upon employment. No doubt, they do have an impact upon.

Outhor or not a client receives WIN activity.

The only barrier Which appears to be one for which WIN dOes not pro-

vide a supportive or manpower
service for, is communications. All other

barriers, except medical, can be dealt with by .a WIN service, and, in
'top

the case of medical problems, the barrier should either render the client

exempt or cause only a limit in the type or locale of employment.

With they considerauT6w;, i ± du ,:nut. appear as if client charm:-

torktics cause any major barrier::Io- employment or assignment. Some,

'lore thdn others,. may make placethent more difficult, but none stand out

as :.trong harriers except perhaps communications among Spanish Origin

females, and age fox- males under twenty.
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R. (lPARISON OF JOB READY SITE INACTIVE UNASSIGNED RECIPIENTS - LENGTH

OF 11ME IN PROGRAM CONTROLLED

-The purpose of this comparison is to determine whether certain

characteristics which riay be barriers to employment appear in larger

proportions among those clients whO have been in-the prOram an ex-

tended period of time. imilar.to the premises used to determitie

attrition rates, the undtying_logio of this type of analysis is

that clients who are,in the program 12 to 14 months possess barriers

to asSighment-and emProAlient which those clients who entered the pro-

gram at the same time and have left the pTogram did not have. Using

the clients whohave been in the progfiaM 1 to 3 momthsas being repre-

sentative of those clients who entered 12.illoAths ago, it is.possible.

to detect differences in proportional distribution of- variables and there-

by determine what Variables may have caused thos'e Clients Who.are in.tho

Program 12 to 14 months to remain in the prograrti..

Since Site Inactive clients areAh9§e clients whom WIN apparently

-

has determined it cannot place and since it 'is already known` that lack

of supportive services and medical problems can keep a.(flient from being

job :ready, the next onestion to Lib asked is why are .the Job Ready Un-

'assigned not aTI,ic4Ted or emloyed? Therefore, the S I -UR Job Ready.ponu-..

latiorr was chosen for -'this Analy5is,

1. JOB READY SI-UP .1',IALFS

Table 66 renresents the distribution of SI-UR Joh Ready Males who

are in the WIN nrogram 1 ,to 3 month*. and SI-OR Job Ready Males who are
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in the WIN program 12 to 14 months..

Inspection of Table 66 supports the data from the comparison of

ER, SA-UR, and SI-6R groups. There>appears to be no client charac-

teristics which cause substantial barriers to males. Only four of the

variables appear to show any diffailopmebetweemthe.two time groups.

They are:

Age

2. EtlinicGroup

3. Education Level

4. .Prior Job' History

When the males under the age of twenty are controlled for the major

variations in Age, Education Level and Prior Job History - decrease con-
.

siderably. Again, the question arises, whether client characteristics,

or WIN AdminaiiaJ;;procedures and priorities cause this situation among

males under the age of twenty?

The variation in Ethnic Croup takes place for Spanigh Origin.males

whc' appear to leave the program at a higher rate than any of the other
* :

.!!:!0!ic:, Groups. Why thiS is :so is not laiown! It is possible that it is

alwJ linked to the WIN resources. differences among the states and the fact

that .M.213% of the Spanish Origin maleg:in the saMple reside in only two

of the sample states.

4e
Males under the age of thirty tend to remain on thejlIN program at

,Or

a Higher rate than the males over theage of thirty. This situation is

affected greatiy by those males close to the age of twenty% For example,"

malesbetween the gPs of L( 21 are 54.-9% of the males under thirty.
1
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yearS o age for the 1-3 month group of males and 60.76% of the l2-.14

month.group.
This..calculation is important since those males who are

21 years old and)ave been in the WIN program 12-14 months entered

the grogram 20 years old or younger. Therefore, the differences in

age grouns can be, again attributed to males under the age of twenty.

Medical problems which are indicated in these groups are those

for which the extent of effect upon ability to work is limited to type,

locale or not indicated. Medical Tfroblems which make a client Not Job

Ready are not included in the SI-UR Job Ready Group. It appears as if

medical problems,
which do not make the client not job heady, do not have

Muth effect upon the client's leaving the program.
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'60

CS;TUR MALES JOB .READY.

(In Percehtages)

MANDATORY/VOLUNTARY UNDER 4 MONTHS

Mandatory 1

(N -25/)

98.83

Voluntary 0.78

N.I. 11.39

(1:

"4,Icr 20 31.13

20-29. 25.29

30: 39 26.07

40-49 11.28

50-59 4.28

60+ 1.17

N.1: 0.78

111 IN IC Clump

While
4

II!,''
Spa sh Origin

I)! hor 3.11

N.1. 9.34

MEAT TONAL 1.11VTiL

Under '6 4.67

6-11 59.92

12 23.35

121- 10.02

N. I . 1.95'

.12 -14 Mil411113

(N0111)

151 1 0 0

98.20

0.00

1.00

36.94

34.23

17.12

.6.41

3.60

1.80

0.90

19.82

9..91

5.40

12.61

7.21 !

61.26

18.02

10.RI

2.:70



NINBEROARTLDREN

SI-UK MALES JOB READY

.
(In Percentages)

UNDER 4 MONTHS 12 14

One

, Two

Three

Four

17.12.

11.28

7.-39

8.17

18.02

8.11

8.1,1

4.50

8.11

N.I. 43;19. 53.15

COMMUNICATIOS BARRIER

Yes
5.-92 6.71

No
94.08 93.29

TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS

Yes 1 8.95 6.31

No
91.05

40'

PRIOR JOB HISTORY

Yes
88.72 '77.48

No 11.28 22.52

TYPE OF JO IN HISTORY

Professional
7.02 10.47

Clerical-
3.07 5.81

Sales
2.63 3.48

Service
34.64 29.07

Machine
9.21 1 11.03

Bench
7.46 4.05

Construction
16.23 10.28

Other. 19.74 18.60

0.00.
:N.I.

181
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MEDICAL PROBLDFs

Client

Family

Both

TABLE 66 (Cont.)

S1-UR MALES JOB READY '

(In Percentages)

None

Cli ltrIFICATION PROCIIIIMPS !NTT! Xii,n

..s

No A

;it: I !A. BA II FRS

Yes

No

UNDLit 4 MDS(11-IS

80.24

19.76

13.23

1.95

1.16

83.66

17 1

69.37

30.63

0.:00

0.00

91.89.

S6. III le!. rr

43.19 50.45

. .
20.62 25.23

79.38 74,77

182
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. ST-UR JOB READY FEMALES

The.situationjor SLUR females has been approathed in a ;;lightiy'.

different. manner. Three time peribds, 1-3.months, 12-14 months, and

18-20 months have been used. Female's tend to leave the program at,

a slower rate than males. This both allows for a comparison of cliAlt

who have been in 'the program 18-20 months and Ilhicates a necessity for

such comparison.

For females, prior job history and ethnicity are the only 'variables

which appear to shoW any meaningful differences between the three time

periods, and, evenso, these differences are not substantial. Spanish

Origin females tend to remain on the WIN program as do BlaCk females,:

but these tendencies are'very slight: Females who have a job history

tend to leave-the program more rapidly than females whO do not have. a

job history. Table 67 represents the distribution of seiect;Variables

for SI-UR Job Ready Females.

r
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TA131.4 67

SI-Uk FEMALES JOB READY

(In Percentages) :

UNDER 4 MMUS 12 :14' 18 20

or TOTAL
IANDATORY/VOIAJNTARY

48.62 28.54 ..,

ManClatory 81%98 .83.45

Voluntary
p. t

311.

16.22

N. L.
.2n

thider. 20
. 12.55 J0.34

20-29
28.944) 2.14

30-59
38.06 36.21

40-49 13.36 18.97

50-59
3.85 5.86

60+
1.01 .35

t.

(;011)

2.23 1.1.1

1'1, Lie
1,5.e14 40.00

rock

S;ifinish Origin

Other

35 29.66

13.36 14.48

2.64
3:10

9.51 12.76 2.:

5.87

56.47

8.
s -

2.63 155

1 8,4

6.55

57.59

s'.

10.3(,

22.8.4

81.47

17.24

4

11.21

30.60

16.38,

3,45:

0700

1 N)

40.S2

32.66

16.38

.

30-

9 OS

5.17

50.4.3
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(In Percentages)

NUMBF.R OF CHILDREN

One

Two

Three

Four'
1

Over 4

N.I.

CONtUNICATIONS BARRIER

UNDER 4 MONTHS

24

22.06

15.18

8.50

8.10

22.07

Yes
." 7;89

No 92.11

TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS

Yes 8.91

No '91:09

PRIOR J011 HISTORY

Yes 67.61

No 32-.39, *

TYPE OF JOB IN HISTORY

Professional . 13.16

Clerical ,
. 11.34

Sales 5.47

Service 26.52.

Machine 4.09

Bench ,. 7.29.

Construction 0

Other
5.26

.156

12 14. 18 20

25.52 23.71

23.45 27.59

14 ..'83 _12.11

10.34 12.50-

.7.24 10.34

18.62 -.13.36

10..35

88%27 89.65

8.97 7.33

91.03 92.67

67.93 S0.43

32.07 49.57

21.83 8s. 71

15.74 22.23

6 .t0 7.67

40.61 39.31 ..
4

7.J1 5.14

. MINK

11.17 5.14

3.05 0.00

5.58
Ie)S

N.I.
0 .1.8E),_ n ii 00



TABLE 67 (Cmt.)

l-uR-FEMALES J-013 MINN

(In ,Percentages)

UNUI:R °4 MONTHS

.fol: COAL

114)!II.V.I"S

0 Both

,.None

CERTIFICATION 1420CF11111tES INITIATE!)

Ye;

No

SI111,1, .1OR NrrITUPINAT. BARRI

78.14

22.67

2.83

1.62

24.09

75.91;

", 79.3]

)0.69

22.76

4.83

2.4]

70.00

71.

71' ,

3.88

.86

80 ..60-

41.03 29.31 .

58/.97 70.69

73.79
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sentially no Client' characteristiC showS, a- strong, were If i (711

being an 1,tnassigned' Recipient or remaining on tylN

..prCigr:iT'fot ,eictendedpericds t ...Although 'sonic va SI 1 l5;

corrc.lat ion- with remaining on the program or _being unassigi4d,flicy!''

do net appear Strong enough to substantial claims concerning
, -

\ employability. Two types of'clients.do appear to have 'di Ificu 1,ty.
,

in '.assignment-. . They 'are bales under" the age of twenty :and Spam,
Origin, femalet4.

iinfo unately, limited data is. ,available on those ',c lents who,

16ave the program. This inforMation -would provide the essent i a 1

:e'y to understanding' bariqirs. By uriderstandirig how Clients' fare

teavin f the program and why they left the program-, it would lie pos!4 ib
.

to Make.stronget'statements based upon client characteristics. ....HoWever;

is y improbt e that ven:witlr this dqtzi' wgtild the .ccrv.:111:iioli:z,
:407 :f

in' this. report-change.- On the contrary, it is extremely 1i kely,

t other variatiles e., other than a client's charactei.kt les) t%tr?

.1111). to exp la in why -c 1 lents are. unas-s igned.

a



ntrrialmINiviloN OF EMPLOYABILITY FOR SI-UR JOB READY CLIENTS

Site InaCtive Unassigned .Recipients (SI-UR) are those c

,,iho are .not feceiving activity' freni the WIN program. /Since

characteristics are not a strong factor in employabilitY assignability

or attritign in the program, determihation of ,degree of emplgy iiity

roOr placement 'potential 'is not 'possible.. flowelier, construction C a de-:

cisfion true wh ich will grow the Clients into meaningful ca tegoric°,. wi !I .--i

aid in the underStanding of who the Unassigned Recipients area Similar

to the determination. of Job Readiness, the SI-IIR-Jgb Ready clients_ pass,

through a series of questions to _determine their categori tion.

SI-4, MALES - JOB READY

The' firkt separation made between SI-UR Job Ready les is (1)

el idlyts:14ho are..inirolved in -no, activity and (2) cli = t$ who are involved in

:activities which are not recognized by the WIN pro ram. Table 68 represents

the distribution of these clients. Although then actqities arc not

rc.cognized by WIN, formally,-.clients whO are pa ticipating in the:: NI tiyttic

ro,,.ived a low priority in WIN services.

E l a job opening becarile available to WIN ould it be better to remove

a client from a part-time job or training ition and place theth in a
. 4

-1

full-time job or to place an unempfgyed ssigned Recipient who is in-

volVed in no-activity whatsoever? Practi ally speaking, the latter

would obviously he the better, choice. der thl. current WIN piogramc

A



'CABLE` 68

1)151RJ-111ff ION 01? ST --1112 .10B READY MAULS

MUM; NON-WIN RECOGNIZE!) A(:1'1ViTIE.

N =1125)

No Activity -88.44%;

Part -Mime Employment 4. 89%

General Edu6tion Development- 1.07%

Other Education 3.56%

Part-Time Employed and
Other F.ducation 0./7%1

Waiting For Training 0.89%

Waiting for JOb (Part-Time) 0.530

Intended to Deregister 0.360

Q
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, -

::# WI; i0 irte:in ingless, since part-time employment is not

t cognized by the prow ',I. Derpnse S9.94%.of. the clients are

receiving no activity (SI-UR) and.q0.14% of these are apparently

)11b ready.(Job Ready STTUR) and 83.13$ of these are pirticipating

7

in absolutely no activity-, it is important to identify the 16.87%

of the job ready Site-Inactive Aients who are participating in some

acivity entirely on the ix own..

"oThlinl; !he 4i14sion based on non-W1N recogntzdU aCtivities,

0
:,..,!on separation is made: between male clients under the age of

\
!').. :lad male lients twenty years old or older.. The division is

made due to the effect of age ,Firricularl) being under the age of

twenty,4upon,employability or assignability. Divisions are further.

-----

made for three variables:

(I) Clients who have medioil problems which limit

the tyro or !belle of omolovment'and -1 ienl,s
C,

1%! !i;;V MVdiLdi

!I CI lento who have t ranspOr! at ion, ski f cnihloMent-

11` I :11 ed rS011a I pre lerenee, or .,:eitt bar-

:nid clients who have none or
)

(3)` ient:f: with a prior job hiStory and ,cl ient4. Without

a prior job history.

C-
'161 130



Figure 13 -.represents these 'classifications fOr 5I-UR Job Peakly
.

Males who are par vticipatinin no activities and Figure ! represents

these
.

0-!issifications-for SI-UR Job Ready Males Who are'participating

in non -WIN= recognized activities.

,The largest group of SI-,UR.Job Ready .Male clients)constiftlic
,

.
.-

of-the%total. 'Thes-6-.are SI-UR Job Ready Males who: are ever the alle of

, A .

twenty; have no medical prohits; haxie no barriers; and have a job

history.

'The question'arises why are these males no assigned? -Tht;answer

is not iMmediately available. HOWever, variati
.

of these nukes. does highlight the fact that differenc s between steatcsa

play an impOrtant role in whether clients are assigned or Unassigned.

Table b9 represents the distribution of.SI-UR Job Ready iales 'with

apparent barriers among the fifteen states. .The diffeiences are astounding.

s in state distribution

4

States A and C constitute 42.70% of

74.95% of dile SI-UR Job Ready Males

B 1) constitute 33`(.32% of,tte male

the male populatioti and yet cbmprise,

with no apparent barriers Stites

population and yet contain only II.72

of the SI-UR Job ,Ready Mhleswith-nO-apparent barriers.. These differL -es

;.
N'

.

clearly show that state and site locale play an important role n whether.

a client is unassiaied or assigned.

r
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rcti OF SI-UR 308 IfEADY ALES
FY (PE! LTAUS BASED tai -'POT
READY WALES ) (.* 1125)

88.44%

18.,40$ 70.04

1m.

kEDIC,AL

PROBLEM

0.00% , 7.64$ 62.41

;BARRIERS BARRIERS

0.00, 0.00

JOB

STORY

6.31 12.09 L.78

JOB

HISTORY

JOB,

HISTOPY ilISTORY

0.00 1 0.00 0.00 3 S6

192

'vES NO YE ' v.0 4.S M.)

JOB

I II .'STORI.

fr.-JR

5,69' 0.14 :16,62.- 310.2

JOB
HISTO 1

.38,67 1.0.9
'S-77

.NO

°-/. 193
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+ABLE 0?

DTSTRIBMION 01: ST-UR JOB READY MALLS.'

NO APP p ,BARRIERS

(1n Percentages)
(N=435) ,

% OF
.nbApPARErgr BARRIERS

48.Z8

1.0:34

26.67

1.38

0.00

8.74.

0:00

1.38

. 0.46

0.00

Dr00

0.46

UNEMPLOYED I:MUER STATFS

2..32

_-0.00

0.00

165

o

29.21

9.26

4.11

0.54

11.34

0.42

57

0.54

'0.96 "'

0.62

1.00

3.82

0,54

0'.62,
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2, .1011 RIMY. FalALES

Similar to SI-UR Soh' Readruales, I-UR Job Ready females have

theoldfstriliuted among dif rent classrifications bas"ed upon the

possession.mr lack of possession of particular charaCteriStics.

.,'these characteristies are those which appeared to show some correla-

-fion with assignthent or employment. They are

'(1) .Non=WIN Recdgnized Activity

-(2) Certification Procedure's'

(3) Medical Probleffis'

(4) Barriers - Skill, Employment-Related; fersonal

Treference, Attitudinal, Communications, or

Transportation.

(5) Prior Job Histpry

Since age'did not appear to have.any, relationship, with employa

bility/it.was not included in the female analysis. :hie to the ambiigoity

over supportive. service needs .caused by lack of certification pro-

cedures, females with certification procedures initiated and fer,101::,.:

without certification procedures were separated.

Communication 'Barriers were added to the groupoi harriers, since','

fcAr females, communications problems related to employability.

.Tah1e:70 represents the distribution of SI-UleJob Ready, Females among

lion-WIN,recognized.activities. It is important to note that almost

166
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1 out of 10. SI-UR Job Ready females is part-time employed and. that of'

thoSe SI-UR-Job Ready females who are not employed part-time, almost

8 out of every 109kare involved in or are about to be involved in

some training.or educational program outside of the aegis of WIN.

WIN is'not designed to recognize formally either of these groups.

Questions as to Whether WIN could upgrade. these part-time jobs is

not addressed in the file'because the jobs themselves do not

fall within the WIN system.

Figure 15 represents the distribution of SI-UR Job Ready femmes

with no activity and Figure 16 represents the distribution of SI-Uk,

.Ipb Ready females with non-WIN recognized activity.

.
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NO-t.ACTIVITY ;,PERCENTAGES RASED. ON

FlikALFS (Nr.366e1..
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FIGURE. 10

;DISTRIBUTION 551-UR JOB READ FF.1tRIS

:11-I ACTIVITY .tPERC,FAIACES. BASED ON TOTAL.

S1-UR JOB. RED FRKES N+36011

.50 ;'. ,3.44

YES NC

-,4i

2,02



TABLE 70,

,DIgTRIBUTION OF'SI-URJOB READY FEMALES

AMDNG NON-WIN RECOGNIZED ACTIVITIES

No Activity

Part-Time Employment

(N=.3601)

82.39%

General Education Development 1.28%

a

OtherEduCation. 4.72%

0.44%.I.Jime Employment and Egpcation

Waiting FurTraining 1.06%

Waiting For Employment ^(11/T)

Intend to peregister

170
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r

Table 71 represents the distributiO fhese three groups' in

the fiftee simple Pripr to discusSing'the impliCations 817.

.
the data in Table 71 important toJanderstand the 'approach to ".

thesee-data. It would he expected that Line)" Terences existed-AmOrg.

thestates=that each state Wou Co Aina prOportion oe S1-1.111 Job
. . .

Ready.females withiparticuAr charact is ics equal to that states

,proporkion of female clients. The three grOups in Table 71 vary

--

two variables certification and iob'history.

T.Three groups' of tLie SI-UR JOb FeMales s and mit. They are

females with -tivity, no roblem, no b rier*.and:

. /1) No Certification and Np.Job History

'( ) No` Certification 'and A Job Histo

Certification and No jobilistory

Combined these groups represent 47.01% oi,:the'SI-UR Job Ready

females and 19.46%, 16:.69%,.and A0.86%, respectively. (The reader

should keep ,in mind that no°:CertificatiOnS means
that a client had

had n %ficaticin procedures initiated. Cortificatiork in .this

context, in that certification procedures have been initiated and
,

not necessarily Ham -client needs. supportive services.)

VarirOtions in Pr portions fora particular state has certain im-

.

plications. FOr instance.; i C a 5;tatc contains
fewer females" with a job

history than would he expected,--one of two situations may have occurred:

171
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J, :ilther there Are fewer females .in that state with a job hiStory or

i .

females wish a job history d, o, not tend to become Sitelnactive Uri,-
/

assigned ;A cipientsoAlthough it is not the purpose of this study to

-'*'.ekamine.st'ate characteristics, - nevertheless, due to the.lack of impact

of cafe t characteristics upbn assignment, other variables must be re-

,
4

sponsibib:for the kitUations lich''Occdr, anct stater-differences are oneof
1

which

the ardas2 where theSe variable lie.

A.godulg.example of state differences occurs-for SI;UR lob Ready*

t
females with no medical problems, no barrierqino certifi

7.

..----7-.

no'job history. States F 0pd.H represent 15.80% of. the female PoPu7.
,. 't

lotion and yet they contain 50.92% of the SI-UR.Job Ready females who-

) .
-, ,,,, A

.

,

h4ve no apparent barriers, no certification and no job history. This

Is 3.22 times as many females with these characteristics than would

-)
he expected if there were no variations amgig states. States B and

D represent 33.25% of the femai population and yet they only contain

.

798% of thb females with thes, characteristics. This is less than

the nUm of females as would he expected. Although fOr SI-UR Job

Ready females, no apparent barriers and a job history StateS F and'11

cor4in a smaller proportion of those females who are not certified,

21.06%; nevertheless they stIll contain a larger proportion than would

benormally,expected.

,Islo final conclusions jan. he drawn from these differenceS and the
7.

many otherMlichoccur in:Cable 71 .
However, differences in states

Statistically represents wider variations in programmatic placement

than differences in X11 lent ..haracteristics.

13
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TABLE 71*

DISTRIBUTION OF SI-1* JOB READY FEMALES

WITH NO'MEDICAL,PROBLEMS,OR
BARRIERS BY STATE

(In Percentages)

*

K.

L

(N=3601)
/

NO CERTJF1CATION
-7------7-----7

r

-_/ ..

NO JOB ' 4 JOB

'ATE HISTORY HISTORY

A 12.98' 29.62 27.88

E

B

C *

D
*

0.14
/

7.84

03,

3.71% 4 13.31

j''' 8.99

0.33

0.50
1

;I"

F a 32.52 15(14

G
*

1.14 2.6'il

1.43 , 0.67

2.57 , ----------1:8-.3

2.00 2.33

1.00 1.00

18.40 6:82 *

.

M 5.14 3.83

N 9.99 7.83

0 0.17 5.16.

* Unemployed Father States

-173
6

CERTIFICATION

NO JOB STATE'S OF

HISTORY TOTAL FEMALES

20.99 ,

15.86

0.26

3.84

2.56

'

28.48

2.59

1.00

9.72 1.87

5.12', 1.83

2.56 3.46

0 -.26 le3

3.32 0, 3.15

0.77 2.04

5,12, 3.93

4.60 4.64

3.07 5.02

15.09 4.'71



SUMMARYCOKLUSIONS FOR CnIENT CHARACTERISTICS

.

' AA

Client characteristics do not appear, to have a strong 'correlation

t o e mployabilit or assignability.. Two tyPes of clientA appear to#he

A

less likely to be employed or to leave,the program. They are male.;4\

under the age of twenty and Spanish Origin females. Males- w
r

the

age of twenty appear to receive ,stlow priority for WIN activity/ which
Ni.az

may explain why they do not tend to leave the program or become gm-
(

ployed.;Spanish Origilkfemalel tend to have con nicat 'Ions barfiers:

.Simply, a large number.of Spanish Origin females cannot speak English

WhiCR had .obvjous effect upon their ability to become assigned or

receive WIN services.

Variations in state statistics indicate that progrmmatic differ-
,

endes'among the state"hve a greater effePt upon placement potential

than client characteristics. Except for medical prQblems the placement

4

potential of a client appears more greatly effected by the state in

which the client resides than what characteristics the client possesses.

174
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-:SECT' ION V.

c,9

MAIORJ ISSUES _

. t

The three major issues which in and of themselves have particular

mportance to this study and to the Unassigned Recipients are:

-MEDICAL PROBLEMS

CERTIFICATION

STATE VARIATIONS

208



MEDICAL PROBLEMS 7

As was noted in Se ;ion Il 12.79% imf.the Unassigned Recipients
-

are Npt Job Ready because of.medical problems. Approximately 41.12% of

the Unassigne, Recipients have medical problems indicated in their file

and 83.71% are-femalep. The following will discuss some of the limita-

.

tions of the medical data and the frequent types of medical problems.

.

. ,

medical problems.%er4 recorded for, the, client, the, client's faMily,

both' Or "no medical problems". The medical condt-tion corigidered most

significant when more thalkOne problem was listedin the client's file

was that problem which appeared to the p/RA-staff toconstitute the

greatest barrier to employment. The following limits to employment %ere

utilized:

Limit to'the type or locale of job

Limitto part-,time work only

Client incapacitated
4z-..

No limits posed by medical problem

Other

In those files where the medical, problem-reported by the client was
.

not agreed upon by a Physician; Or the WIN interviewer, two additional

categories are noted:

Client/Doctor contradict

Client/WIN contradict

-The latter categories contained relatively few cases probably be-

cause the majority of files contained. no documentation 'either of the true
e

existence of a statedmedital prohlem, or the extent to which the problem

Y

would potentially limit the client's employability. The lack of medical

gibstantiation.and medically accurate diAgnostic classAfication.of listed

176
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,

problems; places considerablereStraints on'the types of A concJuSons W149141

. Ncan,be drawn.froihesedata.- In'short, one must regard file data on tiled-

,ical problems as'primaylly reflecting the; Perceptions of the.cliwt, the

WIN'interViewei*or both.. 'The accurate assessment of the 'probleM, its degree

of:,chronicitj,°,probability of being resolved and tho extent to which it

limits the client's 'employability potential is therefore unavailable for

analysis in'the.mgjority of cases.

FOrthe WTii reelpients.in the. Employed Registrant (ER), Site Active-'

Unassigned Recipient (SA-UR)!, anorthe:Site'InactiveUnassignedRecipient

(SI-UR) status groupS, 3,266 reporied,Opdical.problems. It was expected

that the degree of fiMitation caused by a Medical.,,problem would'be reflec-,

ted in the type Siof MediCal conditionshown,' Of those clients whose files

.; ''

indicatdd.,the presence of a medical, problem and the extent to which it

affected their employability as incapacitating, or not indicated,

in 50% of the cases the "same medical problem could be found in all three or

at least two of the categorieS...-': A random check revealed that conditions ,

.

such as arthritis,'nerVous conditions, back problems, varied in their intenr

sity, therefore-varied in theeXtent to whichtheyConsIjituted a harrid to

.employment.

Generally,tbe most frequently reported medical problems tend to involve

disabilities for whichAo4oreseeabIe medicalresplutien would aOear feasible.:

When medical problems arc ranked by frequency from one to ten, separating-.

males and female's by status groups, the numbers-for EW males, SA-UR males and

females become too small to draw any conclusions. The true rankings cans

only bef drawn from the female SI:UR and ER status groups. The following

:,table shows the Similarities in rankS of .the ten most frequently reported

cal problems the two groups. The medical problem which appears most

frequently is given a rank of one.

A.7?7.
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-TABLE 72

MEDICAL,PROBLEM-RANKS

FEMALES

EMPLOYED RECIPIENTS ',. SITE INACTIVE-UNASSIGNED RECIPIENTS

RANK CODE MEDICAL PROBLEM NUMBER CODE MEDICAL PROBLEM' NUMBER

1

2

5

8

9

10

17

04

10

14.

13

22.

36

11

08

39

Hypertension 1

Bronchitis

Back Problems

Nervous Cond: ,-.

Heart Problems

Arthritis

Undetermined*

Legs-Physical
Disability

Diabetes

-Handicapped

43

Al

25

'24

21

21

19 .

16

-

12

t 11

...4

17

10

.'36

14

22

40

, 13

11

08

Bronchitis

Hypertension
. ,

Back Problems

Undetermined

Nervous Condition

Arthritis

Pregnincy .

Heart Probl ms

'1.-

Legs-Physical
Disability it'

,,

.Diabetes

185

183

179

170

.143

134

'94

83

81.

y

78

*Undetermined - Those cases.in which the files indicated a medical
problem. However, it was undetermined as to what
the problem actually was.
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The fact that for the most part, the same medical problems exist

..,among clients who re . working as well as the Unassigned, again indicates

that medical problems vary in the extent to which they cause a barrier to

employment.

.In the case of SI-UR females, 'pregnancy appears as a "medical prob-

lem" 7.00% of the time whereas among Employed Registrants, the was

fonly.one case.

Of the 3,20 clients whose files indicated the presence of a,medical

problem 77.07% were in the SI-UR group. This contrasts with 9.43% of the

SA-UR and 1330% of ER status. The distribution of these clients are pre-,

sented in Tables 73 and 74 for males and females respectively.

It was expected that clients in the ER status group with medical 'hob-

lems would have either no limits or limit to type or locale, allowing for

full-time employment. The° data supports this except for two cases for

males Which could probably be explained by special conditions such as tem-
.

porary hospitalization or a handicapped person requiring supportive services

from WIN.

Among the. Site Active Unaligned Recipients, as in the case of Employed

Registrants, it was not expected that there would be any clients who were

incapacitated., Again, the numbers are too small to make a conclusive state-
,

ment.

The Site Inactiie Unassigned Recipients account for 65.33% of malds

with medical problems and slightly higher proportion of those cases among

the males whose capacity to work full-time is limited, constitute 14.69%.

The females with medical problems represent 83.71$ of all clients with

medical problems. The female Employed Registants show similar results as

the male ERs. The data-shows only 18 of this group have extreme limitations
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which effect their capacity to work full-time which is Minimal when com-

pared to the total femileERs.

It be&ms more s 'ficant that 14 of the Site Active Unas0.gned

Recipients among femmes have medical problems which limit their capacity

to became employed until one, looks at the base number (189) of *this status.

The categories in which'SAUBs are involved Pending Initial Certification,

Fending-Subsequent Certification, could indicate that the incapacitation

may be of a temporary nature.

The Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients who are female account for

66.44% of all clients who have medical problems indicated and 89.84% of

those whose medical problems limit their capacity teTwork full-time. Over

one.half of this group have indicated in their files that their medical prob-

_lems limit their capacity to work full-time. Among the three status groups

.

7

for both males and females, 23.48% Of the clients are limited to type and

locale of job by their medical problems, 10.17% have no limits, 5:33% 'ate

limited to part-tithe only, 11.27% report incapacitation and 49.76% are not

e.

indicated as to the extent their employment may be effected by medical

problems. These overall proportions are highly representative of females of

SI-UR status, Though the data has provided evidence that SI-UR clients in

general and,female SI-UR clients in particular have a proportionately higher

degree of limiting medical than do the other status groups, the lack of

medical documentation of diagnostic categories, chronicity, and prObable

resolution of these problems present a serious limitation upon conclusions

and recommendations concerning WIN's'treatment of these clients.
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111.15.LL: / J.

MALES.'

MEDICAL EXTENT
.

"N=532

ER

TOTAL 66

t

SA-UR SI-UR TOTAL
I

. No Limits 27

Limit Type/Locale 17

P/T Only 1

Incapacitated , 1

Not Indicated 20

O

12.41% 119 22 37% 347

40.91% % 25 20.16% 25

25:76% 26 21.85% 133

1:52% 1 .84% 15

1.52% 5 4420% 36

30.30% 62 52.10% 138
4,

TABLE 74

:FEMALES

MEDICAL BUM'

N=2734

65.23%

7.21%.

38.33%

4.32$

10.37%

39.77%

c532 100%,

77 .'14.47%,

176 33.08%A

17 3.20%

42 7.89%°

220 41.350

ER SA-UR SI-UR TON,

TOTAL 375 13.72% 189 6.91% 2170 79.37%

,No Limits 87 23.20% 28 14.81% 140 6.45%

Limit Type/Locale 90 24:00% 42 22.22% 459 21.15%

P/T Only 13 3.470 7 3.70% 137 6.31%

Incapacitated 5 1.33% 7 3.70% 314 14.47%
,

Not Indicated 180 48.00% 105 55.56% 1120 51.61%
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2734' 100%

255 9.33%

591% 21.62%

157 5..74%

326 11.92%

1405 51.39%
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As the reader can see, there4 are-many interesting and important

factors among medical ptobleMsof the Unassigned Recipients However,

perhapS ihe"most important fact learned from these statistics is that

over 501.of.those.clients with medical problems do not-have a professional
. .

aedical:assessment 'of the7extefit to which medical problemS affect
A

the clients ability; to work. This factor, coupled with an inability

to determine the effect of a,particulat,medical problem upon employmenf,

makes it impossible to determine precisely:how, many clients should be

made exempt; how many clients have partially disabling, medical probleths

(limitation of type and locale of employment); and how many clients are

not at all limited by'their medical. problems. Since medical problems

are the,greatest barrier's- to job.readiness, an accurate assessment of the

extent to which mediCal problems affect clients' ability to work is essen-

tial., jinfottdnatelyi it appears as_if at the time of appraisal, a client

who may possess multiple barriers to emplOYMent (:interviewer perceived

barriers) is-made an,Unassigned Recipient and is.not further, appraised or
F.

assessed fpr these batriers. The two major batriers that the statistics

gather for this report identify are medical problems and certification needs.

Despite the fact that these two barriers are the most important and in

some instances the only barriers to employment, they are the character-

isties leastConSisrntly identified.. In the case of MediCal problems,

some states emplbya temporary exemption for any client who at the time of

r

registration comklains.of.a medical problem. This exemption alIowsrfot

30 days in vihiCh time the clients may acquire professional. Substantiation-
_ 9

of their medical problems. Based upon this profeSsional advise, WINtthen

determines whetper the-client should be made exempt or be appraised. It

. .

.

appears. as if in many cases, the laCk df mediCal certification is an attempt...

at conserving 'WIN resources. However, the maintenance of clients in an un
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assigned pool who are essentially Adically-incapNble bl,f accepting

i.

emplOy-

.

Ment,s not necessarily efficient, especially when, a procedure as simple

astemporary exemption *can be uiilized. Unfortunately, itappears as if

thefgreatest barrier in the WIN prograth in many sites is the barrier be-

twepn WIN-andwelfare. Continually,
A
site managers made* comments 'about the

\

lack of cooperation of the welfare office with the WIN office. AlthoUgh

4the situation doe shot occur in all sites, or within all sites in each state,

a substantial number of states fall_ within this category of poor WIN/welfare

, working relationships. (The W1N/Weltare relationship. includes both the

Separate Administrative-Unit (SAU) and the. Income Maintenance Unit (IM

se WIN offices which were co-located with the welfare offices, appear' 0

to haVe a better working relationship and faster, more efficient medical

and certification proCedures. There is, therefore, the possibility that

medical certification is a function of WIN/Welfare working relationships.

To some extent, the data collected on medica- problemS is not satis-

factory to give a clear-cut,picture to the extent of which medical problems

effect-the clievt's ability to work. The data does,. however, substantiate the

lack of effective administrative procedures in ascertaining a professional

medical assessment. It is essential to the operationf the WIN office to
.

.

know whether nor ot. A client is capable of accepting employment. Without

complete medical information, such an asSessment is not.possible.

It should be noted that the income Maintenance Unit'Wtn, oF the

_welfare agency has` sole authbrity.for exempting an individUal

from the WIN pro ON can recommend but cannot finally deter

mine who should be de exempt.\

Ka
lm
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7CCRTIFICA1ION
,

Current certification requirements are complex and to a great extent

misleading.' For example, it is -hot required that,all clients be certified.

However, federal regulations imply thio7a client who is not 'certiriedVcod

not participate in the WIN program past,an appraisal stage. Reference: Title

29, Subtitle A, Part 56.50, Subpart F,.Deregistration arid-SanCtion,

(e) :

"Any, WIN registrant', except a volunteer,- who is determined

to have failed or refused wfthout good cause to appear for

appraisal; or any certified WIN registrant, except a volun-
-

teer, who after counseling has been offered, continued to

refuse to participate,in the WIN program without gOod cause

shall be deregistered from WIN and removed from AFDC grant

for failure to participate."

r

Certification is simply the written understanding of what, if any,

supportive services are. needed by the client, and what, if any, supportive

services will be provided to the client by wdffare. For further clarit a

certification request is the 6bmpletion of a certification form by the N

interviewer (sponsor) which notifies welfare of either the supportive rf

services needed.by
k
the client or' the fact that the Client.needs no supportive

servie0. A written response from welfare that these services Will he pro

vided *r the written acknowledgemem that supnortive services are not-

needed -ompletes the certification procedure. Of course, the situation can c

1821
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and frequently does where welfare-will riot or cannot provide the

supportike services requested and the client is not certified.
A

The certification request is an indication of two functions being

completed- First,'the client must have been assessed for supportive

service needs, and seeond the request has been forwarded to welfare.

Although_it is not always the case, that if a certification request has

not been made, the supportive services assessment has not taken place.

However, in the majority of situations the only indication in a client's

file of the supportive service assessment is the certification request

form. In other words, if a certification request has not been made, then

it is highly unlikely anyone referending the client's file will know

whether or not ihe client is in need of supportive services. Table 75

presents the proportions of ER, . SA-UR and SI-UR clients for which cer-

tification requests have not been made. (The reader is reminded that

even i4 f the clied, needs no supportive services the certification pro-'

cedure should be completed.) Apprtoximately 418.77%.of theWIN population

has not had a certification request completed. be implication isthat

'almost half of the WIN population need not participate in the WIN pro-.

gram put the point of'appraisal.

The reason why ER clients are not certified is primarily because they

don't. need suppOrtive services. Many of the SA-UR clients are currently

waiting to be certified or-do not need certificati&L The SI-UR clients,

:however, are in a differentsituation.

218,
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TABLE 75

PROPORTIONS OP'ER, SA-UR, SI-UR CLIENTS.

WITH NO CERTIFICATION REQUESTS

MALE FEMALE Tom

ER 31.20 41.10 35.71

SA-UR 20.54 21.33 21.02

SI-UR 40.30 62.28 58.35
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The-followihg question krises: -How many of the SI-UR are SI-UR simply be-

causq,supportive services are not' available, therefore, have not requested-

anyit

There is a difference in certification requirements between males

and females. There is no time frame in Which a female must be certified.

However, unemployed fathers come UnUer different considerations,.(Title

29, 56.2241b))

.610

"All unemployed fathers shall be appraised withindd

two weeks of the determination of eligibility for

AFDC benefits, and appraisal shall occur prior,to

certification. Certification shall be completed

no later than 30 days from the receipt of AFDC

be4fits."'

,

Again, the client can be certified ror no. supportive services

needed.

Aside from administrative and legal consideration, the questions to

be addressed in terms of certification rel, int to unqerstanding,aclieWs

characteristics and why an Unassigned Recipient is *unassigned, are

(1) What information about the crint can be provided

from certification?

(2) What are the implicatiops of certification upon

assignment/unassignment?

(3) What information dOes certification provide about

services needed by the client?

187
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1- -Certification wi4l provide information about client barriers

and the supportive servicesneeded by the client. The four,major areas

of supportive services provided are child care, medical, transportation,

home management /family planning. Although child care is probably the

most needed of all supportive services, the lack.of accurate m6dical

assessment Vauld*kOriedical supflortive services,a close second. Home

management/family planning may be very'important from a welfare point

of view. Howeyer-froM an employment perspective, it does not have a

high priority. Nonetheless Home Management/Family Planning i5 the

'second highest received certification and at some WIN sites -the situa-

tion has existed where a certification request is sent for child care'

and the certification comes back with child care denied and Home

Management/Familylanning to be received despite the fact that no m-
os.

quest 'haS'been made for, it. In any !event, certification both as a pro-

cedureand the resulting supportive service (particularly, medical)

provide essential information cacerning the clients ability to parti-

i_pate in =the program and:accept employment.

2. Certification does not essentially affect employability ex-

cept for provision of medical treatment. A.female client.who is in

need of child care is job, ready if she receivi.ls child care, but 'she

is not more "employable ". Except in rare cases where medical treatment

an improve a client's-ability.to perform a job function, certification

is not related to employability.

221
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Therefore, the effect certification has Upon assignment/

unassignment is strongly dependent upon the, criteria used for,

4pteTiqiklibg,which clients will be ssigned and which clients will'

not, appears as if in many sites two situations are predominant.

,First, the WIN interviewer assesses the,possibilitY of employing a

particular client. If, it lappears.probable that the client can be

placed then the question of supportive service is addressed. if

it doeg dt appear probable that a client can be "ced, then the

client is deemed unassigned and no certification request is made.

Second,-the client is assegedTor,supportive-service heeds. If

' the client needs childcare, because there are, no child care slots

4

available, the client is deemed unassigned and no certificiltion re-
.

, 4.

Auestrismade.

Determining the effect certification has upon assignment/

unasSignment,- depends upon, the relationship of certification to

assignment/unassignment.- Inithe first situation- above, assigna-

AlilitY is-Prerequisite to certification. In the,second case,

certification is' prerequisite to assignability. ,,,Because of this

inversion of .relationships,:it is not possible to make aggregate,

,statements about Certification/assig 4"-

.,

Certification provides information about the client's ;r

When certification does not take place':,suppOrtiveservice 'needs.

is highly iMprohahle that a client's' file Will indicate -tiny

client's supportive needs.
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Because of these variations essential information about the

client's-supportive service needs is not available. 1.-om the poinX
.

of view. of a researcher-this' is unfortunate. However, the point Of

view to be considered is nOt, the researcher's, but the ,client's.,

From the point of view of the client, an incomp4eted certifi-.

catibn-forrwhatever reason is strongly linked td the olassifi'-'

:cation.of Site Inactive Unassigned,Reciqent. A classificaiton

which implies little contact, with WIN,, little Or no WIN activity

, or services, and no WIN assistance in finding a job.
4

4

The SI-UR females who have no medical or other barriers and are job
,

ready constitute 59'.04% of the STAR Job Ready females'and 7101% of .

these-havg had no certification request initiated. Thii group consti-
0

tutes 27.47% of those-female clients who are not receiving any ,activity

from WIN (Le., the SI-UR's which essentially are the "Unassigned Re-

"cipients ").. ,Prom a different perspective, of those females who are

not.WorkIng'Regil;trants or in a federalcomponent, 221.37% have no

harriers and no cdrtificatiori 1 out of every 4.

The question the data cannot answer is how many of fhese- les

need supportive services? The question the data raises is a c the

the absence of certification request~)

rea100 benefiting WIN and the WIN client?



STATE VARIATIONS

It was assumed at the outset of this, project that aggregating the
.,,

data from i:lients' f i les -on a . national level %IOWA be an eff ect ive method-

of providing indications of _what federal, pArcy and Procedural chifiges
4' ,

.3

.could improve'the situation-of the UnassignO)teoipient::' The sample was

stratified fin' welfare grant maximums, .unemployment rates; size,.of popu

-lation at sites,..`§ize of population served by the Site, Unemployed Father

status of the :.stat.;`and,popiiiation size of the state. Even geographic

..2`.distributiOn within the nation was checked to assure as unbiased an indicatoT

of the national .I1s population as possible. The sample has been successful

in this attempt. the sample has additionally provided is reaffirma-

tion of*the fact that WIN is a :local program and that when statements are

made nationally .some di.stai I s and unfortunatel deta i tend tO,..-tic

lost.. For example, from Table. 2_ the perCentage cif...lhiasSigned. in

,

ptogram -nationally has :fwen determi lied- zis 71:0374. morn -76 which

represents the distribution of stattis 0.f.egories for the IS samplestates,

the. percentage . of Unass i gned va r /es frp'm as -I i ttle as 35.051 to 91 . 4.7

From this 'table -alone, it can be seen that the WIN prol.),ram exhibits greater

diversification amolir,.. the states than it does ;unong demographic or program--

mat %c tynes.ol clients. nfo rinat i on received from researchers
. .

.

substantiate these facts, Oven ohf the. site 'I eve! . -The' sticeeSs or la i lure
_

Of a client. is great I v affected-by which stgte he: or she resides,, in,', 1 which

, city heLor she resides in,. even to 'which...WIN .s i te ,he or she must report -to.



'As haS been shown, some client characteristicS,vary depending upon

the state. Whether or not a client has a prior work history may, in some

states, beused as a determination of employability while in other states

it does not appear to have any affect upon placement.

Ii every state it appears as if the clients undergo some sort of

evaluation to determineHthe,likelihood of WIN-successfUtly placing them.

'V
:Mose states which haVe lower proportions of Unassigned Recipients do not

'have an Unassigned,pool made up of clients with specific barriers-, These

states d0- have. fewer Unassigned Recipients who have no appaent barriers

,and are Job Ready. There is no indication that there is any trends in the

bartierS, i.e., that clients'with no job historieS cannot be placed, or

clients with lack of skill cannot be placed. This'iMplies that those Mates

with smaller proportions o Unassigned Recipients may very well have progr; mis

which tend to he more) effectiVe than other states.

It is extremely significant that regression analysis has shown, that

less thanSaOf the variations Of Unassigned proportions between states

can he explained by unemployment rates or welfare grant size.

This fact, further supports the pypothosis that placement is more a

function of programmatic Variables than labor market context or cl iont

characteristics

22'
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If is not intended to imply that program differences explain

why a clie t is unassigned, but it does indicate the need to approach

the 900 N sites throughout the nation in a fashion very similar

to the way in which this study approached the client, i.e.,. Determin-

ation of what site characteristics affect assignability and why some

sites manage to have a large proportion of their on-board regiStrants

assigned, whereas other states have large proportions of their on-

board registrants unassigned.

r.
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sums
amorty

TABLE 76

DISTRIBUTION OF STATES CATEGORIES

NOG STATES

STATE
wi...111.11

A! B* Ck ItEF° G ItIJKM N 0

JOB 1,72 2.24 2.42 4.38 7,84 1.88 2 31 1.27 3,33' 2.96 5.08 1,60 1.58 1,52 4.59

TP.AININ6 3,47 2,62 4,85 4,95 5,88 3.90 7.51 6.58 2.67 4.28 5,08 1.87 3.56 2,39 7.11

1'

'GENERAL 1,49 1,97 1.32 16.95 3,92 0.60 3,47 4,30 7,33 2:63 3,05' 2;93 0.59 0.22 SA

WORKING REGIMI , 14.89 29.82 4.63 38.67, 26.47 10,13 18,50 13.16' 43.33 33.88 51.27 2,13 11.07 11,71 19,95

UNASSIGNED RECIPIENTS 78,42 63,34 86,78 35,05 55.88 83,50 68.21 74,68 43,33 56,25 35.53 91.47 83.20 84.16 63.30:

SA.UR 7,20 21.13 3.30 3.05 0,00 9,60 0.00 14,43 2.67 2.63 10:66 2.93 12.45 11.71 0.23i

S1-UR 71.22 42,21 83.48 32,00 55.88 73.89 68.20 60.25 40.67 53,62 24.87 88.53 70.75 72.45 63,07

SA-UR = SITE ACTIVE UNASSIGNED

SI-UR SITE INACTIVE UNASSIGNED

UNASSIGNED RECIPIENTS = TOTAL SA-UR AND SI-UR

* UTTLOYED FATHER STATES

227 )
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SECTION VI

RECCYMENDAT IONS

"The following are the ma.jOr findings and recommendations resulting

from the analySiS of the data in this repOrt.

1. The initial question addressed by this report is "Who

are theUnaSsigned Recipients?" The definition of an

Unassigned Recipient is a client .who is neither assigned

nor a Working Registrant.
Essentially an Unassigned

Recipient is a client who is receiving virtually no

activity from WIN. However,,mank'clients are receiving

services froM WIN but are classified as Unassigned Re--

cipients. It is apparent that for.a better underStanding.

of the WIN clients a more concise definition, is needed.

Based upon the following distribution'of WIN clients, it

is recommended that the federal reporting system incor-

porate, at minimum, the categories listed, below:

Assigned 8.58%

Working.Registrant 20,39%

Unassigned. Recipient Total (71.03%)

Site A tive
11.09%

Site active No Activity 51.36%

Site Inactive Other Activity* 8.58%

** Part-Time employment or unsubsidized training br education.
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bi

Rather than presuming that 71.03% of the WIN

population is unassigned and, eceiving no activities

from WIN,, the datashOWs that only 51.36% are tin-
.

assigned and involved in no activity.

'Since Job Development and Job Counseling are the

only services necessary for some clients there does not

appear to be any reason why'these statuses should not be

made federal assigned components or Merged with Intensive

Manpower. Services for reporting purposes.

Many of the filingsystems utilized by the site5rre-

flected the federal component system. Unassigned Ree'cipient files'

were often located in, one single cabinet or drawer. Extent

of medical problems, length of time in program, job readi-

ness, supportive service needs, age, sex, employability,

past WIN experience, length of time since last contact, and

activities outside of WIN auspices (i.e., part-time employ-

ment) should all_be utilized to distinguish client groups.
4

At one site visited the following two clients were randomly

selected from the same filing draw.

196
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SEX

AGE

TINE SINCE LAST CONTACT

. EXPERIENCE IN WIN

SUMMARY OF GENERAL
COMMENTS

CURRENT STATUS

Male

48

19' Months

None

Client had been in a
car accident and broke..
legs. Last contact was,
a telephone conversa-
tion with clients' wife
who said client was re-
ceiving doctor treat
ments and should be
ready for-work in
three to six months.

B

Female

26

Month

Institutional Training,
Work Experience, WIN/PSE

Despite letter of recommen-
dation from prior super-
visor (WIN/PSE) due to
lack of job'position client
was terminated at the end of
contract period. Supervisor
will hire client as soon-as
a slot becomes available.

UNASSIGNED RECIPIENT UNASSIGNED RECIPIENT

The example above is evideneeof the effect of poor filing

procedures. It is representative of some of the sites visited.

Currently most of the
administrative procedures at the WIN

sites are directly related to the funding, resources and

federal component system and do not reflect the needs or

statuses of the clients.

To alleviate this situation, it is recommended that a

model WIN site be developed. A guideline manual should also be

produced which directs itsen towards the actual placement of

the clients. Those sites which view their clients as resources

and a part of the program and know what resources are available

to,them fare better than those sites which appear to consider

2
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i

reporting and Funding systems Of primary importarke and the

client external to the WIN program.

1!.

t
2. Unemployed Fathers receive. priority in the WIN program.

Sample data showi that these males appear to receive more

activities than the females and leave thr*IN'aOgram more

rapidly than the females. 'Priority in and of itself may

not be discriminating. However, when it becomes apparent

that the'issue is not who gets the services first but father

who gets the services, the question of discrimination is

.not a'lally nebulous., Comments from some WIN sites have

indicated that in many cases a female may be easier to place

than the le but due to legislated priorities the males

come first. Who receives first priority in the WT prOgram

should be -based upon some type of assignment or employment

potential.cri'teria and not, essentiielly, sex.

3: A client's status does not affect whether or not he or she

will leave the WIN program. Unassigled Recipients and Assigned

Registrants appear to leave the program at the same rate. 'Males

who receive WIN activity do leave the WIN program more rapidly

than the females. Is this because the males are, for the most

part, Unemployed Fathers and are ineligible for welfare if they

work 100 hours per month? Is this because males receive service

priorities and tend to receive more job development activities

than females? Are there Lertain characteristics possessed hy

males but not by females?

19232,



It may well be that all of the these explain to so&

degree why males

In any event, it

WIN program, if

leave the program more rapidlYJhan females

is necessary to know why clients leave the

characteristics of clients who may leave

WIN of their;Own accord in one month Or two' months after

registration can be identified, it may be possible to con-

serve WIN resourcesboth
administratiVe and service, by

iplacing these clients in a temporary registration position.

Currently priority is received by those clients

who have been on the ptogram a Short period of time and the

longer a client is,o4ithe program the less likely they will

'receive services.

4. Approximately 80% of the Unassigned Recipients have

made no, status changes, and only 2% of the Unassigned

Recipients have ever been assigned. Since 71% of the Un-

assigned Recipi ts are Job Ready and 13% would be Job
elq

Ready if support' e services were available, it appears as

if jobs and supportive services are the primary needs of the

t.

clients. The fMplication is that if jobs and services were

available, almost 85% of the Unassigned Recipients could be

working full-time, and a large proportion of the remainder

could possibly be made exempt because of medical problems.

The question which arises is where would these jobs come

from? Two methods could be utilized: Increase job
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development activities and enhance ptiblic relations. Many

sites have less than adequate job development. Most job

positions come from the local employment service.

Job developMent aAd out-of-the-office job develOpers:

are essential ingredients in finding jobs for many of the

UhasSigned Recipients. Lack of labor market contact by the

WIN office weans fewer job openings *unable for the clients

Perhaps one of the greatest hindrances to AFDC recipients

is their own and the public's image of. a welfare client.

.
There are undoubtedly many newspapers and television and radio

news staffs that would.be.willing to print or broadcast. a teal-

iStic picture of the welfare recipient. Specifically, such'

projects as "Hire:A Vet ", could be analyzed'tO determinethe

feasibility of this type of prOject. AdVertising can be used

not only to help change the image of the welfare recipient but

to widen the potential job market. For example State J use

public advertising to make local business aware that there

A job pool available but it also appraises the prospective

employer that hiring WIN Registrants establishes tax credit-

for their business.

Obviously, guaranteed jobs, not workfare is an essential

ingredidnt in Placing WIN clients. However, the precaution

continually reiterated by site personnel is that these jobs

must, as is the same for training programs, have future growth
0

to t. 1. A special consideration is needed for female

clients who have never been involved in the labor market And who
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need thorough orientation to the world of work. Very often

anxiety of,the unknown causes clients who go on job interviews

to freeze up and lose an opportunity which otherwise may have

been made available to them. Counseling, addressing the

problem of the woman who has nevi i worked or who has been
Aout' of the labor market for a long period, appears. necessary

in order to help theM gain self-confidence and a positive image

of themselves.. Only then, can these women address the mechanics

of job interviews.

"Public Relations" with the clients is also needed.

Many clients are unaware of what the WIN program is all
,

about. Some, sites do provide sufficient orientation to the

program. Others have become part of 'a one play - apply' for

AFDC sent to WIN four blocks away - register, oriented

apkaised, returned to welfare and told to get a job. The

irony of the situation is that the sites where this occurs

average six to

clients. It is recommended that the intake procedure be

slowed and that clients be in contact with the sites much

since last contact with their

more_frequently: Currently projects such asthe Job: Club

are showing outstanding:success with clients.that'would

'otherwise be only a name in a file.:

In some states, English as a Second Language is a necessary,

service and should,: based on its-type, be a supportive service

provided by welfare.
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6. AnalysiS of the demographic ractetistics show that only

,fouvariabI4S' appear to represent major distinctions between

Assigned and Unassigned clients. The fjrst variable is, med-

ical problems. The second. variable is supportive service.,

needs, particularly child care. The third variable is age.

The fourth variable is ethnic group.

Medical problems were much more prevalent among the Un-

assigned Recipients than among the Assigned or Working Regis-

trants. Only 17$ of the Assigned and Working Registrants had

medical problems indicated in their files, compared to 36% of the

Unassigned Recipients. None of the Assigned or the Working

Registrants with medical problems appear to be incapable of

participating in full-time employment due to medical reasons.

However, approximately 13% of the Unassigned Recipients appear

incapable of assuming full-time employmient due to medical

problems. Additionally, medical problems are three times

more prevalent among fema es than males in the WIN program..

For the most part those clients who have medical problems which

would exclude them from accepting full-time employment, are

in the Site Inactive Unassigned Recipient group.
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Currently being employed at some WIN sites and'recommended

for nationwide use is the procedure of temporary medical

' exemption. Basically a new registrant who complains'of

medical problems i given a temporary exemption and thirty

days to provide the WIN dffice.withaprofessional medical'

assessment of-the extent to' which the medical problem effects

the clients ability to be employed. If.a client is incapable,

of employment he/she can be made medically exempt and appro-

priate notification is sent to welfare. If the client is

temporarily incapable of working then depending upon length

of time the; problem will exist, the client can be either made

exempt, given an extension of the temporary.exemption, or re-

turned to welfare until term of incapacity has ended.. Such

a procedure is also recommendedp for those clients who contact

medical problems while in the progom.

SinCe eery large proportion of WIN clients have never

'had any certification procedures initiated for them, it is very

difficult to determine the extent of supportiveservice needs,

Approximately 60% of the Assigned Registrants have had certi-

fication procedures initiated for thet compared tO 47% of the

Unassigned Recipients and'37% of the Site Inactive Unassigned

Recipients. The most frequently needed supportive service is

child care.
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7:7

Ofj,the female Site Inactive Unassigned Recipients 1,63-have

had certification proceddres initiated for them and, requested

aileS/are,sonly 64% have received certification for-child

/ '

care. Next to medical problemS, lack Of sufficient child

care resources appear,toe the greatest barrier to assign-

ment. If further information Were available for those clients

who have ,not had any certification procedures, lack of child
ty

care resources may well prove to be the'greatest barrier to

assignment for WIN clients.

All clients should be assessed for supportive services and,

-hence, certified. The rationale given currently for why some

clients aren't certified isthat certification implies the re-
.

sponsibility on,the part of welfare of guaranteeing when a

client does bdcome employed that the client will receive the

supportive service required. This tends to "tie-up" a suppor-
,

kive service alloCation. If a client is truly-deemed unemploy-

able and has only a history of being an Unassigned Recipient to

look forward to then the clie ould be made exempt based

upon unemployability. If the client is,employable then every

opportunity to becoming employed should be made available. This

includes certification.

It is ssible to establish a temporary certification by

which.welfare :guarantees thct for,three, six, or nine months a

child, care or. other supportive_service will be made available
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if the client becomes employed or assigned. If not, after the

designated timeframe the certification lapses. This system

can be utilized with those clients who are deemed marginallY

unemployable and relieve programmatic restraints from certi-

fying all clients. It,has.been noted that supportive service vt.-

sources are in short supply at many WIN sites. How much additional service

is needed is not measurable due to lack of.certification. However,

in any event, it is recommended that any client who has been in the

WIN program a pre-designated period of time and cannot or has not been

'certified, be made exempt and referred to welfare. It is recommen-

ded that WIN not be burdened with clients whom they cannot Place

due to lack of supportive services.

In only one,case does age appear to have any effect upon

assignment. Males under the age of 20 receive very, low priority

in the WIN Program. The effect of this low priority tends to

ro

bias the data into showing that males under the age of 20 appear to

be very difficult to assign. It is almost impossible to determine

to what extent this "Unassignability" is due to characteristics of

the males under the age of 20 and to what extent it is due to pro-

grammatic priorities.

The fourth variable which appears to be related to assignment/

unassignment is ethnicity. However4;-it only sho%sts a strong relation-

ship in one ethnic group, Spanish Origin persons, and even then only

amongKthe females. The primary reason for thiS is that a large pro-
,

portion of Spanish Origin females have communication problems. Par-

ticularly, they lack the ility to communicate in English-
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Although Spanish Origin males have communication problems,.

the type of jobs that males are more likely to have, do

not appear to require the same level of communication skills

that the jobs females are,likely to have. For example, a

male would more likely be.in the construction field which

would not require extensive language skills, 'whereas a female

would more likely be in a clerical, sales or service related

job, which would require communication skills. It is recom-

mended that sources of ESL-education be sought or created for

those clients in need of it. Due to its nature it may be

best offered as a supportive service.

7: With an average of six months since last contact it is

obvious that follow-up and contact policies need to be re-

viewed. Many sites have commented that the reason for this

situation is simply the inability to contact the clients by

mail or by telephone. There are a number of ways this situa-

tion might he circumvented.

(1) The clients could be, required to appear at the WIN

office at least once every three months:

(2) The Income Maintenance Unit in cooperatidn with WIN

could require WIN contact prior to receipt of Welfare

payment.

(3) The Unassigned Recipients could be categorized more

effectiveli so that det2rmination of which clients

Should be contacted and how frequently can be made.
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(4) Priority can be given to Job Ready clients based

upon their length of time in the program.

8. Working Registrants pose an interesting situation for

the WIN program. ey are registrants who are full-time

employed but are not earninrnough money to be ineligible

!for AFDC. In the case of Unemployed Fathers, ineligibility

for AFDC takes place once the client works 100 hours per

month. Essentially, an Unemployed Father should not. be in

a Working Registrant status for longer than one month. After

being'employed for one month he is deregistered.

Practically speaking, Working Registrants receive minimal

contact from the local WIN office. Therefore, they are not being

dealt with in terms of job upgrading. and yet they are being

carried as On-Board Registrants. It is strongly suspected that

many Working Registrants have not been contacted in very long

periods of time, 6 months to 2, years, and many are no longer

receiving AFDC benefits. Two programmatic safe-guards are

designed to exclude this possibility. First, every client is

to be contacted regularly as part of a follow-up procedure.

Second, IDES is to notify WIN of any deregistrations. From all

information available both/of these safeguards are poorly im-

plemented in some of the states.
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Taking into account economic conditions and the resources

available to WIN, it is recommended that: all Working Registrants

be'deregistered after 30 days of employment; SAU be notified by

WIN of this deregistration; WIN, maintain an inactive file for

Working Registrants for a specified iength,of time. A Welfare

Recipient who is employed full-timershould hot be required to

register for the WIN program. Attempting to find better employ-.

ment for the employed cannot take presidence over finding *Ploy-

ment for they unemployed. It is estimated that this would reduce

the WIN population by approximately 20%.

. One'of the most important variables of a site's efficiency,

as noted by the field researchers is the WIN st4e manager. It

is thin individual who establishes the tone, priority, and moti

vation of the WIN site. Due to the variety of persons who perform

this job functiA, it is recommended that for smoother,operation

of WIN sites and for more effective interchange of successful

ideas between sites, that the national WIN office provide re-

gional training programs and national WIN conferences to aid in

the uniformity and efficiency of the WIN program. Such training

could begin on'a pilot project level and tested for effectiveness.
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There has beep continual emphasis upon distinguishing

client Charactefistics which affect assignment. It is

possible that certain states do use a selection criteria

based upon client characteristics. Howev1r, aggregating

the data washes out these distinctions:

For those variables which do not appear to wash out, it

is interesting to note that they are strongly related to pri-

ority systems. It is not possible to distinctly say whether

or not a job history intrinsically affect a client's ability

to become employed. Obviously logic would dictate that a

client with a job history should find it easier to find a

job history, all other things being equal. But all other

things are not equal if WIN is giving priority to client's with

a job history. (Common sense would know that all, clients with

a job history at one time were individuals without a job

history.) Of course it is easier to find a job for the client

with a job history, but easier for whom -the WIN interviewer

or the client? For whom should it be easier? If WIN uses

job history as a criteria for determination of who should re

ceive services these questions are not rhetorical. Some states
It

do have much larger proportions , iheir clientele who are

Assigned or Working Registrants than other states (65% vs 8%).

Is it true that clients in these Itates are more likely to have

job histories?



It, is recommended that further analysis.be performed.tO

determinethe distinctions betweenthe.states in the sample.

--Reasons why one state appears to fare better than another may

well aid in the placement of Unassigned Recipients.

SUMMARY

The, preceding are a series of recommendations based upon the ,data col-

.

.
lected from the WIN files as well as information collected at the'WIN sites

fromthe field researchers, WIN site managers and. WIN site interviewers.
e

Man of the recommendations are based upon observations made of programs

existing at a few of the sites visited. However, one of the major- barriers

to the employment of WIN clients and the assessment of Unassivied Recipients,

I .

is, the ambiguity of the
relationship between WIN and welfare ftom, apparently

the federal level all the way down to the site level. This report has really

only, one perspective available-to it, the WIN perspecti4, and therefore is

not necessarily an unbiased observation of the WIN/welfare relationship.

Too.; often the client, particularly those in need of supportive services

or medical assessment are left unattended due to the practical, realistic

understanding of what the WIN/welfare relationship really is. Unfortunately,

full substantiation of any singUlar difficulty is not possible; In some

sites apparent agreements between WIN/welfare, are made in order that only

a specified perCent ofrecipients/regisirants are certified. In many sites

the'proCedure of adjudication and 60-day counseling haVe little or no im-

pact.. WIN finds itselfireconfronted with the same individual, with the same

lack of desire to participate in the program, but with welfare's assurance

that the 60-day counseling has been provided and successful. Too often,

the WIN. interviewer steps into a situation in which he or she knows

that if a certification request is made, it.will be denied due to°
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lack of supportive services. This situation does not excuse the Afusal

on the part of the WTN interviewer to making a xequest, but does identify

one of the reasons why such requests are not made. For a moment it might

be worthwhile, instead of trying to get a WIN's eyeview of the client,

trying to understand a clients perception of WIN. Very often the client

knows Attie or nothing about the )VIN program. 70% of the clients are

Unassigned Recipients, and 70% of,them have never been certified for slip

portive service needs. These clients, particularly females, depend upon

WIN helping them overcome their greatest barrier to employment, i.e.,

child care. The WINprogram tends to be less than satisfactory for some

clients_and unfortunately in many cases this is not dile to the WIN pro-
1

gram itself, but the lack of supportlire services provided by welfare.

The greatest barrier in today'S>economy for any individual seeking

employment is the scarcity of jobs. To some extent, many of the recommen-
'

dations made in this, report and many of the observations of the lack of

completeness of administrative procedures can be explained away or appear

over-shadowed by the lkck of available jobs. Two approaches can be taken

to answer these perspectives. First,. it is the intention of the WIN pro-

gram to: make a best effort at reducing the welfare rolls by helping welfare

recipients, find suitable employment. The job market conditions will make

the job harder, successes fewer, and the expenses greater, If we

accept the fact that these are not reasons why a welfare recipient should

not be helped, if we accept the fact that the purpose of the WIN program

is to help clients who want to be employed, and if we accept the fact that

the purpose of any Social program is not to become more profitable but more

beneficial to the population that it serves then we cannot help but accept

211
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a

the fact that observationsmade about'the-WIN program should address

how-the program can be made more effective and not whether WIN should

exist at all. Difficult times,.undoubtedly, call fOr different strategy.

However, time of.a tight economy, the welfare. recipient needs more

assistance i achieving economic independence and s in no way aided by

thOse-who w d yin times of economic strife, conserve or "buy-off"

welfare recipients by providing simply a ranteed income. Time and

time again, in telephone conversatiogi:t WIN - clients, it has become

obVious, that the client had need of two things:

l. A job

2. Assistance from WIN in finding and being able

to accept that job.
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APPENDIX A

/Mk

A. BACKGROUND

Approximately 80% of theover 1.5 million WIN registrants aripreported

as,being Unassigned Recipients. Because these clients are not receiving any

regular WIN activity, the following questionS, which precipitated this study

were asked:

1. Why are the Unassigned Recipients unassigned?

e
2. That characteristics do they possess which act as barriers to

assignment 'and employment?

In what fashion do these harriers affect assignment?

4. What might be recommended to alleviate these barriers?

The study was deSigned to extract demographic and program-

matic information from approximately 11,500 WIN client files at sixty-,nine

sites in fifteen states. The study, had the following objectives:

1. To represent the national aggregated WIN Program.

2. To accurately reflect, quantify, and analyze data in 11,500 MN

files so that:

a. 'Demographic composition could be determined.

b. Programmatic movement could be identified and modeled,

c. ,Characteristits which are barriers to assignment could he isolated

and correlated to program participation.

d. WIN interviewer comments could be utilized to provide information

about assignment /7m,- signment criteria.

3. Based upon the above analysis the study will address the following

questions:
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(1) What are the demogr4phieconomic, and social,

characteristics, of the Unassigned Recipients, and

how do they compare with those of Assigned Registrants?

(2) What criteria and procedures are c rrently employed

in the processing of the Unassi d Recipient and how

do they affect assignment to WIN components?

(3) What are the dynamics of the unassigned pool in terms

of frequency of movement, duration of stay, character-

istics of those who move versus those who stay, and the

reasons behind these dynamics?'

(4) Which services are'being offered to and'received by the

Unassigned Recipient; what additional services should

be offered; what will be the cost of these services; and

(5)

a

what is the probability of;sucbservices increasing em-

ployability?

What are the implications of the findings for legislation,

WIN resource allocation, program design, and operations?

The questions, themselves, are broad. The answers, it must be

remembered, are limited to statistical analysis of the data collected

from the WIN file.' Essentially, the. study attempts to understand tit,

conditions surrounding a WIN client based upon information in his on

her file.
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Site managers and site personnel tativided information about special

.conditions at the sites and local labor markt so that..the total

context in which the client is served could be understood. For the most

part, however, any variations among sites Would-wash-out-when the Unassigned

Recipient is viewed from a national level.

A copy of the file search instrument and explanation of coding pro7

cedures appear °in Appendix A. Basically the file search was designed to collec

all the data lithe client's file,:: The file, therefore, although not.a perfect

representatioh.Of the client,-is a close to perfect representation of WIN's

perspective of the client. Due to the size of the interviewer's workload, reg-.

istrant turnover, and large numbers of Unassigned Recipients, the file is WIN's

total knowledge of the client. Except in rare cases where particular individ-

uals stand-ourin an interviewer's mind, the file information is requisite for

dealing with the clients.

The research techniques utilized in this study have had to be,Otremely

flexible. Information in the client's file informs the researcher about the

client primarily. Lack of information in the file would, at first, appear to

thwart any attempt at analysis. However, it does help to inform the researcher

about the WIN program and, what the WIN program knows about, the client: It is

important that the reader be aware that conjecturing about the truth of

whether or not a client really: has barriers,.a job or a medical problem is
2

not at issue in this report or this study. What is,being analyzed is WIN'S

perception of the client as seen through the case file.
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B. SOWLING.METHPDOLOGY

Data collection took p4ce during'the months of February, March,

April, and May 1977.,

Briefly, the sampling methodology. was as follows:

1. The fifty states were placed into a nine cell matrix

a2i7L

bas d on high, medium, low maptimum needs payments (welfare

gr t) and high, medIpm, low unemployment rates.

In order to ensure each cell was represented, 1 out of

every three states was randomly selected from each

cell.

3. Sample of states was tested to ensure representation

of Unemployed Father states, rural/urban dichotomy, geo-

graphic distribution, and WIN population distribution.

4.. The sample size of-each state was determined by a

methodology which ensured accurate representation

of the WIN population. The proportion of-a staters

sample of the total sample was equal to the propor-

tion of the state's WIN population of the total WIN

population in the fifteen states. (Example: If state

A contains 15% of the WIN population in the fifteen

sampled states, state .A sample size was 15% of the

total sample.)
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Sites were placed in a four cell matrix based upon

high/low WIN population and high /low .Ott-Board

eegistrant totals, A site was randomly` selected

from each cell. This procedurewas performed for each

state independently.

6. Site sample size was determined by distributing the

state's sample in proportion to the population repre-

sented by the cell from which each sample site was

selected. (Example: If sites in the cell from which

site X was selected contained 50% of the states WIN

population, site X's sample size was equal to 50% of the

skate's sample size.)

Based upon On-Board Registrant information provided by.

each site's manager, samples at each site were stratified to

ensure that any status' or activi, Working Registrant,

WIN/OJT, IMS, etc.) provided by the site was represented in

the sample in the same proportion it was represented in the

On-Board Rekistraniptoilal. (Example: If 75% of the On-
,

Board Registrants at a site were Unassigned Recipients then

75% of the site's sample was Unassigned Recipients. Based

upon these strata,-files were randomly selected within each

category. This method, ensured that .the sample used for .this

f.

study was an accurate representaten of all activities and
A

statuses provided-by the WIN program nationally, (In three

states the sample size warranted visiting more than four sites

Utilizing the same methodology discussed in #5 above, addi-

tional sites from these states were selected.).
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AP ENDIX B

DESCRIPTION AND REPRESENTATIVENESS.OF THE FILE SEARCH VARIABLES

DescTiptioWof Variables.

The following is a list of 'the variable collected by

the File-Sdarch Instrument, with the ordinal or nominal sub=-

groups where used.

DEMOGRAPHIC:

Male

Female.

2. Obligation to Register for WIN

a. Mandatory

b. Voluntary

Mot Indicated

3. Year of Birth'

4. Ethnicity

a. White

b. Black \

c. Spanish .Origin

d. American Indian

e. Asian American

f. Other

g. Not Indicated

S. Education Level (Highest Grade Completed)



Marital Status

a. Single

b. Married

d. Divorced

e. Widowed

c. Separated f. Not Indicated

7. Number of Children in Household

a.. Under age 6 (Total)

b. Total

(Coding 1-7, 8 or more, and Not Indicated)
4

8. Citizen of the United State

a. Yes,

b. No

c. Not Indicated

Telephone Number

WIN PROGRAM CHARAC RISTICS

1 Current/CoMponent Status. Table I -1 represents the

sub-groups 'among which the WIN clients were divided.

These groups are more specific than the federal com-

ponent,structure, but are not contrary to that structure.

2. Registration Data (Month and Year)
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TABLE A -4

CURRENT COMPONENT STATUS

JOB
SUSPENSE
On-Job-Training
Public Service Employment
Working Registrant
Stop

TRAINING
SUSPENSE

Institutional Training
Work Experience.,
Stop

GENERAL (NON-SKILL)
Intensive Manpower Services
Orientation
Adjudication
60-Day Counseling

SITE
Pending Initial Certification
Pending Subsequent Ceitification
Job Development
Job .Counseling
Adjudication Reassessment
Soot to DSS Conciliation
Informal Adjudication

UNCLASSIFIED
T No Activity
Job Search
Part Time Employed
General Education Development
Other Education
Part.TiMe'and Education
Waiting for Training
Waiting for Job (P/T)

Deregistration
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3. Number of Months Between. Registration and Appraisal,

a. Less than One Month

b. 1-3 Months

c. 4 -6 Months

d. Over Six Months

Not Indicated (Date of appraisal)

4. Number of Months Between Registration and Initial

'Supportive Service Request*

a. Less than One Month

b. 1 -3 Months

c. 4-6 Months

d. Over Six Months

e. Not Indicated (Date of Initial Supportive

Service Request)

5 Average Number of Months Between Requests' (for

certification) and Certification**

a. Less thSn One Month

b. 1-3 Months

c. 4-6 Months

d. Over Six Months

e. Not Indicated (Certification Date)

8

NOTES:

Initial Supportive Service Request Date is that date which

the first request form for Supportive Services was signed by a

WIN interviewer for submission to the SAU.

** Certification Date isthat date which SAU signed off on

the supportive service request form to be returned to WIN

despite whether any supportive services were approved or not.
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6. Supportive Services Status (Subgroups - Day

Care and/or Homemaker, Medical, TransTortation,

Family & Personal (Psychological) Counseling,

Family Planning- and Home, Management, Other.)

a. Not Requested

b. Requested Only

c. Certification Denied

d. Certified

7. Number of Job and Training Interviews

8. Number of Failur,6 to Report/Respond

9. Number of General Comments in File

10. Subgroups for 7, 8 and 9:

a. Within One Year From Last Contact

b. More than One Year From Last Contact

(Coding for 7, 8 and 9: 1-7, 8 or More,

Not Indicated'or None)

4
WORK HISTORY AND JOB GOAL

1. Number of Jobs in Work History

(Coding: 1-7, 8 or M6re, None Indicated)
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, 2. Most Significant Job in Work History

a. Professional/Technical e. Machine Operator

b. Clerical f. Bench

c. Sales g. Construction

d. Service h. Other

i. Not Indicated

3. TotalYears in Last Ten Years Worked in Above

Job or Related Fields

4. Total Years Employed Last Ten Years - All Employment

S. Total Years Unemployed Since Last Job

-(Coding for 3, 4 and 5: Less than Six Months-

1-7 Years,.8 or More Years, Not --Indicated)

6. Does Client Have A Job Goa

.fr,4
a. Yes

b. No

7. Why Was Job Goal Chosen?

a. Previous Work History

b. Training is Available

c. Training Experience

d. Personal Preference

e. Not Indicated

8. Has the Client Taken Any Aptitude Tests?

a. Yes

b. No

25?
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BARRIERS

1. TransportatiOn Barrier

a. Yes

b. No

2. Communication Barrier

a. Language

b. Literacy

c. Speech

d. None

3. Current Medical PrOblem (Sub-group - Client,

Family, Both)

Table 1-2 presents the SS different groups of medical problems

coded.

4. Extent Medical Problem Effects Client's Employment

and/or Training

a. Doctor/Client Contradiction e. Limits Locale

b. WIN/Crlient Contradiction f. Limits Type of Work

c. Incapacitated g. No Limitations

d. Part-Time Employment Only h. Other

i. Not Indicated

S. Will Medical Problem Be Resolved Within Six Months?

a. Yes c. Unresolvable

b. No d. Not Indicated

* (Medical Coding %as taken directly from description of Medical Problem

as indicated in File Search Questionnaire, e.g.- Blood Pressure Problems

#34 Hypertension #17.)
or:403
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TABLE A-2

MEDICAL CODE'S

01 Colitis .

.02 Epilepsy
03 Fracture' or Adslocation
04 Bronchitis/Asthma
05 Obesity
06 Gynecological
07 Dental - Non Infectious
08 Diabetes
09 Mental Illness
10 Back Problems
11 Legs -.Physical Disability
12 Allergies
13 .Heart Troblems
14 Nervous Condition
15 Psychiatric Problems
16 Hyperactive
17 Hypertension
18. Kidney or Related Urinary Problems
19 Post Op Problems
20 Poor Vision
21 Phlebitis
22 Arthritis
23 'Physical Therapy
24 Drug/Alcoholism
25 Hands - Injury /Disability
26, Thyroid and Other. Glands
27 Anemia
28 Vertigo, Fainting Spell's, Black -Outs
29 Ulcer
30 invalid
31 Stomach Problems
32 Cancer
33 Hearing profi)lems
34 Blood PresSure Problems
35 Head Injuries
36 Undetermined, Illegible, Etc.
37 SiCkle Cell Anemia

Tubercu is or Related _Lung Disease
39 Handic
40 Pregnan
41 Eye Disease, Cataracts, Etc.
42 Migraines
43 Venereal Disease
44 Leukemia
45 CirhoSsis
46 Hemorrhoids
,47 Skin Lesions
48 Rheumatic Fever
49 Tumors

i(50 Hyperglycemia
-51 Hernia
52 Bursitis
53 Meningitis
54 Liver and Related Problems
55 Staph Infection and Related Problems
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.DYNAMICS OF MOVES

The Dynamics of Moves. Section of the Flle 'Search collects

two distinct groups of information:
f

1. Component Moves

2. Interviewer Comments

, .1. Comgoment Moves - are coded for the month and year of

the move, the component entered (using the same coding

format as the Current COmponent Status) and)

where indicated, the reason for the change of status to

nclude:

a. No Change, but Additional Activity

b. Terminated

c. End of Contract Period

d. Medical Problem

e Other Barrier

f. Left Program

g. Other

2. Interviewer Comments - were restricted to those which

fell into the following areas. The month and year of

the comment were coded as well as the Topic, Content,.

and Result of the comment. The following areas

were selected fpr coding sin e they represent potential

or real barriers to employment. They are presented in

Table 1=3.

2 01.I



TOPIC

CONTENT

BARRIERS

6. New 7. Old

1. Medical/Client

2. Medical/Family

-1. Child Care

4, Transportation

I .

5, Personal Problems

6. Pregnancy

7. Other (Specify)
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TABLE A-3

8.

COMMENTS

Client, Skill, Training';

Job Related

1. Lack of Skills

2, Inability to Relate or

Communicate

2.

3.

3, Poor Appearance

4.

4. No Direction or Goal

5.

5.

17-1iirirdiction

(Drug/Alcohol)

7. Other (Specify)

RWLTS (FOR BARRIERS AND CLIENT

---,CHARACTERISTICS)

I. Unresolved

2. Request for Certification Only

3. Certification

4. Certification Denied

5, ,Resolved through,Certification Procedure

6. Resolved who Cert4fication

7. Other (Specify)

4

Client, Other

won't Leave Children

Wants Part-Time

Wants Special. Hours

Poor Attitude

Refuses to Participate

6. Requesti Educati.010n4_

7. No Appropriate WIN

Program

8. Doesn't Expect to

Stay in WIN

9. Other (Specify)



1 110. coar-"rsgrin
FILE SEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE

P/RA File No. Date Site Code/Client SS No. Interviewer Initiats

Name.

Address.

Town

Phone:
Area Code

Current Component Or Status

If more than ten moves in Dynamics of Moves, check here

State Code

(For Office Use.Only)

Additional Comments:
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SECTION I
1.1 1. Male/Mand 3. Male/Vol

2. Ferhale/Mand 4. Female/Vol

1.2 Year Born: Last 2 digits of year

1.3 Ethnic Group: 1. White
2. Black

5. Male/N I
6. Female/N I

3. Span Orig.
4. Amer. Ind.

1.4 Highest Grade. Completed: ("99" if N I)

1.5 Marital Status: 1. Single
2. Married

1.6 Number of Children in Household:
(See Special Instructions!) ,

3. Separated
4. Divorced

5. Asian Amer.
6. Other

5. Widowed
6. NI

1.7 Communication Barriers? 1. Language _3. Speech
2. Literacy 4. No

(If more than ene response, code lowest item.)

1.8 Citizen: 1. Yes 2. No 9. N I

1.9 Transportation Barriers?

4110

1.10 Registration date:

1. Yes 2. No

Months between Registration and initial appraisal:
1. Less than`1 2. 1-3 3. 4-6

II Work History (If none, go to 111)
2.1 No. of jobs in work history (last ten years)

2.2 Most significant job in work history:
1.. Prof/Tech 3. Sales . 5. Machine
2. Clerical , 4. Service 6. Bench

2.3 Was this job: (' 1. Full Time 2. Part Time

A

9. N I

4. 6 + 9. N I

MO

7. Construct
8. Other

9. N 1

2.4 Total years in last ten years eivOrked in above job or related fields.

- 2.5 Total years employed last ten yeas at employment

2.6 Total years unemployed since last job

9. N I
I

Under 6 Total

YR

III Job Goal

3.1 Is the job goal same as above job?
. 1. Yes 3. No, N I

2. No Goal 4. No, other job

(Why chosen? (2.2)
5. No, trng avail
6. No, trng exp

3.2 Are there aptitude tests? 1. Yes 2. No
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Current Medical Problems 1. Client 3. Both
2. Family - 4. No

(If "Both" specify the problem that most impacts upon client's
ability to participate.)

Specify nature of Medical problem

4.3 Extent problem effects client's employmentInd/or training.
1. Dr/CI Contradict 4. P.T. only 7. No Limits

. 2. WIN/CL Contradict 5. Limit Locale 8. Other
3. Incapacitated 6. Limit Type 9°. N I/N A

(if more than one response, code lowest item)

4.4- Will Medical Problem be resolved within six months?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unresolvable 9. N

V Certification

5.1 Number of months betweeh Registration and Initial Supportive Service request.
......1. Less than 1 2. 1-3 3. 4-6 4. 6+ 9. N

5.2 Average number of months between requests and Certifications.
1. Less than 1 2. 1-3 3. 4-8 4. 6+ 9.,N I

5.3 Supportive Service requested.
1. Not Requested 3. Certification denied
2. Requested Only 4. Certified

A-Day Care/and/or Homemaker
B-Medical
C-Transportation
D-Counseling (Family & Personal Psych)
E=-Counseling (Family Planning, Home Management)
F--Other

Other, Specify

.

V1 Dynamic of Moves Summary

6.1" Are there barriers indicated in Topic line by numbers 6 or 7?
1. Yes, Currently unresol;ed
2. Yes, has been resolved
3. No

6.2 Are tt-,-iP unresolved barriers indicated in Topic line by'numbers 8 or 9?
1. Yes 2. No

6.3 Nujnber of Job and Training inteiviiNv5
/Within one year from last contact

More than one year

6.4. Number of Failures to Report/Respond
Within one year from last contact

More than one year7.

, 6.5 Number of General COIMents
Within one year fr-ont last contact

. More than one year..

Z30
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(Child) A

(Med) B L

(Trans) C

(Counsl) D L

'(Counsl Mgmt) E

(Other) F



i EXAMPLES:

nieni

Li
Month

i Comment.Continuation

2

Year 1 tppic4 Content Besult
)P

Topic
,/
Citintent (Topic) (Content)

'Status

,'Status Change Reason

Year .04 Status Class Type

(Optional or 9s)

12

13

14

15

16

17

18



.MOTES ON REGRESSION 4!LYSIS

FO t: RATES'
of

The following notes present three non - linear equations with the

umber o Persons in the sample inladependent variable being th

particular time period (i.e., length.of time in rogram), and the

independlit variable being the number of month . The basic purpose

of these equationsls to statistically test whether or not there is

a linear or curvilinear relationship between the Timber of clieTits

in the program and the lehgthof time those clients have been in the

program.- It is n taqtended that these equations be presented as

predicitive models of attrition although with slight variations in the

coefficients ,and the precautions mentioned in
SeCtion,J1 Al, this

could" .be done.



128.459 -34.5564 x1 233.569x2

Where Y = 'Number of males in corresponding
length-of-time-in-program period
(denoted as T)

In T, where T=nuMber of months

in program (natural logarithm

of T) .

1/T (inverse of
a

Range: 14 T 47 (Y term becomes negative

at t=48)

Statistical Analysis.Chart
Follows on next page:

Durbin Watson Statistic = 2.41598 falls in range between'

no serial correlauton and negative serial correlation at .05 level.

2&
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VARI E MEAN

X2 0;05,1A

y. 47.0521

4:*pkNELATioN COEFFICIENfS

Xi X2
XI 1 -0.U4-,
X2 -0.1337 1

'y --0. 940:1 0.9566

Sip. DEVIATION toErr. OF VAR4ATION

0.0100
0.1tj91
61....6947

.40.092
1"0).06!,:';

14/.272

THE REGESsioN LINE ISI

Y7HAT = -120.459 - XI 233.569 X2
( 13.433:) (-42.360 ) ( 14.983 )

(< .001). (< .001).

Y--HAT IS THE ESTIMATED r---I-VOLUES AND THEIR
.

ASSOCIATED ONE-,TAIL PRUDABILITIES ARE GIVEN IN FIRST
AND SECOND ROWS OF PARENTHESES. TVALUES INDICATE.
ADDED CONTRIBUTION OF A PARTICULAR REGRESSOR WHEN
WINER REGRESSORS ARE PRESENT.

STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS; NC) L1NEAR';REAIONSHIP

ANALYSIS 'OF VARIANCE TABLE

SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM III SUUARES D. F. MEAN SuOARL
.

EXPLAINED .20'30119. 10154:7,..
,

UNEXPLAINED 40611, i2 16 00.4.-,:p

TOTAL , )2071bu 41.)

STATISTICAL .516NIFICANCL OF 1HE RLORESSION

F( 2 p 46) 11,10.04
1HERE IS ,;001.FRODAD11 I I Y TWO 11115

F- Arlo Co04 DLLN OW;LRVLD rvai IF NO LINEAR

R TIONSHIP rxisrED.

ONDIASED ..f.:SlIMAIL OF 1H1
VARIAWL UF THE DISIOkbocji
TERM IA vHE MODLL

soitIRE, ROOF OF
OFTEN REFEWED TO AS lift

STANDARD ERROR OF t.SIIHAIF
I. (COEFFICIEN1 (Jr
MUET1FLE CORRELATION)

R7S.OUARED

9..40101

'0.00131
0.9003b9'

26f
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Rgu CUFF 4;rD.- ERF:9R i '''101 I ILI r tsi.... ...... - -

-CONS]. 12 8. 459 '1 . b6269 X1.:3.433 .001 0 ,.0

X1.- . -34 . titi64 2 7'9393 -1.2.3611 . 001 -0.46/ -2.13

. X2 233, S69 1 t4/". 508 fl 14.903 ..001 0.366 0.446

SU 0 ..919;i.L.

14-BAR 0.909.?
R-SCIUME 0.9E1036

0.99013
.1

4'4135-

a

4.



FEMALES

Formula

Y = 659.576 + 4.245 X1 -254.05 X2 -532.629Xs

Where Y =.,Number of Females in correspondiog length

of time in program period (dOuted as T)

X1 = T, nuMber of months in program

X2 = in T (natural logaritbdi of T)

X3 = 1/T'(inverst of T)

Range: 14 T .1' 49 (range tes,d)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOLLOWS ON NEXT PAN

Durbin Watson SVAtistic = 1.57055, falls-Vithilm range of pOSitive

serial correlatiovandllo serial correlation at 15 level:

I
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VARIAbLE -11EAN tilE'. DEVIATION rAiLFF.OF vAR4ATioN-

X1 . 25 14.2001 t,1,155

X2 2.9503 0.0010 30.092

X3 0.0944' 0.1.b91 ^114.965.

Y. 161.49 101.15 63.974

CORRELA 11 ION CULEI I c l L N I ;:i

is
X1 X4

*1 0.9u93 -0.5111 70.0914
X2 0.9093 1 . -0.031 -0.9202

X3 -0.5/71 -0.031 0.6441'
-0.0914 -0.9..)02 0.6441 1

THE REGRESSION LINT IS; I

Y HAT .059.526 .

( 14.334 )
(<

I 4.245 X1
( 3.198 )

( .001)

254.05 X2' - 532.629-X3
(-9,464 ) (-6,97o )

(<.001)

Y-1-1AT IS THE .ESTIMATED Y-77TVALULS ANC' THEIR
ASSOCIATED ONJTAIL PRODADILITIES AI I, IN FIRST
ANDSECOND ROWS OF PARENTHESES. T- VALUEt INDICATE
ADDrIfGONTR1DUTUIN OF A PARTICULAR REGRESSOR WHEN

OTHEWREORCSSORS ARE PRESENT'

STATISTICAL HYf'OTHESIST NO LINEAR RELATIONSHIP

ANALYSISOf, VARIANCE TADLE

SOURCE OF VARIAN:ON SUM OF SOOARES

EXPLAINED
UNEXPLAINED
TOTAL

.33213.
55109-4.

1. F. MEAN.SOUARE

3 74,112621
/311.06/

413

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF TI L REGRESSION

F( 3 Y ) 233.11Y1
THERE Is A ..u01 PRoDAD1.1 IIY IHAf

F-RAT10 COULD HAW: DI t.N 010.;LNV1.1.1

RELAIIONSH1P

UNBIASLDLS11M611 01
VARIANCE ur THL 11LUIUk1.(6NIA.:
TERM IN FHL MUDLL

,SUUARE ROOT OF ADOVL
OFTEN,RETERRED TO AS THL

tifFINDARD ERROR OF 1'S)10(11L.

R (COEFFICIENT OF

MULTIPLE CuR,NELA11uN.)

R-SOUARLD
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TI1I14
EVT.::N! f.±

140.06/

:1,16/1

0.96939u
-0.939/33
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NEG CUEFF' STD ERROR PWAD TRAE10 1 L1A WI ELASI1L----

CONST W6Y.t 6 bY.960t, i4.:334 .001 0 0_

Xi 4.24ti1? .ii/91J .001 0.566. 0.63'.

X2 26,11=i14 -"/.464 < '4001 72,40b- '-'4414110%:

X3 /6..33311 6.970 .001 -0./1 - 2'9.

R-1.At SUUORVII 0,93ti/A

R-1.41K 0.96l32
R-StWikED 0.939/3.,

8 0.1/694

C

',
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TOTAL

.Formula;

Where

kange:

=1029.76 + 5.121 Xi 308.678 X2 -347.383 X3

Y =. Number of clients in/Corresponding length
of time in program p riod (denoted as T)

X' =- T, number of months in program

X2 = In T (natural logarithm of T)

X3 = 1/T (inverse of

14 T 49 (Range/Tested)_ _

SWISTICAL'ANALYSI CHART FOLLOWS ON. NEXT PAGE.:

Durbin Watson Statistic.. = 1.66196, No serial correlation

at .05 level
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VARSAbLE

Xi
X2-

X3
Y

MEAN

2.9503
0.0914
215,34/

CONf.:EATION CoLFFIGIENit;

sril. DEVIATION. COEF'F. OF VAkiAlION

1.4.2auly.

0,0076:
O, :L; :,9.1

16:J.011

Xi X, Xs Y
X1 l -0.9093 0.:)//1 -0.0733
X2 0.9093 1 , -0.032 -0.9/71
X3 -0.S771 -0.03"/ 1 0.7991
Y -0.14733 -0.9/71 0.79YL 1

THE RECT4ESS1UWCINE IS:

Y-HAT '7. 1029,76.
' ( 15.254

ti.121 X/
( 4407 )

001 )

3U,,.092

124.06,
26.620

308.670 X2 341.303 X3
(-10.214 ) (-4.043 )

( .001) (, .001)

Y-HAT IS THE ESIIMA1EB.11---I-VALUES AND THEIR
ASSOSIATEDAJNE'-rAIL PROBABILITIES ARE GIVEN IN FIRST
AND -SECOND ROWS OF PARENTHESES.. 1- VALUES INDICAa
ADDED CONTRIDUTION:OF,A PARTiCULAR.REGRESSQR WHEN .

EITHER REORE!;iSORS ARE FRESCNT. .

STATISTICAL HyFOTHEStV NO LINEAk RELATIONSHIP

ANALY': ., (II VARIANCE tAbLE

bOURCE 01. VAkiArION - !ilIM ol- ;.2)(40ANL!.; D. F . MEAN Stilifiki;

E)WLAINCD , 1.2619Y E6 : 42160.
UNDOA-Ai:NED 12090.2 93t1.339
TOTAL .1.30/06 1...16

/VJ

40

tiTAIVICAL. '.i1ONIFICANCI: 01. I IlL 1&01&S510N

E( :3 ) - 4!)0.00)
MIKE 1 I .

1 !FY 10(11 111.1Z\
F-TaVrill GOULD 116V1 1(1.:1:.N toi!J RVLD LVLN ir NO LTNI M
RLLATIUNSHW rXI!5;11:.11.

UNBIASED (J( IHT
VAH1ANet. OF FOE Di!..flukDANci
TEl IN

tAluANE 100F OF AboVE
OFTEN- i(EFEkkED TO Ati UHL
SIANDAND ERkUR OF 1.:StImAIF
R (CoEFFICIFNT 1W
'MULT.WLE cOkNEEnflON)
R-SOOARED

30.'0033

0.903/42
0.962190
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